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ABSTRACT 

 
The purpose of this study was to investigate occupants’ satisfaction with IEQ 

components of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions in a Buildings, Benchmarks and 

Beyond-State of Minnesota Sustainable Building Guidelines (B3-MSBG) compliant 

building through findings from a post-occupancy questionnaire and on-site readings. This 

study 1.) identified thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions that significantly affected 

occupant satisfaction with their workspace and 2.) determined if the required IEQ 

standards of the B3-MSBG guidelines mandated by the State of Minnesota correlate to 

occupants’ satisfaction. 

The study examined the Science Teaching Student Services (STSS) Building 

located along the east bank of the Mississippi River in the heart of the UMN Minneapolis 

campus. Built in 2010, the five-story, 118,000 square-feet STSS Building was sustainably 

designed according the B3-MSBG guidelines. The building houses instructional 

classrooms and administrative offices that service UMN students. The areas of interest 

for the study are floors 2, 4, and 5, which contain both office areas and classrooms. 

However, only the office environments (workspaces) and the office full-time and part-

time employees were studied.  

Results did indicate respondents’ satisfaction with overall thermal conditions 

(OTC) and overall acoustic condition (OAC) were significantly different than their 

satisfaction with the overall physical environment (OPE). The thermal conditions 

multiple regression model indicated that temperature, air velocity, and humidity were 

contributing attributes of respondents’ OTC satisfaction. Furthermore, all acoustic 
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attributes were found significant contributors to OAC satisfaction in the acoustic 

conditions model, except for the ability to limit distraction for undesired sounds. 

The average physical readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions taken 

in selected workspaces did meet the B3-MSBG guidelines required standards. Although 

the readings did meet the required standards, some conditions of the environment were 

not as satisfying for occupants as others. Further analyses also indicated respondents’ 

satisfaction levels with the conditions varied significantly between workspace types 

(open and closed). Interior designers must understand that designing according to 

sustainable guidelines does not always create a satisfying physical environment for 

occupants.  

Furthermore, the study was considered a pilot study because only one building 

was investigated, the questionnaire had a small population, and therefore sample size 

(n=70) and the method of gathering the readings, was exploratory in nature. However, 

significant findings were interpreted from the data analyses and can be applied to future 

research designs of similar building and occupant types.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this study was to investigate occupants’ satisfaction with IEQ 

components of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions in a B3-MSBG compliant 

building through findings from a post-occupancy questionnaire and on-site readings. This 

study 1.) identified thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions that significantly affected 

occupant satisfaction with their workspace and 2.) determined if the required IEQ 

standards of the B3-MSBG guidelines mandated by the State of Minnesota correlate to 

occupants’ satisfaction. 

The office building was designed according to the Buildings, Benchmarks and 

Beyond-State of Minnesota Sustainable Building Guidelines (B3-MSBG). B3-MSBG 

provides regional-specific sustainable design guidelines for buildings. The guidelines 

apply to a variety of building types, but a majority of the buildings are larger offices and 

classroom applications. In 2000, the state of Minnesota passed a law mandating all newly 

constructed buildings receiving state funding to comply with the B3-MSBG guidelines. 

Currently, there are over 175 buildings in Minnesota that were designed and constructed 

according to the B3-MSBG guidelines, but there is a general lack of post-occupancy 

research to determine the influence of sustainable buildings on occupant perceived 

satisfaction.  

Occupants’ satisfaction with IEQ components data were collected by a post-

occupancy questionnaire. In addition, on-site readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting 

conditions were taken in selected workspaces. These readings were then compared to 
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occupants’ satisfaction with thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions in their workspaces 

and the required standards set by the B3-MSBG guidelines. 

Background 

The world manufacturing processes and social standards have been revolutionized 

over the past several centuries. Technological advancements, radical shifts in human 

standards of living, and the need for social power have transformed the world dynamics 

into a progressive and, often times, destructive system (Freidman, 2008). As stated in 

Our Common Future (World Commission on Environment and Development [WCED], 

1987c): 

…over the course of this century, the relationship between the human world and 

the planet that sustains it has undergone a profound change. When the century 

began, neither human numbers nor technology had the power to radically alter 

planetary systems. As the century closes, not only do vastly increased human 

numbers and their activities have that power, but major, unintended changes are 

occurring in the atmosphere, in soils, in waters, among plants and animals, and in 

the relationships among all of these. (para. 122)  

 

The time of the American Industrial Revolution, between the 18th- and19th-

centuries, was when the shift in thought and living standards began. Starting in Great 

Britain, which was then the world’s dominant country, the industrial revolution was soon 

adopted by part of the United Kingdom, Germany, France, and the United States 

(Michigan State University, n.d.). The revolution brought about many technological 

advancements and shifts in social standards that catered to society’s desire to produce 

more, faster, and cheaper. For example, the advancement in steam power helped to create 
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railways, ships, and factories, as well as the internal combustion engine that led to the 

creation of vehicles along with the infrastructure to support them (i.e., roads, bridges, and 

buildings). However, a consequence of these technology developments was the need to 

fuel them with coal and petroleum. The mining process such as moving and digging into 

the earth, water pumping, refinement, and transporting, to harvest these resources is 

destructive to the natural environment (Wrigley, 1962).  

This transformative time moved family- and home-based production into an 

industrial- and factory-based assembly. Cities started to grow as people from rural 

communities moved to cities to work in factories. Peoples' attitudes and standards of 

living focused on materialism and consumerism (Michigan State University, n.d.).  

Although the Industrial Revolution helped catapult America into a leading nation 

of progress and power, the environmental cost of this transformation has now, in the 21st-

century, brought about issues of global warming and the depletion of the Earth’s natural 

resources. Concentrations of carbon dioxide have increased from 278 parts per million 

(ppm) during pre-industrial time to 392 ppm in December 2011 (Conway & Tans, 2011). 

This is approximately a 36% increase of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 

(Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], n.d.). Modern industry can no longer afford to 

operate according to the ethos of mass production, rapid growth, and mechanization that 

strains natural resources. Similarly, interior designers are respecting the environment by 

creating healthy, safe, and sustainable interior environments (Kang & Guerin, 2008; 

Papanek, 1995). 
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Early Environmentalists 

Since the onset of the American Industrial Revolution, environmentalists such as 

Aldo Leopold and Rachel Carson, warned society about its destructive consequences on 

nature. In the 1930s and 1940s, Leopold compiled his thoughts about how humans are 

interfering with the delicate ecological balance of nature in his book A Sand County 

Almanac. The intent of the book was to inform and teach society about the environment 

and conservation, providing examples of how humans interfere with nature throughout 

the course of each season. The book defines nature — including land, soil, animals, 

plants, water, and humans — as a community that must function cooperatively and 

ethically. Leopold stated, “That land is a community is the basic concept of ecology, but 

that land is to be loved and respected is an extension of ethics” (1949, p. 239). 

Leopold defined conservation as “a state of harmony between men and land” 

(1949, p. 243), and recognized that industry’s practices removed consumers and 

designers from the destructive processes of production that negatively impact the 

environment. As a result, this production process further removes humans’ connection to 

nature. Leopold’s solution to humans’ disconnect to nature was the addition of more 

conservation educational awareness programs into American communities. 

Today, Leopold’s quest for environmental ethics and education continues with the 

newly constructed Aldo Leopold Nature Center located in southern Wisconsin. The 

Center was built in 2008 on land near the Wisconsin River. This was where Leopold once 

lived in a shack and experienced wildlife first hand. Many of the examples he wrote 

about in his book were experienced in this area. The purpose of the Center is to 

demonstrate Leopold’s environmental philosophy to “teach the student to see the land, 
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understand what he sees, and enjoy what he understand” (Aldo Leopold Nature Center, 

n.d.). The Center is a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED™) 

certified platinum-rated building, the highest rating a building can achieve. The building 

is net-zero-energy (it self-creates all the energy needed to operate the building) and 

carbon-neutral (it offsets carbon dioxide emitted with an equivalent amount from an 

alternative resource). Also, several local natural resources were used for construction 

materials such as pine trees that were once planted by Leopold himself (Boehland, 2008). 

Like Leopold’s book, this Center serves as an example for society to model. 

Following Leopold’s environmental ethics, in 1962 Rachel Carson also urged 

people to become environmentally aware and to promote change in her book Silent 

Spring. Carson’s voice was a stringent outcry against the use of DDTs (dichloro-

diphenyl-trichloro-ethane) or pesticides that were chemically produced by humans to 

control the insect population. Carson gives numerous examples of the destruction caused 

by DDT usage, creating a grim picture of molding the natural surroundings into the 

perfect environment with the aid of DDT. Carson said, “The chemical weed killers are a 

bright new toy. They work in a spectacular way; they give a giddy sense of power over 

nature to those who wield them” (1962, p. 69). Furthermore she stated, “As man proceeds 

toward his announced goal of the conquest of nature, he has written a depressing record 

of destruction, directed not only against the earth he inhabits but against the life that 

shares it with him” (1962, p. 85). According to Carson, humans have initiated war with 

nature to alter it into a desirable surrounding free of troublesome bugs. Humans are 

conquering any form of nature that “come(s) into conflict with human welfare” (1962, p. 

9), whether it is over food or carriers of human diseases. She establishes that the unity 
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between humanity and nature is unbalanced and ruined. Although over a half a century 

old, Leopold’s and Carson’s publications and activism are still considered valuable 

foundations in the goal for society’s environmental responsibility. They both recognized 

the need for humans to be stewards of the environment. 

Sustainability 

Taking action across the globe, individuals responded to human processes that 

harm the environment by creating environmental policies and standards. The first summit 

dedicated to global environmental problems was the 1972 United Nations (UN) 

Conference on the Human Environment. However, the organization that studied these 

problems, the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), was not 

formed until 1983. Chaired by Norwegian Prime Minister Gor Harlem Bruntdland, 

WCED developed a report about social, economic, cultural, and environmental issues. 

The report is now widely considered the foundation of sustainable development. The 

report published in 1987 by the WCED, was entitled Our Common Future, but later 

became known as the Bruntdland Report after the commission’s founder. The report 

provides the most commonly associated definition of sustainability in the statement, 

“Humanity has the ability to make development sustainable to ensure that it meets the 

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 

own needs” (WCED, 1987c, para. 27). 

In the broader sense, the term sustainability is derived from the two Latin roots, 

sus, which means ‘up’ and, tenēre, which means ‘to hold’ forming the Latin word 

sustinēre, which means ‘to hold up’. In the verb form, dictionaries define sustain as: to 
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give support or relief to, supply with sustenance (nourish), to support the weight of, and 

to support as true, legal, or just (Sustain, 2011).  

 The components to sustainability, which are commonly referred to as the three 

pillars of sustainability, are economic development, social development, and 

environmental protection (UN, 2005). These three pillars were broadly introduced in the 

Bruntdland Report and further developed at the 1992 Rio Earth Summit and the 2002 

Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development. The three pillars of 

sustainability embody the following: 

1. Economic development: The continual and essential production of goods and 

services that establish a manageable and functional level of government. Avoid 

excessive and extreme economics that will hinder agriculture and industry.  

2. Social development: Equal distribution of services, goods, government, 

participation, and health. Equality for all humans. (Harris, 2000, pp. 5-6) 

3. Environmental protection: The stabilization of renewable resources. Avoid 

abusing renewable resources and depletion of non-renewable resources. Protect 

and do not interfere with biodiversity, the atmosphere, and the ecosystem.  

To achieve sustainable development, all three multidimensional pillars must be 

equally endorsed and practiced by members of all nations. At the World Summit 

assembly in 2005, the UN reinstated its commitment to sustainability and to the three 

pillars:  

To this end, we commit ourselves to undertaking concrete actions and measures at 

all levels and to enhancing international cooperation, taking into account the Rio 

principles. These efforts will also promote the integration of the three components 

of sustainable development – economic development, social development and 

environmental protection – as interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars. 

(UN, 2005, p. 11-12) 
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Since the onset of the Industrial Revolution, radical changes in societal values 

have negatively impacted parts of the environment. These negative societal values still 

exist today and foster a careless regard toward the earth's natural resources and 

environment. Although environmentalists and global organizations have started forming 

resolutions and consensus about halting and reversing environmental degradation, the 

practice of sustainable development must move along more quickly. Sustainable 

development must be carried out at every level –global, national, regional, local, and 

individual. This also means that industries and disciplines must become advocates and 

proponents.  

In response, the building industry (architects; contractors; interior designers; 

electrical, mechanical, and structural engineers; landscape architects, etc.) has adopted 

and redefined the three pillars of sustainable development to meet the needs of the 

industry and design practice. The three pillars were redefined into the triple bottom line 

of sustainability. The components of the triple bottom line are: 

1. Economics: long-term, positive economic impact. 

2. Environment: Sustainable environmental practices. Organizations should 

endeavor to benefit the planet as much as possible or at least do no harm and 

curtail negative environmental impact. 

3. Social Responsibility: Improving the lives of those with whom the building 

interacts. The well-being of the building’s workers, occupants, community 

members, neighbors, and other stakeholder interests should be interdependent. 

(Green Building Educational Services [GBES], 2009, p. 15) 

With these goals in mind, the building industry has begun to practice 

sustainability and participate in the sustainable development movement to mitigate its 
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environmental impact. However, many industry practices still negatively influence the 

environment. For example, interior designers’ specifications of materials and furnishings 

require the production and consumption of raw goods extracted from natural resources to 

manufacture products for projects. Furthermore, once these products are installed in the 

built environment, they can emit harmful chemicals and affect the overall indoor air 

quality (IAQ). Therefore, it is imperative that interior designers holistically understand 

the practice of sustainable design.  

The Influence of Interior Design on Sustainability 

The importance of understanding the influence of the interior environment on 

people cannot be overstated because humans spend 90% of their time indoors (United 

States Environmental Protection Agency and United States Consumer Product Safety 

Commission, 1995). The continual increase in the amount of built commercial floorspace 

and the amount of time spent by humans indoors has spurred the need to understand how 

buildings impact the depletion of natural resources and humans as users of the interior of 

built environments. More important is the need to understand and document the role 

interior designers’ decisions have on sustainability and occupants.  

In 2011 there was approximately 34.5 billion dollars spent on construction of 

office environments (i.e., new construction, additions, renovations, maintenance, repairs) 

in the U.S. (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2012). Furthermore, recent estimates by the 

Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) sponsored by U.S. Energy 

Information Administration (2003) indicate there are approximately 4.9 million 

commercial buildings and 71.6 billion square feet of built commercial floorspace in the 
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United States alone. Yearly, there are around 170,000 commercial buildings constructed 

and around 44,000 demolished (CBECS, 2003). Interior designers’ decisions play a 

crucial role in ensuring that the interior environments of this large quantity of commercial 

buildings built yearly are healthy, safe, and satisfying for occupants.   

Occupants working within commercial buildings, however, have been negatively 

affected by a multitude of pollutant sources within interior environments, such as off-

gassing from building materials, finishes, and furnishings. Common construction 

materials such as paint, particle board (used for furniture and building construction), and 

vinyl (used for flooring and wallcovering), are found in interior environments. These 

materials can emit harmful pollutants such as formaldehyde, volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs), and biological agents into the air (Winchip, 2007). People who are continually 

exposed to contaminated areas for prolonged periods of time can encounter negative 

health symptoms often associated with sick building syndrome (SBS). SBS is described 

as a pattern of health complaints commonly related to poor IAQ. Symptoms may include 

nausea, dizziness, and headaches. Since there are no defined symptoms or exact link to 

the cause of SBS, it can be medically impossible to diagnose. Often, symptoms 

experienced with SBS disappear upon leaving the building (Mendler, Odell, & Hellmuth, 

2000). However, in cases of long-term exposure to indoor pollutants leading to chronic 

illness, people's departure from a polluted environment or building may not guarantee the 

termination of symptoms.  

In addition to indoor air pollutants, the products that interior designers specify can 

also contribute negatively to outdoor air quality through the means of production and 

transportation of materials and goods. For example, parts or materials of a product may 
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be outsourced from various companies or resources hundreds of miles away in the United 

States or from another country. Once assembled, the product could then be transported 

hundreds or thousands of miles for installation. The mileage and fuel used to transport all 

the parts or materials to the manufacturing plant for product assembly and then to 

installation can accumulate substantially.  

Some products that interior designers specify, such as lighting sources and 

systems, can also contribute to excessive energy consumption. Traditional incandescent 

lamps only transform about 10% of their energy consumed for light output, the remaining 

energy results in heat (United States Department of Energy, n.d.). The heat created and 

released by these types of lights force the air conditioning and ventilation systems to 

work harder at cooling the space, increasing energy consumption. Of the energy 

consumption by U.S. commercial buildings, the most recent estimate indicates that 

roughly 72% is used for electrical lighting, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 

(Energy Information Administration, 2003). 

Energy efficient lighting sources, such as compact fluorescent lights or light-

emitting diodes (LED) lights, are replacing incandescent lights. These lights consume 

less energy, emit less heat, and have a longer lifespan. There are also systems that 

automatically adjust the electric light levels throughout the work day to provide a 

consistent and even distribution of lighting for occupants. For example, daylighting 

sensors can be used to adjust electrical lighting according to the amount of natural light 

received in the space throughout the work day. Dimmable switches can also be installed 

and manually operated by occupants to adjust lighting levels to their desired levels 
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throughout the wor kday. These types of systems can reduce the amount of energy 

needed for electrical lighting.  

Furthermore, to increase the illuminance and efficiency of light sources, ceiling 

tiles with a high reflectance value can be used with ambient or up-light sources. The high 

reflectance value diffuses most of the light produced by lights evenly into the space 

below. In addition, to help improve sound privacy in office environments, interior 

designers can specify ceiling tiles that include acoustical properties such as noise 

absorption. In interior environments, particularly office environments, common sources 

of noise are speech, conversations overheard from others, machines (e.g., printers, 

telephones, and heating and air conditioning systems), and foot traffic. These sources 

often cause occupant dissatisfaction (Ayr, 2001; Tang & Wong, 1998; Veitch, Bradley, 

Legault, Norcross, & Svec, 2002). 

As demonstrated, products interior designers specify can impact the outdoor and 

indoor environments. For this reason, interior designers have begun to fully understand 

and investigate each product they specify. They identify from where parts and materials 

used to create their products are being extracted, harvested, recovered, manufactured, and 

transported. They also investigate how the product will impact the overall IEQ. Interior 

designers are making conscious efforts to understand the various and complex qualities 

related to the products they specify, so they can prevent harm to the outdoor environment 

and create healthy and satisfying indoor environments (Kang & Guerin; 2008).   

Authors William McDonough and Michael Braungart, an architect and a chemist 

respectively, are influential advocates for sustainable design. In 2002, they wrote the 

book Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things. McDonough and Braungart 
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acknowledge many issues dealing with sustainability, reuse, and recycling of products 

and the vulnerability of the earth. They exposed design problems and developed new 

concepts to inspire interior designers to think and design differently. A common concept 

they described throughout the book is the ‘cradle-to-cradle’ approach. This universal 

concept is applicable to all things that can be designed (spaces, products, furniture, etc.). 

Cradle-to-cradle approach encourages interior designers to reuse and recycle all materials 

(of a space or product). The reuse of a material cannot be downcycled (degraded from its 

current quality or performance). Materials must be recycled or reused so that there is no 

waste. The material is essentially ‘reborn’ to the same quality after initial end-of-life use.   

Overall, McDonough theorizes that designers create the built environment. He 

stated, “They make the objects we use, the places we live and work, our modes of 

communication and mobility. Simply put, design matters” (2004, para. 2). Similarly, in 

1987, the Bruntland Report also called for the importance of informed designing. It 

stated, “Making the difficult choices involved in achieving sustainable development will 

depend on the widespread support and involvement of an informed public...and industry. 

Their rights, roles, and participation in development planning, decision-making, and 

project implementation should be expanded” (WCED, 1987c, para. 96). Overall, interior 

designers are the decision-makers about all finishes, materials, and products in the 

interior environment; they can greatly influence the sustainable development, as well as 

the health and wellness of occupants throughout the world.  

An organization that regulates the education of interior design practitioners is the 

Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA). CIDA is an organization comprised of 

interior design practitioners and educators who developed educational standards for 
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knowledge and skills required for entry-level interior design practice since 1970. For an 

interior design program to become CIDA accredited, a selected panel of educators and 

practitioners must determine that all CIDA standards are met. Although optional, the 

prestige of CIDA accreditation has led interior design programs to shape their curriculum 

and teaching instructions around the standards. CIDA’s mission states, “CIDA-accredited 

programs assure the public that interior design education prepares student to be 

responsible, well-informed, skilled professionals who make beautiful, safe, and 

comfortable space that also respect the earth and its resources” (CIDA, n.d.). 

Furthermore, Standard 2. Global Perspective for Design states that students’ work must 

demonstrate an understanding of “the concepts, principles, and theories of sustainability 

as they pertain to building methods, materials, systems, and occupants (CIDA, 2011).  

The examination body for the interior design profession, the National Council for 

Interior Design Qualification (NCIDQ), also endorses the knowledge and demonstration 

of sustainable practice in the interior design profession. NCIDQ developed and has been 

giving a rigorous, two-day professional practice exam since 1974. To be eligible to take 

this exam, interior design practitioners must meet education and experience requirements. 

If candidates successfully pass the exam, they are then NCIDQ certificate holders. The 

NCIDQ definition of interior design states that interior designers have the expertise to 

specify sustainable designs and products that protect occupants’ health and safety. The 

organization states that a qualified interior designer is "a key asset to any building 

construction team, lending knowledge and taking responsibility for critical features that 

protect public health, safety and welfare" (NCIDQ, 2011, paras. 1-2).  
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Because humans spend an exceptional amount of time indoors; it is imperative 

that the built environments they occupy are healthy and safe. Materials, finishes, and 

products specified by interior designers can cause adverse health and environmental 

effects such as off-gassing VOCs that negatively affect the IAQ. The interior design 

profession, through education and examination, takes action to assure that qualified 

interior designers are aware of their design selections’ environmental impact (indoor and 

outdoor). The following will provide insight on how the design industry at large 

(architects, contractors, interior designers, electrical, mechanical and structural engineers, 

landscape architects, etc.) is promoting sustainable design.  

LEED rating system and B3-MSBG guidelines 

The growth of society’s environmental awareness has prompted the development 

of various environmental organizations, policies, standards, and publications. In addition, 

environmental advocates have created guidelines that incorporate the concepts of 

sustainability into architecture, interior design, and construction processes. Furthermore, 

federal and state governments require these guidelines be used if they fund the building. 

As a result, standards and guidelines have been created to guide sustainable design and 

construction practice. 

To help standardize environmental performance of sustainable buildings, the U.S. 

Green Building Council (USGBC) developed a universal rating system called Leadership 

in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) in 2000 (USGBC, 2011). The USGBC is a 

private, for-profit organization that developed the LEED™ Green Building Rating 

System. The rating system “encourages and accelerates global adoption of sustainable 
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green building and development practices through the creation and implementation of 

universally understood and accepted tools and performance criteria” (USGBC, n.d., para. 

1). There are several types of LEED rating systems suitable for various construction 

applications (school, healthcare, commercial, retail, and residential); developments 

(neighborhood); and types (renovation, new construction, interior, shell, and operation). 

Each rating system consists of specific categories such as: 

• sustainable sites 
• water efficiency 
• energy and atmosphere 
• materials and resources 
• indoor environmental quality 
• innovation in design 
• regional priority  

Each category consists of various prerequisites and credits. Prerequisites are a 

requirement, and the credits are optional. Each credit has a range of points that are 

awarded if the credit is achieved. The total points awarded during the final construction 

and review of a project determine the level of certification. For example, 40-49 points 

(out of 110) earns Certified, 50-59 points earns Silver, 60-69 points earns Gold, and 80+ 

points earns Platinum, the highest level awarded. As of June 18, 2011, there were 9,226 

LEED-certified projects and 31,261 projects registered (applying) to seek LEED 

certification status upon completion (USGBC, 2011).  

Encompassing similar intentions of the LEED rating system is the Buildings, 

Benchmarks, and Beyond-State of Minnesota Sustainable Building Guidelines (B3-

MSBG). The guidelines were developed by the Center for Sustainable Building Research 

(CSBR) at the University of Minnesota to provide a design and assessment tool that 
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reflects region-specific environmental values and processes. The B3-MSBG Version 2.1 

guidelines consist of five categories including: 

• performance management 
• site and water 
• energy and atmosphere 
• indoor environmental quality 
• materials and waste 
 
Each category has various guidelines that are either required or recommended (the 

majority are required). Unlike LEED, B3-MSBG does not allocate points or award 

certification levels to projects. The Minnesota State Legislature passed a law mandating 

that all buildings that receive state funding comply with the B3-MSBG guidelines as of 

January 1, 2004. In 2008, legislation was passed that extended compliance with the 

guidelines to all major renovations receiving state funding after January 1, 2009 (MSBG, 

n.d.).  

It can be seen that organizations and guidelines such as these two have 

transformed the building industry. In turn, these guidelines provide criteria that interior 

designers can use to specify interior products, materials, and design spaces that are 

sustainable and contribute to occupant health and satisfaction. One category that is 

closely tied to interior design and occupants is indoor environmental quality (IEQ). 

IEQ Components 

Sustainable design, as endorsed in the LEED rating system and B3-MSBG 

guidelines, is defined as a design that respectfully considers the interactions and 

relationships between people and the environment while conserving resources (Winchip, 

2007). There are several revolutionary exterior sustainable design strategies being 
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developed and employed (i.e., green roofs, solar panels) to help improve building 

outcomes while preserving natural resources for future generations. Although many 

researchers have investigated how such exterior strategies promote conservation and 

improve the performance of buildings (i.e., energy and water efficiency) (Torcellini et al., 

2004; Torcellini et al., 2006), few researchers have comprehensively examined 

occupants’ satisfaction levels with the interior built environment along with actual 

readings of IEQ components such as interior thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions. 

The built environment, as it relates to the workplace surroundings, can greatly 

influence employees’ satisfaction and furthermore can impact job performance (Brennan, 

Chugh, & Kline, 2002; Venezia, Allee, & Schwabe, 2008). The IEQ components that 

affect occupants’ well-being and are consistent with B3-MSBG guidelines include: 

acoustics, air quality, lighting (electric and daylighting), maintenance, odor, thermal 

comfort, and ventilation qualities (Bean, 2009; Lee & Guerin, 2009). Other IEQ 

components of the workplace environment that affect occupant well-being involves 

aesthetics, controllability of lighting and temperature, ergonomics, furnishings, finishes, 

space planning, and view (Vischer, 2007). These are the IEQ components that interior 

designers are prepared to design and specify as supported by their education, experience, 

and examination.   

In the IEQ category of the B3-MSBG guidelines there are 12 guidelines, of those, 

9 are required (see Table 1). The required guidelines of interest for this study include 

(I.5) Thermal Comfort, (I.6) Quality Lighting, and (I.7) Effective Acoustics. The three 

guidelines that are not required in the IEQ category are (I.10) View Space and Window 

Access, (I.11) Personal Control of IEQ Conditions and Impacts, and (I.12) Encourage 
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Healthful Physical Activity. The IEQ category of the LEED rating system has two 

required perquisites that are 1.) Minimum IAQ Performance and 2.) Environmental 

Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control. The remaining eight credits are optional (credits are 

similar to guidelines). Furthermore, the LEED rating system provides more flexibility in 

the selection and number of credits to achieve. Therefore, credits and level of building 

certification achieved varies from project to project and can vary significantly in the IEQ 

category. In contrast to LEED rating system, the B3-MSBG guidelines require more 

standards to be met and do not allocate building certification levels. This helps to ensure 

standards are met and not ‘selected’ out. Also all buildings are held to the same level of 

minimal expectation. In addition, the B3-MSBG guidelines include a guideline related to 

acoustics, while the LEED rating system does not. 

Table 1. 
 
Indoor environmental quality categories of LEED and B3-MSBG 

Notes: * Indicates requirement must be met. The shaded guidelines include those that are of interest for this study. 

Healthy, able, and motivated employees can result from a satisfying and healthy 

indoor built environment. It has been found in several studies (Lee & Guerin, 2009; 

LEED Indoor Environmental  
Quality Credits 

B3-MSBG  Indoor Environmental 
Quality Guidelines 

Prereq 1  *Minimum IAQ Performance 
Prereq 2  *Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control 
Credit 1   *Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring 
Credit 2   *Increased Ventilation 
Credit 3   *Construction IAQ Management Plan 

  (Before & During Construction) 
Credit 4   *Low-Emitting Materials (Adhesives & 

*Sealants, Paints & Coatings, Carpet Systems, 
*Composite Wood & Agrifiber Products) 

Credit 5   *Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control 
Credit 6   *Controllability of Systems (Lighting & 

*Thermal Comfort) 
Credit 7   *Thermal Comfort (Design & Verification) 
Credit 8   *Daylight & Views (Daylight & Views) 

I.1    *Restrict Environmental Tobacco Smoke  
I.2    *Specify Low-emitting Materials 
I.3    *Moisture Control Operations Commissioning 
I.4    *Ventilation Design 
I.5    *Thermal Comfort 
I.6    *Quality Lighting 
I.7    *Effective Acoustics 
I.8    *Reduce Vibration in Buildings 
I.9    *Daylight 
I.10    View Space and Window Access 
I.11    Personal Control of IEQ Conditions and Impacts 
I.12    Encourage Healthful Physical Activity 
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Newsham, Veitch, & Charles, 2008; Pugsley & Haynes, 2002; Toftum, 2008; Vischer, 

2007) that there is a relationship between IEQ components and occupants’ satisfaction 

with their workplace environments. Humphreys and Nicol (2007) discovered that 

occupants’ satisfaction and comfort levels with the built environment were directly 

related to their self-assessed productivity levels. The researchers found that the physical 

workplace influences employee satisfaction and therefore, employee efficiency, which 

can impact corporations’ operations, procedures, and finances. The researchers define the 

interior environment as an important component of employee satisfaction and 

productivity. Humphreys and Nicol state, “a poor [built] environment can increase time 

lost through illness and stress, may lead to accidents, and may slow down the pace of 

work or reduce the quality of output” (p. 607).  

 The purpose of this study is to investigate occupants’ satisfaction with IEQ 

components of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions in a B3-MSBG compliant 

building through findings from a post-occupancy questionnaire and on-site readings. This 

study 1.) identified thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions that significantly affected 

occupant satisfaction with their workspace and 2.) determined if the required IEQ 

standards of the B3-MSBG guidelines mandated by the State of Minnesota correlate to 

occupants’ satisfaction.  

Rationale for the Study 

Since the onset of environmental awareness, many building and business owners 

are interested in sustainable construction guidelines, but are apprehensive about the 

potential initial high costs associated with implementing sustainable design and 
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construction strategies. For example, depending on the building type, size, and LEED 

certification level projects are seeking to achieve, green buildings can initially cost three 

to six percent more than conventional buildings (Morris & Langdon, 2007). In the long-

term, however, these costs are usually paid back within the first 5-15 years of occupancy 

through savings from efficient energy and water usage (Navarro, 2000). Further, payback 

calculation generally has not included improved employee satisfaction or performance. 

To encourage owners to implement sustainable design practices, research that documents 

improved employee outcomes for businesses may justify the initial higher cost.  

Recently, post-occupancy evaluations (POEs) have been used to understand 

occupants’ perceptions and behaviors in newly constructed buildings. POEs have also 

been used to analyze occupants’ perceptions of sustainably designed buildings. These 

researchers have discovered occupant benefits from the new designs and revealed areas in 

need of improvement relating to the IEQ of LEED-certified buildings (Abbaszadeh, 

Zagreus, Lehrer, & Huizenga, 2006; Gonchar, 2008; Lee & Guerin, 2009). Abbaszadeh et 

al. (2006) surveyed 15 LEED-rated buildings and six self-nominated sustainable 

buildings (not LEED-rated, but built to unspecified ‘green’ standards) to 160 non-

sustainable buildings and compared the results. They reported that occupants of the 

sustainable buildings were on average significantly more satisfied with the overall IEQ of 

their office environments than the non-sustainable building occupants. Lee and Guerin 

(2009) analyzed the responses of an IEQ satisfaction survey from 3769 participants from 

15 LEED-certified office buildings. They found respondents’ satisfaction of office 

furnishing quality was significantly positively correlated to their overall satisfaction. 

These findings justify the need for continual POE research on sustainable buildings.  
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Currently there are approximately 175 buildings in Minnesota that were designed 

and constructed according to the B3-MSBG guidelines. The guidelines were developed 

according to research-based evidence and major standards from leading organizations of 

the industry. Continuing research on recently constructed B3-MSBG buildings should be 

conducted to further understand and document the guideline’s impact on users and the 

environment, as well as improve current guideline standards. As demonstrated above, 

there are a significant number of B3-MSBG IEQ guidelines that relate to occupant 

satisfaction and require physical readings standards to be met; therefore research is 

needed that specifically documents occupants’ satisfaction and physical readings with 

IEQ based on B3-MSBG sustainable design guidelines. 

 One of the intents of incorporating environmental design strategies into projects is 

to provide occupants with a healthy and satisfying indoor environment (Winchip, 2007). 

Unfortunately, once construction is completed and the building is operational and 

inhabited, occupants’ voices have historically gone unheard (Fard, Brager, Arens, & 

Kammen, 2006). This results in a lack of knowledge and data on the performance of 

sustainable buildings and occupant satisfaction after the completion of construction 

(Gonchar, 2008). Consequently, a building could follow and perform according the 

LEED rating system and/or the B3-MSBG guidelines it was design to, but not physically 

and psychologically support its users, rendering the environmental design solutions 

dissatisfying (Venezia et al., 2008). Gonchar (2008) calls for research and assessment of 

sustainable buildings to determine if they also meet occupants’ needs. He suggests the 

POE method as a valuable tool for assessing occupants’ perceptions regarding their 

workspace environment in sustainable buildings. This study contributes to this gap in 
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knowledge by determining if a B3-MSBG compliant office building provides a satisfying 

environment for its occupants.  

A requirement of the B3-MSBG guidelines is to assess occupants’ satisfaction 

with IEQ at three and ten months after occupancy. The guidelines also require ongoing 

commissioning (i.e., confirming post-construction performance in a measured way) of 

some standards, such as thermal and lighting conditions, to ensure that the B3-MSBG 

required standards are met. No commissioning of acoustic conditions is required, but it is 

recommended. This study contributes to this required ongoing assessment of occupants’ 

satisfaction and commissioning of required standards for thermal, acoustic, and lighting 

conditions in the interior office environment. In addition, this study piloted approaches to 

gather physical readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions that could either be 

used or improved upon by the commissioning agent in the future. Furthermore, the results 

can be used to benchmark the results from prior and future POEs regarding the STSS 

Building or other sustainably constructed office environments.     

Significance of Study 

Results from this study could encourage and guide business, building owners, 

architects, and interior designers to make informed sustainable design decisions about the 

interior environment. Knowing the specific IEQ components of an interior office 

environment that influence occupants’ satisfaction will provide interior designers with 

evidence to make informed design decision for future sustainable building projects.  The 

findings can also be benchmarked against similar occupancy and building types, adding 

to the existing body of knowledge about sustainable interior environments. 
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Understanding occupants’ perceptions of the influence of IEQ criteria or design 

components on their satisfaction can inform interior designers what to focus on in their 

solutions and may then lead to higher satisfaction levels among employees. Providing 

occupants with a satisfying interior environment may heighten their job satisfaction and 

performance, which ultimately improves a corporations’ bottom line (Charles & Veitch, 

2003; Vischer, 2007; Wyon, 2004). Studies have demonstrated that employees not 

satisfied with their jobs have lower commitment to their work organization and higher 

intent to leave (Carlopio, 1996; Lambert, Hogan, & Barton, 2001).  

Summary 

This chapter established the foundation for the study of the relationship between 

IEQ components of a B3-MSBG building and occupants’ satisfaction. It described the 

background of the topic, stated the research problem, identified the research questions, 

and defined relevant terms of the study (see Operational Definitions in APPENDIX A). 

The next chapter provides a review of research literature related to sustainability, IEQ, 

occupant satisfaction, and the methods by which these issues have been studied.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a summary of literature related to the 

effects that indoor environmental quality (IEQ) components have on occupants of office 

buildings. The chapter reveals the relationship between IEQ components and occupants’ 

satisfaction levels, efficiency, and comfort. The literature relates to both conventional and 

sustainably designed and constructed office buildings. Furthermore, sustainable design 

industry standards and guidelines are discussed, and a theoretical framework for the 

research study is proposed. This chapter provides evidence of the need for future research 

on IEQ components of sustainably designed office buildings.  

Development of Environmental Awareness 

As natural resources have been used throughout the history of the United States, 

government officials developed environmental policies and legislation to regulate 

industry and human practices that depleted natural resources. One of the first 

environmental policies created was the General Revision Act of 1891 that helped to 

regulate land conservation, and, soon after, the Refuse Act of 1899 was developed to 

control water quality management (Rao, 2002). The regulation of pesticide control, 

wildlife conservation, air quality, solid and hazardous waste management, and energy 

conservation followed from 1938 to 1975 (Winchip, 2007). Significant laws passed that 

influence building and industry standards including the National Environmental Policy 

Act of 1969, Clean Air Act of 1970, and Clean Water Act of 1977 (amendment to the 

Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972). One of the first laws established to protect 
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the environment was the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. This law requires 

all government agencies and officials to assess environmental impact prior to the 

development of infrastructure, such as roads and buildings. Soon after, the Clean Air Act 

of 1970 was passed. This act gives the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

authority to regulate air emissions from stationary and mobile sources, such as buildings 

and cars, according to the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. The Clean Water Act 

of 1977 also enabled the EPA to establish water quality standards to prevent pollutant 

discharge, mostly from industry and agriculture, into U.S. surface waters.  

A prevalent act that protects the well-being of occupants is the Occupant Safety 

and Health Act of 1970. This act ensures that employers provide their employees a 

workplace environment free of hazards including toxic chemicals, excessive noise levels, 

extreme hot or cold, and unsanitary conditions. To oversee the act’s commission, the 

research division, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), of 

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) was formed. Furthermore, 

the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 focuses on reducing pollution through the extraction 

of raw materials and production and operational practices of industry and public. Such 

practices include conservation of natural resources, efficiency in energy and water usage, 

recycling, source reduction, and sustainable agriculture.  

 These acts document Americans’ desires to regulate their impact on the 

environment over the last century. The result of these regulations has influenced the 

concept of environmental ethics in American society. Environmental ethics examine if a 

society’s conduct toward natural resources are wrong or right. It relates to understanding 

the ethical and moral obligation society has to the environment (Hardin, 1968; Wrigley, 
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1962). This concept came about in the 1970s, during the start of the global recognition 

movement for environmental regulation.  

The next environmental ethical step was the development of overarching 

philosophical guidelines for professional practices to employ. The United Nations (UN) 

Conference on the Human Environment of 1972 in Stockholm, Sweden, was the first 

international conference dedicated to discussing issues and bringing awareness regarding 

political and public environmental issues. The attendees represented over 114 countries 

and 400 government organizations. Together they devised and signed the Declaration of 

the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment containing 26 principles 

regarding the preservation of natural habitats, improvement of global living conditions, 

and international endorsement. They also developed 200 recommendations to mitigate 

other environmental issues such as population growth, global climate change, 

management of toxic waste and pollution, and biodiversity preservation. Within a year 

following the conference, the United Nations Environmental Programme was established 

to uphold and coordinate international effects regarding the declaration and 

recommendations. 

In 1983, the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) was 

formed to address concerns “about the accelerating deterioration of the human 

environment and natural resources and the consequences of that deterioration for 

economic and social development” (United Nations Department of Economic and Social 

Affairs, 1987, para. 1). They published the Bruntdland Report that created the first 

definition of sustainable development (see Sustainability section in Chapter 1). 
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The report also developed several strategies relating to sustainable industrial 

development. The report recommended that:  

…industries and industrial operations should be encouraged that are more 

efficient in terms of resource use, that generate less pollution and waste, that are 

based on the use of renewable rather than non-renewable resources, and that 

minimize irreversible adverse impacts on human health and the environment. 

(WCED, 1987b, para. 26). 

 

 Furthermore, the report calls for environmental considerations to be integral in 

government and industry decision-making processes and industrial planning. Presenting 

environmental considerations upfront will reduce energy, resource content, and waste and 

increase resource recovery and recycling. To help govern industrial practices the report 

states: 

In dealing with industrial pollution and resource degradation, it is essential that 

industry, government, and the public have clear benchmarks. Where the 

workforce and financial resources permit, national governments should establish 

clear environmental goals and enforce environmental laws, regulations, 

incentives, and standards on industrial enterprises. In formulating such policies, 

they should give priority to public health problems associated with industrial 

pollution and hazardous wastes. And they must improve their environmental 

statistics and data base relating to industrial activities. 

The regulations and standards should govern such matters as air and water 

pollution, waste management, occupational health and safety of workers, energy 

and resource efficiency of products or processes, and the manufacture, marketing, 

use, transport, and disposal of toxic substances. (WCED, 1987b, paras. 48-49) 
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In response to examining the progress of the Bruntdland Report’s global 

sustainable recommendations and cooperation, the 1992 Rio Earth Summit conference 

(or the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development) was organized in 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The conference brought even more individuals and governments 

together — more than 35,000 people attended, including 106 heads of state, to address 

public awareness of environmental issues. New conventions were discussed and agreed 

upon at the conference including public transportation systems to reduce emissions and 

alternative energy sources to eliminate the need of fossil fuels. Also, UN policymakers 

developed a plan of action for environmental regulation at the local, national, and 

international levels. The plan, known as Agenda 21 for its 21st-century sustainable 

initiatives, contains 40 chapters of over 2,500 recommendations about issues including 

poverty, protection of wildlife and nature, agricultural management practices, and 

preservation of natural resources. Chapter 40, Information for Decision-Making, of 

Agenda 21 indicates that sustainable development information at all levels is needed for 

senior decision makers to ensure that future environmental and human safety policies and 

recommendations are based on creditable evidence. Within the chapter, it states “more 

and different types of data need to be collected, at the local, provincial, national, and 

international levels, indicating the status and trends of the planet’s ecosystem, natural 

resources, pollution, and socio-economic variables” (United Nations Programme, 1992, 

section 40.2). 

The UN policy calls for sustainable development to end environmental 

destruction and asks nations to find a balance between humanity and nature. Achieving 

this balance has become a difficult task for many sectors of human development 
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including interior designers. The UN plan, however, recognized the need for bridging the 

information gap about sustainable development in society. It acknowledged the need for 

sustainable development data to help inform decisions and policymakers on developing 

future effective environmental and human health recommendations and regulations.  

Thus far, this chapter has outlined why and how sustainable development was 

created; provided a brief history about the first environmental laws, acts, summits, and 

recommendations;, and expressed the need and usage for sustainable data collection. 

Next, literature will be discussed that demonstrates the need for occupants to be satisfied 

with the IEQ components of their workplace environment and the influence these 

components have on sustainable design. Particular IEQ workplace components of interest 

for the present research include thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions. These 

components will be examined as they relate to studies of conventional and sustainable 

office buildings and the building industry’s sustainable design standards and guidelines. 

Also, the theoretical framework of study will be described.  

IEQ Components of Thermal, Acoustic, and Lighting Conditions 

Interior designers make an important contribution to the sustainable movement; 

they design, create, and specify our interior environments. William McDonough states: 

Designers create the human environment… and at a moment in our history when 

the scientific community has warned of some technologies’ negative 

consequences—global warming, water pollution, the loss of biodiversity, and 

natural resources—designers have a crucial role to play in the creation of a more 

just, healthful, and sustainable world. (2004, para. 2)  
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Interior designers make everlasting and invaluable decisions about the built 

environment, and as a whole community, all interior designers will need to shift their 

practice to support the building industry’s sustainable development movement. Interior 

designers must understand how their decisions shape and influence the IEQ and their 

occupants’ well-being. The IEQ components of the built workplace environment include 

acoustic conditions, air quality, architectural details, controllability, ergonomics, lighting 

conditions, maintenance, odor, space planning, thermal conditions, and ventilation 

qualities (Bean, 2009; Lee & Guerin, 2009; Vischer, 2007). These components are 

impacted by interior designers’ decision-making. The following sections discuss research 

that investigated how components of the IEQ relate to occupant satisfaction of both open 

and closed office building types. Particularly, the IEQ components of thermal, acoustic, 

and, lighting conditions will be discussed as they directly relate to the research purpose. 

First, a brief description of open and closed workspaces is necessary. 

Open and closed office building studies were investigated as both types represent 

the office environment of the present study, and most office environments include both 

office types. Closed offices are constructed of fixed walls that extend from the floor to 

the deck (floor above the ceiling) and are enclosed and have a ceiling, or full height wall 

systems that are enclosed and have a ceiling. Usually one or only a few occupants occupy 

one closed office. Closed offices provide ample visual and acoustical privacy. The 

enclosed space also provides occupants with better control of lighting and thermal 

settings. The open office environment consists of individual workspaces separated by 

partitions that do not extend to the ceiling. Often several individual workspaces are 

configured together in a large open space. Workspaces are constructed of free-standing 
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office furniture that is demountable and flexible for easy reconfiguration; there are often 

classed workstations or cubicles. The design of open offices allows for more efficient use 

of space because it reduces the overall square footage required. However, the open nature 

decreases visual and acoustical privacy and controllability of thermal and lighting 

conditions (O’Neill, 2008). 

Thermal Conditions 

 The American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 

(ASHRAE) is an international organization of 51,000 members that establishes heating, 

ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigerating standards through research. Their mission 

is “to advance the arts and sciences of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and 

refrigerating to serve humanity and promote a sustainable world” (ASHRAE, n.d.). The 

ASHRAE Standard 55-Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy is 

widely used for assessing thermal comfort. The standard defines thermal comfort as a 

“condition of the mind which express satisfaction with the thermal environment and is 

assessed by subjective evaluation” (ASHRAE, 2009). 

ASHRAE Standard 55 associates four measurements to assess thermal conditions. 

They are 1.) air temperature (adjusted dry-bulb temperature), 2.) relative humidity (rh), 

3.) mean radiant temperature, and 4.) air velocity or air speed. Each is described below. 

The first measurement, air temperature, is measured in degrees Fahrenheit and is 

defined as the average temperature of air surrounding an occupant. Average refers to the 

temperature surrounding the occupant at the following levels when seated: 4” at the 

ankle, 24” at the waist, and 43”at the head; and when standing: 4” at the ankle, 43” at the 
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waist, and 67”at the head. Intermediate equally spaced locations over the temporal 

average of three-minutes are also associated with measuring temperature averages 

(ASHRAE, 2010). A required air temperature standard for commercial buildings is 

between 64ºF and 80ºF (MSBG, n.d.b).  

 The second measurement, relative humidity or water vapor pressure, measures the 

percent of moisture content in the air. It compares the actual air moisture (actual vapor 

density) to how much moisture the air can actually hold at the given temperature 

(saturation vapor density). The ideal relative humidity of an office building should be 

greater than 20% and less than 50% (MSBG, n.d.b). The readings only need to be taken 

at one location within a room or a heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) 

controlled zone (ASHRAE, 2010). 

 The third measurement, mean radiant temperature (MRT), is the temperature 

radiating from hot or cold surfaces such as walls or windows. However, for offices where 

workspaces are not immediately situated next to windows, mean radiant temperature is a 

minor concern. For example, in addition to window areas, spaces where MRT should be 

monitored are glass atria, areas adjacent to boiler rooms, and areas underneath an 

exposed roof (MSBG, n.d.b).  

The fourth measurement is air velocity, and it should not exceed 30 feet per min 

(MSBG, n.d.b; Woodson, Tillman, & Tillman, 1992). This is the rate at which the air is 

considered still; drafts may be associated with exceeding these rates. When measuring air 

velocity, the same standards for measuring air temperature should be used, i.e., at various 

levels. Other variables to consider when assessing occupant thermal comfort are types 

and amount of clothing, physical activity performed, time of day, and season.  
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 Another standard developed by ASHRAE establishes energy guidelines for 

HVAC systems of commercial buildings. The HVAC systems for buildings consume a 

considerable amount of energy. In 2006, both residential and commercial buildings 

accounted for 72 % of the total U.S. electricity consumption; a number that is expected to 

rise to 75% by 2025 (EPA, 2009). Of the energy consumption by U.S. commercial 

buildings, 36% is used for heating, 8% goes to cooling, and 7% is used for ventilation 

(Energy Information Administration, 2003). The ASHRAE Standard 90.1-Energy 

Standard for Building Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings was created to regulate and 

lessen these energy usages. To meet or exceed this standard and to enhance energy 

performance, various design strategies with HVAC systems can be employed such as 

natural ventilation, raised flooring distribution systems, high efficient HVAC systems, 

properly size HVAC systems, insulating windows, maximizing daylighting, and 

renewable energy sources (ASHRAE, 2009).  

 Ventilation systems distribute conditioned air through office buildings and can 

greatly influence thermal conditions. They can be either mechanically or naturally 

operated. The difference is that mechanical ventilation systems need assistance from a 

fan to force air movement through the building. A well designed space can naturally 

ventilate without assistant from mechanical means, which translates into less energy 

consumed by HVAC systems. For example, an underfloor air distribution (UFAD) 

system delivers conditioned air through diffusers located in the floor. The air is then self-

ventilated throughout the space by convective means due to thermal buoyancy (the 

natural rise of warm air) (Bauman & Webster, 2001). When using this ventilation system, 

the building shape should be designed to naturally direct warmer air upward and outward 
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through exhaust ducts. Ventilation systems also regulate the IAQ of a building by 

ventilating stale air that contains pollutants and odors outdoors. The B3-MSBG building 

investigated for this study was designed with an UFAD system and the building’s shape 

was designed to naturally direct warmer air upward and outward through exhaust ducts. It 

is imperative to understand how buildings with similar HVAC systems influence building 

operations and occupants. Research studies related to thermal conditions, which include 

thermal measurements, ventilation systems, and thermal satisfaction of occupants of 

office buildings are follow below.  

Toftum (2008) assessed the satisfaction of occupants’ perceived personal 

controllability over thermal conditions (ventilation) through an online questionnaire. 

Occupants were from 24 office buildings in Denmark; 15 buildings were naturally 

ventilated and 9 buildings were mechanically ventilated. A total of 1,272 occupants 

responded to the Web-based questionnaire between 2004 and 2008.  

 The results suggest that occupants of the naturally ventilated offices were more 

satisfied with controllability of their environment versus those of the mechanically 

ventilated offices. This was most likely because naturally ventilated buildings have 

human-adjustable features such as operable windows and adjustable thermostats. 

Mechanically ventilated buildings are controlled by technology sensors with inoperable 

windows, denying occupants the ability to manually adjust the thermal conditions of their 

environment. The study also indicated that occupants satisfied with their ability to control 

the environment reported fewer perceived undesirable thermal conditions (i.e., 

temperature, draft) of the environment (Toftum, 2008). 
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 Besides the reported satisfied results of the naturally ventilated buildings, 

Melikov, Pitchurov, Naydenov, and Langkilde (2005) investigated 10 mechanically 

ventilated office buildings to determine if displacement ventilation systems’ thermal 

levels impacted occupants’ comfort. Displacement ventilation systems are designed to 

distribute conditioned air at the floor level to create two ventilation zones. The lower 

zone is where newly conditioned air is distributed by floor diffusers, and the upper zone 

is where stale air is exhausted by vents found in the ceiling. Displacement ventilation 

systems are designed to create an even flow of warm air through the room while 

removing pollutants. They provide a healthy air quality environment for occupants.  

Melikov et al. (2005) study took readings of velocity, turbulence intensity, and air 

temperature at recommended ASHRAE heights (2”, 4”, 12”, 24”, and 43” AFF) and 20” 

for a seated occupant in 119 open office spaces. Although the workspaces were 

unoccupied during readings, the readings were taken as close to the exact physical 

location where occupants would be working the majority of the time. The readings were 

taken with a multi-channel low velocity thermal anemometer that met ASHRAE Standard 

55 of 2004.  

Also, a short questionnaire was distributed to 227 occupants to evaluate thermal 

sensitivity and preference, health, clothing, job satisfaction, workplace design, and other 

IEQ components (e.g., lighting, noise, air quality). Around half (49%) of the occupants 

indicated they were uncomfortable with the temperature in their workspaces daily and 

(48%) were unsatisfied with the IAQ. Although exact readings were not disclosed, the 

researchers stated that occupants who indicated they had a good relationship with their 

manager were also satisfied with the thermal environment. Also, occupants satisfied with 
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their job were more accepting of higher vertical thermal difference (differences in 

readings from the various heights they were taken) within their workspace (Melikov et 

al., 2005). The results of this research demonstrated that occupants’ perceptions of IEQ 

may not be solely related to the physical attributes of a space, but also their relationship 

with the acting manager and other colleagues.  

Nasrollahi, Knight, and Jones (2008) conducted a study to determine how thermal 

comfort affected occupants’ satisfaction and productivity. They compared questionnaire 

responses of occupants of six office buildings in Iran with specific standards set by the 

ASHRAE. Only 57% of the participants were satisfied with the temperature. This finding 

was below the accepted ASHRAE standard of having 80% or more of the occupants 

satisfied with the temperature. Also, 23% of the participants were dissatisfied with the 

thermal temperature, which exceeds the ASHRAE acceptable standard of 20% or less of 

the occupants dissatisfied with the temperature. Roughly 80% of the participants 

perceived that thermal comfort could enhance their workplace productivity.  

A study conducted by Seppänen, Fisk, and Faulkner (2005) examined how 

temperature in offices influences occupants’ health and productivity. The authors 

indicate, “the indoor temperature affects several human responses, including thermal 

comfort, perceived air quality, symptoms of sick building syndrome, and performance at 

work” (p. 680). The researchers collected measurements of productivity with a simple 

decrement model developed by analyzing literature from previous studies. The results of 

the literature demonstrated “an average relationship of a 2% decrement in work 

performance per °C (1.1% per °F) when the temperature is about 25°C (77°F)” (p. 680). 

They also indicated there is little research on occupant performance in low temperatures. 
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However, the literature revealed that when temperatures were below the neutral range 

(71.6°F and 77°F) there was a strong negative effect on manual task performance.  

Further investigation regarding thermal conditions of interior office environments 

must occur to fully understand how HVAC systems and thermal conditions (i.e., 

temperature, humidity, and air velocity) influence occupant satisfaction and comfort 

levels. Current research has found that occupants of naturally ventilated offices were 

more satisfied with controllability of their environment versus those with mechanically 

ventilated offices. Of the satisfied occupants, fewer reported undesirable thermal 

conditions (i.e., temperature, draft) in their work environment (Toftum, 2008). However, 

most office buildings in the United States are designed with mechanically ventilated 

HVAC systems. Furthermore, Melikov, Pitchurov, Naydenov, and Langkilde (2005) 

investigated 10 mechanically ventilated office buildings with displacement ventilation 

systems’ and found that around half (49%) of the occupants indicated they were bothered 

daily by uncomfortable temperature in their workspaces and (48%) were unsatisfied with 

the IAQ. Nasrollahi, Knight, and Jones (2008) found similar results with only 57% of the 

occupants satisfied with the temperature. Research has demonstrated that occupant 

satisfaction was low regarding the temperature of their office environment; however, the 

researchers failed to investigate the actual temperature conditions of the interior 

environment. Therefore, this study gathered occupant satisfaction and physical 

measurements to holistically understand thermal conditions of an interior office 

environment. 
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Acoustic Conditions 

 The state of being acoustically satisfied involves contentment and satisfaction 

with acoustic conditions of the built environment (Navai & Veitch, 2003) including 

noise. In open offices, noise is commonly associated with occupant acoustical 

dissatisfaction. Noise is defined as a sound that is loud, unwanted, or the cause of 

disturbance (Noise, 2011). Sources of noise in open office environments are 

speech/conversations from co-workers, machines (e.g., printers, telephones, HVAC 

systems), and foot traffic. Noise produced by these sources can travel throughout an 

office due to the lack of full height walls and the open nature of the layout. In addition, 

office workspaces are situated closer to one another to utilize the square footage more 

efficiently. The following will describe how humans process sound, the types of 

measurements for sound, and provide recent literature findings on the effects of noise 

levels in offices. 

 Sound is heard by humans through variations in pressure that travel through the 

air in a wave-like motion. Peaks and troughs in the wave create frequencies and varies the 

pitch of sound. Frequency, measured in hertz (Hz), is defined as the number of peaks 

(pressure that increases, decreases, and returns to normal) per second.  The human ear is 

sensitive to sound between the range of 2 Hz and 20 kHz. Sound pressure is the degree to 

which air particles are compressed and reunited back to normal size (Navai & Veitch, 

2003; Woodson et al., 1992).  

The ratio of sound intensity is measured by the decibel (dB) unit on a logarithmic 

scale. Due to the logarithmic nature of the scale, a short increase in sound intensity will 
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only be measured in a few decibles. An increase by 10 dB classifies sound to be twice as 

loud. 

Three types of decible measurements for sound are Sound Pressure Level (SPL), 

Event Exposure Level (Lex), and the Multiple-Event Sound Equivalent Level (Leq). The 

SPL measures sound for one second or less; the Lex sums successive measurements of 

one second SPLs over a period of time; and the Leq measures the cumulative average of 

one second SPLs over an allotted period of time (e.g., three minutes, five minutes, one 

hour) (Navai & Veitch, 2003). 

Every human hears and responds to each frequency differently. Navai and Veitch 

(2003) explain, “Sounds of the same level but at different frequencies will not be 

considered equally loud. In an effort to better understand the effects of different 

frequency ranges on the human ear, equal subjective loudness curves relate subjective 

loudness to sound pressure and frequency” (International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO), 1987, p. 5). Different weighting frequencies were developed to 

simulate the action of the ear (Woodson et al., 1992). These weighting frequencies are 

called A (low), B (medium), C (high), and D (contours). The D-weighting is used for 

airplane research, whereas the A-weighting best simulates human sensitivity to sound in 

open office environments (Kryter, 1985; Navai & Veitch, 2003; Woodson et al., 1992).   

 The following research studies provide insight as to how noise in office settings 

has been researched previously. All of the studies coupled actual sound readings with 

questionnaire results. The questionnaires were primarily used to identify source of noise, 

characteristics of sound, and acoustical satisfaction. The A-weighting measure of sound 

was used for all studies except for Kjellberg, Landström, Tesarz, Söderberg, and Åkerlund 
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(1996) who used B-weighting. Each study used different approaches as to the location, 

frequency, and the length of time in gathering sound readings.  

To identify the relationship between acoustic conditions in open offices and 

occupant satisfaction, Veitch et al. (2002) conducted a laboratory experiment. Thirty 

participants, hired by a staffing agency for one day, were asked to sit at one of the six 

workspaces in a prototypical open office and perform clerical tasks. While in the 

workspaces, they were exposed to 15 different noises that simulated ventilation systems 

ranging from 30 dB(A) to 51 dB(A) along with simulated telephone conversations. Each 

simulation lasted for 15 minutes.  

After each simulation, participants were asked to complete a satisfaction and 

speech intelligibility questionnaire. The researchers found that participants associated 

noise levels louder than 45 dB(A) to be too loud. Also, participants’ satisfaction 

decreased as the hissing from ventilation system increased; however, the louder the noise 

masking from ventilation systems became, the less intelligible speech was. Often 

ventilation systems are used as a sound masking mechanism to decrease intelligibility of 

speech within offices, but in this situation, the participants were dissatisfied with the 

noise associated with the ventilation system even though there was less intelligible 

speech. 

  Furthermore, Ayr, Cirillo, and Martellotta (2001) conducted an experimental 

field study on an office building in Italy to determine noise indices of an air conditioned 

office. The study coupled occupant questionnaire results with physical noise readings of 

52 rooms. The rooms were occupied by one or more workers. A Norsonic SA 110 sound 

level meter was used to take five-minute readings within the 52 offices. The researchers 
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did not indicate when and where exactly in the room the readings occurred. The 

questionnaire was distributed at the same time the readings were being taken. The 

questionnaire used annoyance, noisiness, and loudness as psychological variables to 

describe noise. A unipolar (0-3) scale was used to assess these variables. The 

questionnaire was returned by 290 participants; data from 250 were found useful. 

The Ayr et al. (2001) hypothesized that noise generated by the air conditioning 

system would prevail in all rooms. However, they found when offices were occupied by 

more than one individual, the noise generated by the office activity (telephones, computer 

keyboards, printers, and speech) prevailed; whereas in single offices, the air conditioning 

system was the source of the prevailing noise. The questionnaire results indicated that the 

noise indices of loudness and annoyance were strongly correlated to high SPL (R=0.73). 

A linear regression model indicated that participants’ annoyance with noise increased 

from “insignificantly annoyed” to “a little annoyed” between 40 and 48 dB(A), 

respectively. Participants (83%) characterized the noise generated by the air conditioning 

system as “hissy.”  

Similarly, Leather, Beale, and Sullivan (2003) found the sound of air conditioning 

as a predominant variable in office noise. The researchers explored the relationship 

between noise and psychosocial job stress of 128 office workers at government agencies 

in two air conditioned buildings in the United Kingdom. The occupants completed a self-

reporting questionnaire regarding the impact of job strain, noise disturbance, job 

satisfaction, organizational commitment, health, and well-being. In addition, sound 

readings were administered on four occasions. Twenty intervals were measured during 

each occasion. The highest and lowest readings were used to calculate the average. 
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Readings were taken in the morning and in reverse order in the afternoon on two days 

with similar weather conditions. The four readings computed the overall averaged for the 

20 intervals.  

A linear regression model was performed with the sound readings as the 

dependent variable and rating of noise disturbance from the air conditioner, telephones, 

office machines, people talking, and street noise as the predictor variables. The predictor 

variables accounted for 46% of the variance in sound readings. Air conditioning was the 

most significant independent predictor. Using a similar regression model but with 

subjective sound ratings from the questionnaire as the dependent variable, the predictor 

variables accounted of 38% of the variance in the sound readings. Again, air conditioning 

was found to be the most significant independent variable. In addition, the analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) results indicate that noise did not directly influence lower job 

satisfaction, lower well-being, or lower organizational commitment. Although, lower 

levels of noise did lessen the negative psycho-social impact of job stress. 

Unlike the previous studies where the source of noise was created by the air 

conditioning, Tang and Wong (1998) carried out a study on six air conditioned office 

buildings where occupants commonly complained about noise created by speech. The 

methods of the study consisted of a five-point questionnaire regarding occupants’ 

(n=188) acoustical environment and physical noise readings taken with the Bruel & Kjaer 

2260 sound level analyzer. A-weighted equivalent SPL Leq sound readings were taken. 

The readings were conducted near the location of occupants in their workspaces and one 

meter away from reflective surfaces at five-minute intervals.  
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The questionnaire revealed that on a five-point disturbance scale (five = very 

disturbing), occupants ranked human speech (3.2), telephone (2.9), printers (2.5), and 

typing (2.5) as the highest producers of noise. Air conditioning received an average 

ranking of 2.3. Low Articulation Index (speech intelligibility) values (0.69 to 0.75) 

indicate poor acoustical privacy conditions. While the average noise level ranged from 52 

to 58 dB(A) with a change in occupant responses from “too quiet” to “too noisy” 

occurring around 49.5 dB(A).  

Moreland (1988) found the average noise of seven open-plan offices to be slightly 

lower than the previous study. Investigating the temporal characteristics of noise, 

Moreland took A-weighted sound meter readings at every workspace for two minutes 

each between 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Between the times of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., the 

sound range was 42.9 to 48.4 dB(A), while the average for the entire 12-hour period was 

44.9 dB(A).  The required measurement for office workplace environment is less than 55 

to 60 dB(A) and the background noise is not to exceed 70 dB(A) (MSBG, n.d.b).  

Kjellberg et al. (1996) studied the relationship between noise (subjective and 

objective) and annoyance. The participants consisted of 439 occupants from three 

workplace types (offices, laboratories, and industries) in Sweden that are exposed to 

noise levels below 85 dB(A). A questionnaire was distributed to assess occupants’ 

annoyance ratings and characteristics of noise, task performed, and workplace 

environment. During the time the questionnaire was administered, five-minute noise level 

recordings were taken in each workspace. The B-weighted level was used because 

researchers stated it correlated higher with annoyance rating than A-weighted levels 

(Landstrӧm, Åkerlund, Kjellberg, & Tesarz, 1995). The researchers indicated that the B-
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weighted readings were 2-6 dB(A) higher than the A-weighted readings, but the 

difference only marginally influenced the results.  

A linear regression model was used by Landstrӧm et al. (1995) to determine the 

effects of noise annoyance on other variables (sound level, noise control, work load and 

tasks, age, gender, and workplace type). The results did not indicate a linear relationship 

between annoyance and work load and tasks. These variables were eliminated from the 

model. The researchers then divided the participants’ responses into 13 groups based on 

the sound readings of their workspaces in 3 dB increments starting at 45 to 48 dB. The 

results indicated that sound levels had a linear relationship to annoyance ratings 

(r2=0.89), and that office occupants were the least annoyed by noise and the laboratory 

occupants were the most annoyed by noise. The researchers indicated that distributing the 

questionnaire during the five-minute recording may have instigated occupants to pay 

more attention to noise than usual, potentially skewing the results.   

Overall, these acoustical studies have provided insight on common sources of 

acoustical dissatisfaction in offices such as air conditioning/ventilation, speech 

intelligibility, and office appliances (i.e., telephones, printer, computer). The required 

standard of less than 55 to 60 dB(A) (MSBG, n.d.b) may be too high considering that 

participants in various studies reported that noise was too loud between 40 and 49.5 

dB(A) (Ayr, 2001; Tang & Wong, 1998; Veitch et al., 2002). Other researchers 

recommend 45 dB(A) where 48 dB(A) is considered too high (Bradley & Gover, 2004; 

Veitch et al., 2002). Most of the studies performed readings in workspaces for two to 

five-minutes duration (Ayr et al., 2001; Kjellberg et al., 1996; Moreland, 1988; Tang & 

Wong; 1998) and did not repeat their readings. The time of day and season of the year 
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readings were taken was vaguely described in all studies. The time of day and year of 

readings could greatly influence the data due to a variance in occupancy load and 

activities throughout the work day or season.  

Although these research studies do provide great insight into the approach and 

approximate satisfaction level of occupants in office areas, they were unrelated to 

buildings designed according to sustainable guidelines. The present study gathered 

occupant satisfaction levels in addition to decibel readings in an interior environment 

designed according to the B3-MSBG sustainable guidelines. The study also analyzed the 

influence that acoustic conditions has on occupant satisfaction with their overall physical 

environment.  

Lighting Conditions 

 Energy used for electrical lighting of commercial offices makes up roughly 21% 

of the total energy consumed by commercial buildings in the United States. This value 

follows closely behind the high energy consumption of commercial HVAC systems (36% 

for heating, 8% for cooling, and 7% for ventilation) in the United States (Energy 

Information Administration, 2003). New lighting technologies and recommendations 

have been developed to decrease the energy consumption of commercial buildings, which 

will conserve nonrenewable resources and reduce pollutants produced by power plants. 

This section highlights measurement of illuminance, energy efficient lighting control 

strategies for commercial offices, and methods and findings from open office lighting 

research studies. 
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 The light source most preferred by office occupants is natural daylighting 

(Yildirim, Akalin-Baskaya, & Celebi, 2007). Daylighting is usually associated with close 

proximity to a window, and a window with view to the outdoors can provide occupants a 

natural stimulus and connection to nature. However, windows in commercial buildings 

are a common source of heat gain in the summer and heat loss in the winter, and they can 

affect occupants’ thermal comfort due to a low mean radiant temperature, i.e., cool air 

given off from the glazing surface. Additionally, they can create glare, particularly on 

computer monitors. Glare is the brightness from a light source, such as daylight or 

electric light, which is unwanted by the viewer. The source can be viewed directly from 

the light source or indirectly from by reflection, i.e., computer monitor (Moore, Carter, & 

Slater, 2003). 

The measurement of visible light is called photometry. Illuminance (also called 

illumination) is the measurement of the amount of light from both ambient and local 

sources that falls onto a surface. Illumination is measured in footcandles (fc)  and is 

defined as the density of the luminous flux incident on a surface (Woodson et al., 1992). 

Luminous flux is the light reflected from a surface and is measured in lumens (lm). 

(Woodson et al., 1992). One footcandle measures the illuminance of light one foot from a 

uniform light source (1 fc=1 lm/square feet). In international (SI) units, one lux is the 

illuminance measure one meter from a uniform light source (1 lux=1 lm/square meter) 

(Woodson et al., 1992). 

Color characteristics of a light source are classified by chromacity and the color-

rendering index (CRI). Chromacity is the degree of warmth and coolness of a light 

source. It is measured in kelvins (K) where 5,000 K represents cool daylight and 2,000 K 
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represents warm candlelight (Winchip, 2007). CRI is a scale from 0-100 that measures 

color presentation of a light source where 100 represent the best color rendition. Lights 

with high CRI values generally need more energy for illumination, but are also most 

preferred by people (IESNA, 2010). 

The Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) has been publishing illuminance 

recommendations since 1958. IES provides general footcandle level recommendations 

per task performed and level of contrast. For offices, IES recommends 50 fc for 

private/closed workspace without task lighting, 35 fc for open workspaces (i.e., use of 

movable partitions that do not extend to the ceiling) with task lighting, and 30 fc for 

computer work (IESNA, 2010). According to the B3-MSBG lighting standard for 

commercial office building the requirement is to have multiple modes of electrical 

lighting, and the recommendation is for the illumination to be between 35 to 50 fc 

(MSBG, n.d.b).  

Various lighting systems are used to help control illumination levels. Lighting 

systems in commercial buildings, particularly open offices, are designed according to a 

uniform grid where light from luminaires (i.e., fixtures) is distributed evenly throughout 

the space. This type of grid systems is inefficient in energy usage because it supplies the 

same amount of light throughout the office regardless of occupant preference and tasks 

performed. The addition of automatic and manual controls to a uniform grid lighting 

system can conserve up to 45% of energy used for lighting (Agogino, 2005).  

 Controls provide a more customized, flexible, and efficient lighting design. Types 

of controls include dimmers, occupancy and daylight sensors, and timers. These features 

allow for occupant adjustability and controllability and prevent unnecessary light usage. 
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For example, dimmer controls allow occupants to adjust light levels throughout the day to 

their needs and preferences. Occupancy sensors detect motion to automatically turn lights 

on when motion is detected in the area and turn lights off when no motion is detected for 

a set amount of time. Daylight sensors adjust light levels according to the amount of 

natural daylight measured in a space; the sensor makes an adjustment to the electric 

lighting to provide an even distribution of light and appropriate quantity of light 

throughout the work day. Timers can be set to turn lights on and off during peak 

occupancy times and days.  

Other factors that could play a role in preferred illumination levels are a person’s 

age and eye condition, surface reflectance, and contrast. IESNA (2010) recommends the 

addition of 75 fc (total 150 fc) for occupants over the age of 55. Taking these 

recommendations into consideration, the following studies provided evidence of different 

footcandle levels (found and preferred) in office environments. Most studies have paired 

lighting readings with occupant questionnaire data. Some studies were conducted in a 

control environment (i.e., mock-up environments), while others occurred in an actual 

office setting. 

Wright, Hill, Cook, and Bright (1999) conducted an experimental study to 

determine what type of office lighting is best suitable for occupants. A total of 16 full-

sighted participants (nine male) were asked to perform standard office tasks in a 

simulated office environment with each workspace containing a desk, filing cabinets, and 

bookshelves. The dimensions of the simulated office environment was 6.2 meters (20’-4”) 

by 6.3 meters (20’-8”) and 2.4 meters (7’-10”) high. The room contained three different 
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lighting systems including four-by-four ceiling mounted lights, four free-standing 

uplights, and ceiling mounted wallwashers. Each light system was altered to form eight 

different lighting conditions. There were also two task lights that remained on for all 

conditions in each workspace, one was positioned on the desk and one was positioned on 

the filing cabinet. For each condition, the participants were asked to perform two 

different office tasks such as retrieve files and typing. The participants were videotaped 

to record the time it took to complete the tasks and the number of errors. They were also 

asked to complete a questionnaire related to the lighting condition.  

The average illuminance over the working area was 500 lux (46 fc), where the 

difference in conditions ranged from 465 lux (43 fc) to 570 lux (53 fc). When the 

conditions changed from 456 lux (42 fc) to 486 lux (45 fc) participants did not perceive a 

significant improvement in the lighting; however, an increase from 500 lux (46 fc) to 579 

lux (54 fc) was perceived as an improvement in lighting conditions at the desk when 

performing office tasks. The range in illumination at the desk did not influence the 

number of errors when typing, and participants rated illuminance adequate (94 to 100%) 

for all conditions. Therefore, the various illumination levels tested influence participants’ 

perceptions of lighting, but it did not influence their work performance.  

 Newsham, Aries, Mancini, and Faye (2007) found a variance in preferred 

illuminance level of occupants. They conducted an experimental study to determine how 

individuals control light in an office environment that has daylight and artificial light 

sources. Participants (20 male and 20 female) were asked to perform typical office tasks 

in a glare-free office laboratory environment for one day. The office laboratory consisted 

of two desks (one desk was used for measurement equipment) with a computer and 
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monitor at each, a south/southeast facing double glazed window with 20% visual 

transmittance to eliminate glare, and four paracube-louvered luminaires with T8 

fluorescent lights. The lights were controlled by a dimmable software program on the 

desktop computers. The glare-free environment was controlled for without the use of 

shading techniques (blinds). In 30-minute intervals, participants were prompted to adjust 

the electric lighting level to their preferred level with the dimmer software on the 

computer. Illuminance was measured before and after each adjustment.   

 The office illuminance was initially set at the recommended practice of 500 lx (46 

fc). Observations started at 9:15 a.m. Participants had a total of 12 opportunities to adjust 

levels throughout the day. There were two scheduled 15-minute breaks and a 45-minute 

lunch break where adjustments were not made. At the end of the day, participants 

completed a short questionnaire regarding use of controls and satisfaction with the 

interior environment.  

 The results indicated that participants adjusted illuminance levels often. Out of the 

480 opportunities to adjust lighting levels, participants made 295 changes (145 increases 

and 150 decreases). However, the research design may have enticed participants to adjust 

electric light levels more often than usual, because they were reminded and given the 

opportunity to adjust the electric lighting conditions every 30 minutes. The difference in 

illuminance levels of the participants’ adjustments ranged from 25% to 50% throughout 

various times of the day. These findings suggest that there is a significant variance in 

participants’ individual preference for illuminance levels throughout the work day. 

Participants rated satisfaction with light levels high; on a 6-point scale (6 = very 

satisfactory) the mean was 4.95. Over half of the respondents (21) indicated their reason 
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for adjusting lighting conditions was in response to changes in daylight. The manual 

adjustments by the participants saved 25% of energy usage compared to the 

recommended practice to maintain lighting levels constant at 500 lx (46 fc). The 

participants’ satisfaction regarding glare was also high at 4.70. This is to be expected 

since glare was controlled for in the office laboratory. Newsham et al. (2007) indicated 

that if an automatic daylight harvesting system (daylighting sensors) was used during the 

experiment, it would have decreased energy usage by 38% as compared to recommended 

practice.  

Moore, Carter, and Slater (2003) conducted a long-term study of four open-plan 

offices located in different buildings in a non-simulated study. Employees of all offices 

performed similar office tasks. The researchers installed data loggers and photocells to 

monitor occupants’ control of lighting and lighting output from electric lights. Data were 

collected in 15- to 20-minute intervals for approximately six months at each office. All 

offices had lighting control settings to manage output and a timed on and off system. 

However, occupants could manually override all systems. A four-part questionnaire was 

also administered to the occupants of the four offices. The questionnaire collected data 

about occupant perceptions of lighting quantity, lighting quality, and perceptions and use 

of control.  

The results indicated a similar pattern of usage for all four offices; the systems 

were turned on upon arrival at work and remained unaltered throughout the work day 

(adjustments typically occurred by facility managers only once a month). The systems 

adjusted to daylight levels automatically throughout the day. Although occupants 

expressed a range of lighting preferences and lack of daylight consistency in the 
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questionnaire (statistics were not provided) and were able to manually adjust lighting 

systems, the facility managers discouraged occupants from changing the lighting level in 

the open office environments where several occupants worked. The facility managers 

feared that occupants would frequently adjust and misuse lighting systems resulting in 

arguing and conflict among occupants.  The researchers also indicated that three of the 

four buildings had lighting systems with programmed times to turn lights off later in the 

evening (i.e., 8:00 p.m.). However, the occupants were able to override the system and 

turn off the lights at the end of the work day (i.e., 5:00 p.m.) but rarely did, which 

resulted in an increase in unnecessary energy consumption. 

Data from the data loggers indicated that average daily illuminance level at the 

worksurface for occupants of the four offices was 288 lux (27 fc), well below the 

required standard. However, the range of measured illuminance levels at occupant 

worksurfaces was 91 lux to 770 lux (8 fc to 71 fc). The results indicated that lighting 

preferences vary greatly among occupants with similar working conditions.  

Moore, Carter, and Slater (2002a) took illuminance readings, surveyed occupants, 

and interviewed facility mangers at 14 office buildings (four were open offices) with a 

total of 617 occupants. All offices had lighting control systems that were automatic and 

manually adjustable. The researchers took illuminance readings two different times of the 

year at each building; one during the summer when both electrical lighting and 

daylighting were used, and the other during the winter when mainly electrical lighting 

was used. For each visit, one illumination reading was taken at the center of each 

workstation (workspace).  
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The researchers used the recommended illuminance standards set by Chartered 

Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Lighting Guide 7: 1993 Lighting for 

Offices and the CIBSE 1994 Code for Interior Lighting as benchmarck standards for their 

study. The standards recommend 500 lux (46 fc) for the general office and 300-500 lux 

(28-46 fc) for workspaces to benchmark their findings. The Lighting Guide also 

recommended a higher illuminance of 750 lux (70 fc) for open offices.  

The average summer illuminance readings for all 14 offices was 419 lux (39 fc) 

with a minimum and maximum reading of 134 lux (12 fc) at one office and 672 lux (62 

fc) at another office. The winter average illuminance reading was lower at 287 lux (27 fc) 

with a minimum and maximum reading of 113 lux (10 fc) at one office and 503 lux (47 

fc) at another office. Of the 617 occupants, 43% were working below the 300 lux (28 fc) 

recommendation during the summer measurement, and 30% were working above the 500 

lux (46 fc) illuminance recommendation. During the winter measurement, 59% of the 

occupants were working below the 300 lux (28 fc) recommendation and 17% were 

working above the 500 lux (46 fc) recommendation. The averages for all of the four open 

offices were below the 750 lux (70 fc) illuminance recommendation. The researchers 

speculate that the average illuminance during the winter months was lower due to 

decreased daylighting contribution. The researchers stated that there is great variance 

between lighting levels of the 14 offices with similar working conditions, but cannot 

determine if this is due to personal preference or maintenance (Moore, Carter, & Slater, 

2002b).  

Moore et al. (2002a) did find a positive relationship between age and illuminance. 

For occupants 54 years of age and lower, illuminance levels were approximately 340 lux 
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(32 fc) and lower, however at ages 55+ the illuminance jumped to around 600 lux (56 fc). 

The researchers also noted that not all buildings were utilizing the lighting control 

systems to their fullest potential due to the complexity of the system or the lack of 

compatibility to other facility systems.  

The occupant questionnaire was distributed at the end of each measurement 

(summer and winter) and completed by 140 occupants (22% response rate). The 

questionnaire used a five-point Likert scale (agree-disagree) and semantic differential 

scale to determine occupants’ employment circumstances, lighting quantity, lighting 

quality, and use of control. The results demonstrated that a majority of the occupants, 

roughly 66%, reported positive perceptions toward the controllability of the lighting 

system. Also, there was a high satisfaction toward their desktop illuminance (around 

70%), but only half of the respondents were satisfied with the amount of daylight 

reaching their desks.  

Another study found that window proximity and daylighting influenced occupant 

satisfaction with lighting conditions. Investigating the effect of window proximity and 

partition height in open offices, Yildirim et al. (2007) distributed a questionnaire to 

occupants who worked for two different companies in a two-floor building located in 

Turkey. Employees of both companies have similar work habits (90% of the occupants’ 

time was spent on the computer) and utilize their spaces for similar tasks. They both have 

plus-type workstations modules (+ shape) to create a grouping of four workstations. 

Workstation partition heights varied among the two companies (120 and 140 cm high or 

47.2 to 55.1 inches). Two of the four workstations in each module had direct access to the 
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window and therefore a view to the natural landscape outside. A total of 41 employees 

completed the questionnaire, 19 of whom had a window view. 

The questionnaire consisted of nine items regarding space planning, privacy, and 

lighting, which occupants rated on a five-point semantic differential scale, i.e., lower 

value (1) = positive perception (e.g., good lighting, quiet, etc.) and higher value (5) = 

negative perception (e.g., poor lighting, noisy, etc.). Factor analysis and one-way 

ANOVA analyses were performed. The results indicated that, on average, occupants 

closer to the window had a greater positive perception toward the space planning (1.80 

mean) than those located away from the window (3.09 mean). The same was true with 

lighting; occupants closer to the window had a greater positive perception of lighting 

(1.39 mean) than those located away from the window (2.38 mean). A one-way ANOVA 

analysis indicated statistically significant results (at the level of p<.01) among occupant 

proximity to window and space planning, privacy, and lighting. Overall, occupants closer 

to the window perceived the space planning, privacy, and lighting more positively than 

occupants who were not immediately located next to a window.  

However, in relation to partition height, those with higher partitions rated lighting 

more positively (1.45) than those with those with lower partition height (2.47). In 

addition, those with higher partitions rated privacy and planning variables higher than 

those with lower partitions. The differences in perceptions among occupants with higher 

and lower partitions were found to be statistically significant at a level of p<.05. These 

findings suggest that occupant proximity to windows and the height of their workstation 

partitions are influential factors for lighting satisfaction.  
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The preceding lighting studies suggest that occupant preferences and satisfaction 

in lighting levels can vary greatly depending on age, type of office lighting system, 

facility management, proximity to windows, and amount of daylighting. For some 

studies, the recommended lighting level was found to be higher than preferred (Moore et 

al., 2002a; Moore et al., 2002b; Newsham et al., 2007) or for working conditions (Wright 

et al., 1999). Also, close proximity to windows was found to positively influence 

satisfaction with lighting conditions (Yildirim et al., 2007). The studies did demonstrate 

that surveying occupants about their satisfaction level of lighting conditions along with 

physical readings of illumination were effective methods to holistically understand the 

lighting conditions of an office environment. Future studies about lighting conditions 

need to be performed, however, on the illuminance of office lighting systems to 

determine if the required standards followed support occupant preference and 

satisfaction.  

Comprehensive IEQ Studies 

The previous studies examined the IEQ components of thermal, acoustic, and 

lighting conditions. The following studies take a more holistic approach to distinguish the 

relationship among multiple components of IEQ and occupant satisfaction. For example, 

Newsham et al. (2008) investigated characteristics of the IEQ that produce (un)satisfied 

occupants of office buildings. The researchers collected IEQ readings from nine open-

plan (workstation) office buildings between the springs of 2000 and 2002. The purpose of 

this cross-sectional study was to create a database of occupant IEQ satisfaction levels, 
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workstation characteristics, and IEQ readings to help predict the likeliness of 

(un)satisfied office occupants.  

Occupant satisfaction levels from 779 employees were collected using a 7-point 

scale (very unsatisfactory to very satisfactory) on a 27-item questionnaire. Manual 

readings and characteristics of the workstations were recorded, including workstation 

type, size, shape, panel height, location of windows, air supply, high noise area, and 

lighting types (e.g., overhead, natural, task). Temporary replacement chairs with sensors 

were also used to record sound level, temperature, air movement, air quality, and 

illuminance. These readings were taken once at each workstation over a 10-minute 

period. The study used the following recommended levels as benchmark standards: 

• 45 dB(A) ±3 for noise (Bradley & Gover, 2004; Veitch et al., 2003) 

• 300 to 500 lux (28-46 fc) for desktop illuminance in office spaces with a 

computer monitor (IESNA, 2000) 

• 23.2º C (73.76 º F) was the “neutral” office temperature, the range was ± .5 º 

C, which is between 72.86º F and 74.66º F (ASHRAE, 2004) 

• 30% relative humidity (ASHRAE, 2004). 

 
Results indicated that although windows were a highly desirable attribute of a 

workstation, occupants near a window (less than 15 feet) were more likely to be 

unsatisfied with acoustics and privacy components of the built environment. Researchers 

suggested this could be in association with the proximity to the window pane, which 

reflects sound and lacks visual privacy from the outside. Similarly, occupants with 

smaller workstations (between 7’ x 8’ square feet) were likely to be unsatisfied with 

privacy and acoustics.  
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 Occupants seated near a window were also found to be unsatisfied with 

ventilation and higher temperatures (compared to average office temperature) due to 

drafts. Occupants within the neutral temperature areas (between 72.86º F and 74.66º F) 

were more likely to be satisfied. Similarly, occupants within the recommended desktop 

illuminance range (300 to 500 lux or 28 to 46 fc) were more likely to be satisfied.  

Also using a mixed methodology of questionnaire, open-ended interviews, and 

IEQ readings, Lu Aue, Charters, Chiazor, and Robinson (2005) collected data for a pilot 

study of two office buildings in Melbourne, Australia. The questionnaire was taken by 22 

occupants, 11 from each building, and contained 25-items rated on a 5-point scale that 

inquired about occupants’ satisfaction and perception of components of the office IEQ, 

job satisfaction, psychological well-being, and absenteeism. In addition, IEQ readings 

were taken including temperature, relative humidity, sound level, light intensity, carbon 

dioxide and monoxide, particulate matters, and air ventilation rates. The readings were 

taken on three levels of the multilevel buildings (each building had six and seven total 

levels). Each measurement occurred over a 24-hour period approximately 3 feet above 

the floor. The exact location and the quantity of readings that were taken on the three 

levels are unclear. Some of the recommended measurement standards that were used for 

benchmarking the study’s findings were: 

• 45 dB(A) for sound (EPA Victoria, 1999) 

• 500 lux (46 fc)for lighting (EPA Victoria, 1999) 

• 20 to 23.5º C (72.86 to 74.30º F) for winter and 23 to 26º C (73.4 to 78.8º F) 

for summer months (ASHRAE, 1992) 

• 30-60% for relative humidity (ASHRAE, 1992) 
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The results indicated that thermal conditions were in the recommended ranges for 

both buildings for February (mean 23.48 º C and 21.8 º C); however, frequent cold drafts 

were reported by occupants causing discomfort and absenteeism; 63.6% of the occupants 

perceived the indoor temperature/relative humidity of the building not acceptable. There 

was a noticeably higher glare factor recorded in one of the building’s lighting readings 

(maximum measurement at 1067.24 lux or 99 fc) in part due the north-facing orientation 

of offices within the building (note: study occurred in the southern hemisphere). The 

researchers also reported that both buildings had poor IAQ readings; complaints from the 

occupants (63% occupants indicated they frequently complained, 27% occasionally, and 

9% rarely) experiencing sick building syndrome (SBS) symptoms such as headaches and 

itchy eyes and throat were reported (Lu Aue et al., 2005).  

This research provides evidence of the advantages of using a multiple and mixed 

method approach to acquire a cohesive assessment of occupant satisfaction and IEQ of an 

office building. A limitation to this research was the low sample size, leading to the 

inability to conduct advanced data analysis with conclusive and reliable results.  

The preceding studies examined components of the IEQ (thermal, acoustic, and 

lighting conditions) as they relate to satisfaction and IEQ measurements. Findings 

indicated that components of IEQ can greatly influence workplace satisfaction, and that 

occupants’ perceptions of some IEQ components were unsatisfactory. Although none of 

the researchers related their findings to sustainable design strategies or environmentally 

constructed buildings, these studies provide information about the IEQ of conventional 

office buildings and measurement methods. 
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Post Occupancy Evaluations (POE) of Sustainable Buildings 

Recently, researchers have been studying designs of sustainable buildings, 

specifically commercial applications, using post-occupancy elevations (POE) method. 

POEs are used to evaluate occupants’ perceptions and behaviors who have moved into a 

newly designed or renovated building using questionnaires and observation (Guerin & 

Dohr, n.d.). POEs are usually done no sooner than six months after occupants have 

moved into a new facility. Depending on the research objective, POEs can uncover the 

benefits and reveal areas in need of improvement relating to IEQ of LEED-certified 

buildings (Abbaszadeh et al., 2006; Gonchar, 2008; Lee & Guerin, 2009).   

Gonchar (2008) explained that there is a lack of knowledge and data on the 

performance of sustainable buildings after construction is completed. He suggests that a 

POE is a valuable tool for assessing occupants’ attitudes and performance levels. The 

purpose of implementing sustainable construction techniques into building plans is to 

provide a healthy and satisfying environment for the occupants, but historically the 

occupants’ voice is unheard (Fard et al., 2006). POEs can be used to measure occupants’ 

perceptions and attitudes about a building’s performance and/or evaluate physical 

measurements of IEQ. Gonchar (2008) calls for more research and assessment of 

sustainable buildings to determine if they perform to the level to which they are designed 

and if they are useable and comfortable for the occupants. 

Furthermore, the CSBR recognizes the importance of POEs and incorporates it as 

part of the implementation process in the Performance Management category of the B3-

MSBG Version 2.1 guidelines. The required guideline (P.0) Guideline Management 

states, “track compliance, define a method of variance and collect information to measure 
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outcomes leading to continual improvement of the guidelines” (MSBG, n.d.). Guideline 

(P.4) Design and Construction Commissioning requires the assessment of HVAC 

systems, including thermal and lighting conditions, one year after occupancy. The intent 

is to “verify and document that the facility systems operate in accordance with their 

design intent and that the operations staff fully understands the systems’ operational 

procedures and are prepared to continue operating the system per the design intent” 

(MSBG, n.d.). 

Guideline (P.4) Design and Construction Commissioning also requires periodic 

occupant surveying related to their comfort and satisfaction with IEQ conditions at three 

and ten months post-occupancy. The intent of the surveys is to evaluate if adjustments 

should be made to the interior environment to improve occupants’ overall perception and 

experience within the first year of occupancy. However, it should be noted that this 

protocol was not met for the STSS Building. 

To assist with managing and reporting data gathered by these metrics of B3-

MSBG buildings, the MSBG on-line Tracking Tool can be utilized. The Tracking Tool 

serves as an ongoing method to record the performance and perception history of B3-

MSBG buildings. The recordings are archived into a database, which is then used to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the guidelines and benchmark standards. Therefore, this 

research is necessary to meet the required guideline (P.4) Design and Construction 

Commissioning.  
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The Center for the Built Environment (CBE)  

POEs may reveal valuable results that could enhance design firms’ knowledge 

and practice. However, often architects are hesitant to grant access to their projects to 

conduct POE research because of liability problems if undesired conditions are revealed 

(Gonchar, 2008). Despite architects’ apprehension, the Center for the Built Environment 

(CBE) at the University of California-Berkeley has created a Web-based POE instrument 

and process and has received over 51,000 occupant responses from more than 475 

buildings as of October, 2009 (CBE, n.d.). CBE’s POE questionnaire is unique because 

the data set is diverse. The questionnaire has been distributed to occupants of several 

different building types (e.g., schools, hospitals, offices), some of which were sustainable 

and some of which were not. Various researchers have used CBE’s data and analyzed the 

results in different ways.  

Using some of the data collected by CBE’s POE, Lee and Guerin (2009) 

specifically analyzed data related to IEQ (office layout, office furnishings, thermal 

comfort, indoor air, lighting, acoustics, cleanliness and maintenance). Interested in how 

the perceived IEQ related to occupants’ satisfaction and performance, they analyzed 3769 

participants’ responses to Likert-type statements from 15 LEED-certified office 

buildings. The responses were rated from very satisfied (+3) to very dissatisfied (-3) for 

the satisfaction measurement, and semantic differential scale-type statements that ranged 

from enhances (+3) to interferes (-3) for the performance measurement.  

The results of Lee and Guerin’s (2009) research showed occupant satisfaction 

with IEQ except for acoustic (-0.56 mean score) and thermal comfort quality (-0.14 mean 

score) were dissatisfying. Results were also reported on the impact of IEQ components 
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on occupant performance; the mean scores of IEQ components reflect positive outcomes 

except acoustic quality (-0.56 mean score). Pearson’s correlation was used to determine 

which IEQ components’ related to occupants’ overall satisfaction. Receiving the highest 

positive significant correlation to overall satisfaction was office furnishing quality (at the 

p<0.05 significant level). Thermal comfort quality was the lowest correlated IEQ 

component to overall satisfaction (r=.549, moderate positive relationship). Other 

occupant responses indicated the need for natural lighting within occupants’ workstation 

and IAQ was positively correlated to overall work performance (r=.994, strong positive 

relationship) (Lee & Guerin, 2009). 

Abbaszadeh et al. (2006) used CBE’s data collected from 15 LEED-rated 

buildings and six self-nominated sustainable buildings (not LEED-rated, but built to 

unspecified ‘green’ standards) and compared the results to 160 non-sustainable buildings. 

The questionnaire consists of semantic differential scale-type statements that ranged from 

very satisfied (+3) to very dissatisfied (-3). The exact sample size was not given, but 

buildings with n=15 or had a 10% or lower response rate were not included in the study. 

They reported that occupants of the sustainable buildings were on average significantly 

more satisfied with the overall IEQ of their office environments (1.47 mean score) than 

the non-sustainable building occupants (0.93 means score). The IEQ components that 

were found more satisfying included office furniture, thermal comfort, air quality, 

cleaning and maintenance, workspace, and the building. However, occupants of the 

sustainable buildings were not as satisfied with controllability of lighting and acoustic 

privacy, but the differences were not statistically significant (no values were given).  
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When occupants expressed dissatisfaction with an IEQ component (between 0 and 

-3) in the questionnaire, they were directed to another page that inquired about specific 

qualities of that particular component. For both building types, around 50% of the 

occupants dissatisfied with lighting expressed not enough daylighting as the top 

dissatisfying quality. Other qualities that followed are reflections on the computer screen 

(around 42% for both building types), too dark, and too bright. Occupants dissatisfied 

with acoustics from both building types cited people talking in neighboring areas (around 

85% for sustainable buildings and around 76% for non-sustainable buildings), people 

overhearing my private conversations (around 78% and 55% respectively), and people 

talking on the phone (around 77% and 53% respectively) as the top qualities they found 

dissatisfying related to acoustics.  

Although the results of Abbaszadeh et al.’s (2006) study demonstrated a 

difference between sustainable and non-sustainable buildings, only some means and 

median scores were expressed and compared. More extensive data analysis could be used 

to verify the significance of the results. Also, stating exact percentages of findings will 

inform other researchers about benchmarks.  

CBE’s Web-based questionnaire is a flexible and effective research tool. Also, 

CBE’s willingness to share the data with other researchers for analysis by various 

methods was essential to the growth of sustainable development. Although the data 

gathered by CBE are useful, new research methods should be used in conjunction to 

surveying occupants. A thorough POE of office buildings includes physical analysis (i.e., 

measurement readings) of IEQ components of the built environment along with 

assessment of occupant perceptions of satisfction.   
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B3-MSBG Guidelines 

Encompassing similar objectives to the LEED rating system are the B3-MSBG 

guidelines. In 2003-4, Version 1.1 of these guidelines was developed by the Center for 

Sustainable Building Research (CSBR) at the University of Minnesota in partnership 

with The Weidt Group, LHB Inc., and a team of expert consultants. The guidelines 

further developed the Minnesota Sustainable Design Guide (MSDG) created by Hennipin 

County in 1997. The most recent version of the guidelines, Version 2.1, was released 

December of 2009. B3-MSBG provides several objectives for the construction and 

renovation of sustainable buildings. The guidelines were designed to be compatible with 

the LEED rating system, easily understood and monitored, and reflect regional specific 

values and processes. 

Legislative mandated objectives for buildings of the B3-MSBG guidelines 

outlined on the MSBG (n.d.a) Web-site include: 

• Exceed the state energy code by at least 30 percent 
• Focus on achieving the lowest possible lifetime costs 
• Encourage continual energy conservation improvements 
• Include air quality and lighting standards 
• Create and maintain a healthy environment 
• Facilitate productivity improvements 
• Specify ways to reduce material costs 
• Consider the long-term operating costs of the building including the use of 

renewable energy sources and distributed electric energy generation that uses 
a renewable source or natural gas or a fuel that is as clean or cleaner than 
natural gas. 

 

The Minnesota state legislature passed a law in 2000 that mandates all buildings 

receiving state funding for construction to comply with the B3-MSBG guidelines (see 

Chapter 1, p. 13). Although these guidelines were developed mostly for classroom and 
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office occupancy types, they are broad enough to be adapted by all types of buildings. 

The five major categories of the newest version, Version 2.1, of the B3-MSBG guidelines 

include:  

• Performance Management 
• Site and Water  
• Energy and Atmosphere  
• Indoor Environmental Quality  
• Materials and Waste  

 

This study analyzed occupants’ satisfaction with specific IEQ measurement levels 

of a B3-MSBG compliant building through a POE. The intent of the IEQ category is to 

provide standards that complement environmental initiatives and economic goals, and 

provide occupant health, well-being, comfort, and productivity. The B3-MSBG defines 

health as an identity beyond that of a disease and well-being as the psychological 

satisfaction and physical comfort of the interior office environment (MSBG, n.d.a). 

The IEQ category of the B3-MSBG guidelines has 12 guidelines, of those, nine 

are required (see Table 1). This study investigated three of these guidelines (thermal, 

acoustic, and lighting conditions) in a POE of a B3-MSBG compliant building. The three 

guidelines were selected for the study because they had measurable required and 

recommended standards that had to be met post-occupancy. The required standards of 

each guideline must be met, while the recommended standards are strongly encouraged. 

The guidelines are also directly related to and influenced by decisions interior designers 

make when designing a commercial interior environment. For example, materials interior 

designers specify must have appropriate acoustical properties that help to reduce noise 

transfer within an open office environment. Lighting type(s) and systems specified by 
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interior designers could influence the quality and quantity of electrical lighting 

conditions. Furthermore, the following section theoretically examines how these three 

guidelines interact and interrelate with various constructs of the natural, social, and 

designed environments through the human ecosystem theory.    

Theoretical Framework 

The human ecosystem theory was used to test the hypotheses of this research 

study. It was derived from systems theory. A system is defined as a group of components 

that regularly interact and interrelate with each other to function as a whole (Melson, 

1980). When one component is missing or modified, the system, as a whole, will not 

function properly (Vickers, 1970). Systems theory is a model that holistically examines 

how interdependent components operate as a system of interrelationships and continual 

feedback (Buckley, 1967; Guerin, 1992). For example, ecology is a system. Ecology is 

the study of interrelated organisms and their interactions with each other and their 

surroundings. A natural system of ecology is the ecosystem. Ecologists examine an 

ecosystem’s community of species, behavioral characteristics, and interactions with the 

natural environment (Winchip, 2007). Like a system, the human ecosystem theory 

encompasses human organisms (community of species) and their relationship to the 

surrounding environments (natural, behavioral, and/or constructed) (Bubolz, Eicher, & 

Sontag, 1979).  

The diagram below illustrates Bubolz et al.’s (1979) model of the human 

ecosystem. It consists of four components with the organism, Human Environed Unit, as 
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the center. The other components are the Natural Environment, Human Constructed 

Environment, and Human Behavioral Environment (see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Human Ecosystem Model (Bubolz, Eicher, & Sontag, 1979) 
 

Guerin (1992) created a theoretical framework for interior design research using 

the human ecosystem theory. She provided the interior design discipline a distinct and 

defined research framework within which design solutions and design research could be 

grounded. Several of the theories previously used to guide interior design research were 

taken from social and behavioral disciplines. These theories may detract the researcher 

from identifying significant issues because they are more focused on theoretical 

similarities between interior design and the derived theory’s discipline (Guerin, 1992).  

Guerin adapted the human ecosystem theory specifically to interior design problems 
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because “the need for an integrative research framework that provides for systematic 

testing, variable identification, and hypotheses creation in the interior design field is 

essential” (1992, p. 225).  

Building on Bubolz et al.’s model, Guerin (1992) defined four constructs of the 

human ecosystem theory to reflect the relationship of human interaction with the built, 

social, and natural environments. She developed a model to visually demonstrate the 

relationships that occur among the constructs of the theory. The constructs of the model 

are the Human Organism (HO), Natural Environment (NE), Designed Environment (DE), 

and Social Environment (SE) (see Figure 2). The fifth dimension of this model is how the 

four constructs interact and interrelate to one another. All components are equally and 

multi-directionally connected; that is the NE can affect the DE, just as the DE can 

influence the NE (Guerin, 1992), or two environments can interact to influence the HO or 

another environment. 
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Figure 2. Human Ecosystem Model for interior design (adapted from Guerin, 1992) 

The benefit of this model is that it takes into consideration the macro scale (NE), 

micro scale (DE) (Guerin, 1992), and cultural influences (SE) of environments. For 

example (see Figure 3), when configuring the human ecosystem model to reflect 

variables of this study, the NE component considered geographical locations, weather, 

daylighting, hours of shading, viewing conditions, pollution, and population. The DE 

component encompassed characteristics of the building including orientation; IEQ 

components of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions; office type (open or closed), 

workspace characteristics; and floor occupied. The SE considered the length of time 

occupants worked in the building and the time spent at their workspace. The HO 

considered occupants’ age, gender, current work position/role, and years employed by the 

organization.   
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Figure 3. Human Ecosystem Model constructs with potential contributing variables of the 
study 

The model helped to explain the potential relationship and interaction of 

confounding variables of the study. The model also assisted in the development of the 

hypotheses and research question (see Chapter 3) by holistically examining variables of 

the constructs that could potentially influence occupants’ satisfaction with the thermal, 

acoustic, and lighting conditions. For example, temperature could be influenced by the 

floor an occupant (HO) workspace was located on (DE) and/or the weather condition 

(NE). Acoustic conditions could be influenced by the occupants’ (HO) workspace type 

(DE) and tasks (SE). The daylighting quality (NE) could be influenced by the occupants’ 

(HO) workspace proximity to the glass curtain wall (DE). After the data were gathered 
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and the results were analyzed and interpreted, a revised model specific to the findings of 

the study was developed in Chapter 5.  

Summary 

Today, sustainability is becoming an integral component of the design discipline. 

The quest to uncover effective strategies continues within the design community as 

society increases its demand for sustainable buildings and its involvement in the 

sustainable development movement. In response, design researchers must advance the 

knowledge of sustainable development. POEs can aid in the advancement of sustainable 

design research. They can also help researchers, interior designers, and building owners 

better understand occupants’ satisfaction levels with the workplace environment. POEs 

serve as a useful tool to detect and solve problems relating to the built environment 

(Zagreus, Huizenga, & Arens, 2004). They can also aid in formulating standards in 

building performance, occupant preference metrics, benchmarking databases, and best 

practices.  

Researchers have conducted POE studies on both conventional buildings and 

sustainable buildings, specifically LEED-certified buildings. More research needs to be 

conducted regarding the IEQ components of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions of 

sustainably designed buildings. In addition, continual research of B3-MSBG buildings 

should be conducted to provide feedback and assessment regarding the current standards. 

The intended research has expanded on the previous research by investigating 

relationships between occupant satisfaction levels and physical readings of thermal, 

acoustic, and lighting conditions within a B3-MSBG office environment. A previously 
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developed POE questionnaire was utilized to examine occupants’ perceptions; however, 

the method was triangulated with actual readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting 

conditions. By analyzing occupants’ perceived perceptions with actual levels of IEQ, the 

proposed research has identified effective sustainable design strategies that enhance 

occupants’ satisfaction with a B3-MSBG office building. The following chapter defines 

the hypotheses and research question of the study and explains the methodology of data 

collection.  

Research Questions 

 The following research questions of this study were developed from the literature 

review to investigate occupants’ satisfaction with their physical office workspace 

environment: 

1. Is occupants’ satisfaction with their workspaces’ thermal, acoustic, and lighting 

conditions significantly related to their satisfaction with their workspaces’ overall 

physical environment?  

2. Is there a relationship between the actual physical readings of thermal, acoustic, 

and lighting conditions in occupant workspaces and occupants’ satisfaction with 

their workspaces’ thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions?  
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Hypotheses 

The hypotheses derived for the first research question are:   

Null Hypotheses:  

1.   There is no significant relationship between occupants’ satisfaction with the 

overall thermal conditions of their workspaces and the overall physical 

environment of their workspaces.  

2.  There is no significant relationship between occupants’ satisfaction with the 

overall acoustic conditions of their workspaces and the overall physical 

environment of their workspaces. 

3.  There is no significant relationship between occupants’ satisfaction with the 

overall lighting conditions of their workspaces and the overall physical 

environment of their workspaces. 

 

The B3-MSBG guidelines provides measureable standards of thermal, acoustic, 

and lighting conditions that must be met, therefore it was also important to determine if 

the physical readings met the guidelines’ standards. Based on the hypotheses testing 

results and upon competition of this comparison, the research question two remained as 

stated; is there a relationship between the actual physical readings of thermal, acoustic, 

and lighting conditions in occupant workspaces and occupants’ satisfaction with their 

workspaces’ thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions?  
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CHAPTER 3 METHODS 

Introduction 

This chapter describes the process and methods used to investigate the 

relationship between IEQ components of a B3-MSBG office building and occupants’ 

satisfaction with their workspaces. To investigate this problem, a sustainable building 

was selected; a POE questionnaire was completed by the building occupants; and 

readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions were taken in the workspaces by 

the researcher. This chapter includes building characteristics’ description; population and 

sample description; questionnaire development, description, and distribution; description 

of data analysis; and limitations of the study.  

Building Characteristics 

The building used in this study was the Science Teaching and Student Services 

Center (STSS) located on the University of Minnesota (UMN), Twin Cities campus. The 

UMN, founded in 1851, is one of the nation’s largest universities with approximately 

65,000 students enrolled in 2011 and 25,000 employees. The UMN Twin Cities is a 

flagship campus with four surrounding campuses in Minnesota (Crookston, Duluth, 

Morris, and Rochester) with approximately 50,000 students on the Twin Cities campus. 

The University offers baccalaureate, master’s, and doctoral degrees in a large variety of 

fields.  

Built in 2010, the five-story, 118,000 square-feet STSS Building houses 

instructional classrooms and administrative offices that service UMN students. It was 

designed according the B3-MSBG guidelines. The building also received LEED New 
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Construction (NC) Version 2.2 Gold Certification. The STSS Building is located along 

the east bank of the Mississippi River in the heart of the UMN Minneapolis campus (see 

Figure 4). The Mississippi River bisects the UMN Minneapolis campus into two 

campuses that are referred to as the West Bank and East Bank campuses.  

 

 
Figure 4. Location of the STSS Building in Minneapolis, MN 

The west side of the building overlooks the Mississippi River. The south side of 

the building faces a highly traveled intersection. This intersection receives a high volume 

of cars due to the one way traffic traveling south on Pleasant Street onto the Washington 

Avenue Bridge. The Washington Avenue Bridge connects the East Bank and West Bank 

campuses. The north and east sides of the building face the East Bank campus and 

receive a high volume of pedestrian traffic. 
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View of southwest side facing  
Washington Avenue  

View of southeast side   
Pleasant Street 

Figure 5. Images of the STSS Building 
 

The STSS Building integrates both classrooms and student service offices into 

one facility. The building is occupied throughout the year by staff, students, and other 

transient individuals; however, the building has its highest occupancy loads during the 

fall and spring semesters (September through May). Some of the floors in the building 

have classrooms adjacent to student services and office areas. Floors 2, 4, and 5 have 

both classrooms and office areas. Floors 1 and 3 do not contain offices. Floor 1 contains 

10 classrooms. Floor 3 contains four classrooms, student common areas, and the One 

Stop student service counter (registration, grades, degree planning, and student accounts).  

The areas of interest for the study are floors 2, 4, and 5, which contain both office 

areas and classrooms, and are show as shaded areas of the floor plans (see Figure 6 to 

Figure 8). Only the office environments (workspaces) and occupants were studied. The 

classrooms and their occupants on these floors were not studied because they are beyond 

the scope of the research.  
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Floor 2 Office Area (see Figure 6) 

The office area on floor 2 supports Student Account Assistance; it consists of 10 

closed workspaces, 38 open workspaces, and a transaction area for student assistance. 

There are also two large auditorium classrooms and student study areas on the floor, 

which were not included in the study. 
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Figure 6. Floor 2 of STSS Building 
Note. Shaded areas are included in the study.  The polygon shape       indicates workspaces selected for physical readings. 
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Floor 4 Office Area (see Figure 7) 

Located on floor 4 is the Career Services Center office, which consists of 13 

closed workspaces, four open workspaces, a reception and waiting area, an area with six 

round tables for student group meetings, and 10 individual student computer stations 

located along the west wall. The floor also has three classrooms and student study areas, 

which are not included in the study.   
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Figure 7. Floor 4 of STSS Building 
Note. Shaded areas are included in the study. The polygon shape       indicates workspaces selected for physical readings. 
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Floor 5 Office Area (see Figure 8) 

The office of Student Services is located on floor 5. There are 13 closed 

workspaces, eight open workspaces, a reception desk, two small waiting areas, and seven 

individual student computer stations located along the west wall. Floor 5 also has two 

classrooms and a support area for student counseling, which are not included in the study.  
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Figure 8. Floor 5 of STSS Building 
Note. Shaded areas are included in the study. The polygon shape       indicates workspaces selected for physical readings. 
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Description of Workspaces 

In total there are 36 closed workspaces and 50 open workspaces among floors 2, 

4, and 5. There are also reception desks on floors 4 and 5 that account for another seven 

potential workspaces. There is a service counter on floor 2 with three additional 

workspaces; however, these workspaces are used by employees in adjacent open 

workspaces when service is needed. There are 93 total workspaces available among the 

three floors for a potential total sample size n=93, as indicated in Table 2. 

Table 2.  

Distribution of classrooms and open and closed workspaces of the STSS Building 

Floor 
Closed 

Workspaces 
Open 

Workspaces 
Reception 

Desk 

Potential 
Total of 

Employees Classrooms 
2 10 38 3* 48 2 

4 13 4 5 22 3 

5 13 8 2 23 2 

Total 36 50 10 93 21 
*Reception area on Floor 2 was serviced by employees in the adjacent open workspace. 
 
 

 As shown in Figure 6 to Figure 8, the office areas of floors 2, 4, and 5 are 

located on the west side, classrooms are on the east side (floor 5 also has One Stop on the 

east side), and student study areas on the southwest corner. There are no full height 

demising walls (i.e., finished walls that span from slab to deck) between the classroom 

corridor and office area, which may allow noise to travel from one area to another. The 

wall between the corridor and office area is comprised of an 11’-6” high east wall of the 

closed workspaces (drywall and insulation) with the top 3’-0” of the wall comprised of 
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glazed panels set back 3’-0” from the corridor. Between the top of this 11’-6” wall is a 

12”-0” to 18”-0” open space to the underside of the deck (of the floor above) as shown in 

Figure 9 and Figure 10. The total height from finished floor to finished ceiling is 13’-0”.  

 

Figure 9. Cross section of closed workspace showing open area above glass curtain wall 
* Note. Drawing is from the original construction documents.  Not to scale. 
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       Floor 2                                                           Floor 4 

 
          Floor 5 

Figure 10. Images from within the office area of the closed workspace and 
classroom corridor wall 

 

The east wall of the closed workspaces provides some acoustic separation 

between the corridor and office area. The size of a majority of the closed workspaces on 
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floor 2 are 12’x10’ (120 sq. ft.) and have a full opaque glass wall with a glass sliding door 

that faces the internal office corridor. The size of a majority of the closed workspaces on 

floors 4 and 5 are 11’-0”x8’-6” (93 sq. ft.). They each have a 9”-0” wide full height 

opaque glass panel next to the butt side of the hinged entry door.  

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show plans, elevations, and a photo of typical open and 

closed workspaces. The closed workspaces typically consist of a desk with a computer 

and monitor, task light, office chair, two to four filing cabinets, two to three upper 

cabinets above the worksurface with undercabinet task lighting, a full height storage 

cabinet, and a small round table with two chairs.  
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Image of a closed workspace on Floor 4 

Figure 11. Typical closed workspace plan view, elevations, and image 
 

The open workspaces are 8’-0”x8’-0”x7’-3”. The top 30” of the partial height 

partition walls that do not have upper cabinets, have glass panels (clear glass panels for 

floors 2 and 5, opaque glass panels for floor 4). The partition walls with upper cabinets 

have a 16” top glass panel. All workspaces have a desk with a computer and monitor, task 

light, office chair, two to four filing cabinets, two upper cabinets above the worksurface 

with undercabinet lighting, a full height storage cabinet, and a chair.  
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Image of an open workspace on Floor 2 

Figure 12. Typical open workspace plan view, elevations, and image 
 

Description of Office Area 

The ceiling is approximately 13’-0” high and is finished with a standard, uniform 

2’-0”x4’-0” grid (see Figure 13). To help mitigate the noise transfer from the classroom 

corridor, Armstrong Optima acoustical ceiling tiles were used. These ceiling tiles have a 

noise reduction coefficient (NRC) of 0.90, i.e., 90% of the noise that will be absorbed by 
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the ceiling tile. They are also designed to reflect 90% of the ambient light back into the 

space. This helps to produce greater illumination within the space, which reduces energy 

consumption and costs.  

The ceiling lights within the office areas are pendants (Chopstick by 

MesoOptics®). They are suspended 1’-6” from the finished ceiling in rows that are 12’-0” 

on center. The fixture itself is narrow at 8’-0” long, 4” wide, and 2.25” high. The lights 

are mounted 1’-6” from the ceiling and spaced in rows 12’-0” on center. The light is semi-

indirectly distributed; most of the light is directed upwards (indirect lighting) and 

reflected off the ceiling tile, and some of the light is direct downward into the space. 

Indirect light softens the effect of glare caused by electrical lighting systems on computer 

screens. See Figure 13 for typical reflected ceiling plan and image of lighting in the 

office area.  
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Typical reflected ceiling plan of 
lighting in closed offices 

Image of ceiling tiles and lighting  
on floor 2 

 
Typical reflected ceiling plan of acoustic ceiling tile grid outline and suspended lighting in open 
office area 

Figure 13. Image and typical reflected ceiling plan of ceiling tile and lighting in office area 
 

Furthermore, the lighting system of the STSS Building includes automatic 

lighting controls and occupancy and daylight sensors. These features allow for occupant 

adjustability and controllability and prevent unnecessary energy consumption. For 

example, occupancy sensors detect motion to automatically turn lights on when motion is 

detected in the area and turn lights off when no motion is detected for a set amount of 

time. Daylight sensors adjust light levels according to the amount of natural daylight 
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measured on each floor; the sensor then makes an adjustment to the electric lighting to 

provide an even distribution of light and appropriate quantity of light throughout the 

work day. They also monitor energy usage.  

In addition to electrical lighting controls, the design of the building maximizes the 

use of daylight with the large exterior window walls on the west and south sides of the 

building. To reduce heat gain and glare, often caused by large spans of windows, the 

window glass was custom-designed with an opaque dot pattern (see Figure 14). The 

windows also provide an expansive view of the Mississippi River and Minneapolis 

skyline. To allow for both shading and a view, the opaque dot pattern on the glass varied 

from 30% opacity at viewing levels to 80% opacity at the slab (floor transition) levels. 

The average opacity of the dot pattern was 60% meeting the design team’s energy 

efficiency goals. 

Dot pattern on curtain window wall 
  
View of Minneapolis skyline from Floor 5 

Figure 14. Images of dotted pattern (shading technique) on the exterior window wall 
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The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) of the STSS Building 

consists of an underfloor air distribution (UFAD) system that naturally ventilates. Since 

the system is under the floor, the floor is raised on pedestals to support the ducting and 

mechanical systems. Conditioned air is delivered through diffusers located in the floor 

and self-ventilated throughout the space by convective means due to thermal buoyancy. 

There is one diffuser located in the center of each closed workspace. In the open office 

area diffusers are organized on a 6’-0” x 6’-0” grid. The diffusers can also be twisted to 

adjust the air velocity of the conditioned air distributed through it. The diffusers can be 

completely closed to restrict air flow.  

In addition to the diffusers, the building’s shape is designed to naturally direct 

warmer air upward and outward through exposed areas within the floors along the 

classroom corridor (see Figure 9) and among the floors along the window wall (see 

Figure 16). This design eliminates the need for some exhaust ducts that are typically 

located in the ceiling. The raised floor also houses other cables associated with office 

areas such as electrical, data, and communication distribution systems and utility boxes. 

Locating these systems under the floor gives open plan office environments more 

flexibility to adjust and reconfigure movable furniture systems. See Figure 15 for a 

typical image, detail, and floor plan of the UFAD diffuser.  
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Image of UFAD diffuser in an open 
workspace on floor 2 

 Typical detail of the UFAD for the office areas 

 
Typical floor plan of UFAD diffuser and thermostat locations 

Figure 15. Typical image, detail, and floor plan of UFAD in the office areas  

Along the west wall in the office area of floor 2, there is a public corridor that 

leads to a staircase up to floor 3. There is an opaque glass wall with the same dot pattern 

as the exterior curtain wall that separates the office area from this staircase corridor. 
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Similar to the construction of the classroom corridor wall, there is a 12” to 16” gap 

between the top of the glass wall and the ceiling. This west/southwest corner, along the 

curtain wall is open from floor 2 to floor 5. There is no floor/ceiling that separates the 

floors. Floors 3, 4, and 5 have a 3’-0” high and 3/8” thick curved guardrail to separate the 

open area from the office space on floors 4 and 5 and the One Stop area on floor 2. 

Otherwise, the open area could allow noise to travel from one floor to the next (see 

Figure 16 to Figure 17). The STSS building was designed with these exposed areas 

among the floors to promote natural ventilation and to reduce the need for additional 

HVAC ducting.  
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Figure 16. Cross section of STSS Building, looking north 
* Note. Drawing is from the original construction documents. Not to scale. 
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Floor 2 curved glass wall from the inside of the west/southwest corner of the office area, 
along the corridor 

                           
Floor 5 curved guardrail (42” high), open to floors 4, 3, and 2 below  

Figure 17. Curved guardrail images 
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Population and Sample Characteristics  

The target population of the study was the occupants of all office buildings 

designed to B3-MSBG Sustainable Guidelines. The sample was accessible occupants 

who were part-time and full-time employees that occupied the office areas on floors 2, 4, 

and 5 in the STSS Building. The approximate sample size of 93 occupants was not large 

enough to conduct statistical analysis in a reliable way. However, the information has 

provided value to future studies using a multi-method strategy that collects both survey 

and physical readings. For this reason, this project was as a pilot study.  

Sample Description 

Out of the potential 93 occupants/workspaces, there was a total of 70 

questionnaire respondents. This is approximately a 75% response rate. The majority of 

the respondents were between the ages of 18 to 24 (27%), followed by 25 to 34 (23%), 

and 35 to 44 (20%). There were no respondents 75 years of age or older. There were 46 

female (66%) and 24 males (34%). Sixty-four percent of the respondents had worked for 

UMN for three years or more, followed by 21% who had worked for UMN for one to two 

years. See Table 3 for further description of respondents’ characteristics.  
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Table 3. 
 
Sample description  

   Measure 
Frequency of 
Respondents 

Percent  
of Total 

Age 

18-24 19 27% 
25-34 16 23% 
35-44 14 20% 
45-54 8 11% 
55-64 10 14% 
65-74 3 4% 
75-84 0 0% 
85-90 0 0% 
Over 90 0 0% 

Gender Male 24 34% 
Female 46 66% 

Years worked for 
UMN 

Less than 1 year 10 14% 
1-2 years 15 21% 
3 years and over 45 64% 

Hours worked in a 
typical week 

Less than 20 hours 12 17% 
21-30 hours 6 9% 
31-40 hours 32 46% 
more than 40 hours 20 29% 

Hours spent in the 
STSS Building in a 
typical week 

Less than 20 hours 12 17% 
21-30 hours 8 11% 
31-40 hours 40 57% 
more than 40 hours 10 14% 

Percentage of time 
spent in workspace in 
a typical week 

Less than 25% 4 6% 
25-50% 7 10% 
51-75% 26 37% 
More than 75% 33 47% 

  

Time Spent Working 

 Approximately half (46%) of the respondents worked between 31-40 hours per 

week and 29% worked more than 40 hours per week. Most of these respondents spent 31 

or more hours in the STSS Building (71%). Approximately half of the respondents (47%) 

spent more than 75% of their time in their workspace, while 37% of the respondents 

spent between 51-75% of their time in their workspace (see Table 3). 
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Respondents’ Role and Typical Hours Worked at UMN 

 Respondents’ current role of work at UMN fell into several different position 

titles: student adviser or counselor, administrative assistant, collections representative, 

director, manager or supervisor, receptionist, research, student employee-undergraduate, 

student employee-graduate, and other. The majority (40%) of the respondents were 

student advisers or counselors. Seventeen percent were undergraduate student employees. 

The majority (77%) of the respondents worked 31 or more hours in a typical week. 

Respondents’ Workspace Location (floor and zone) and Type (open or closed)  

 Overall, 60% (42) of the respondents’ workspaces were open. Open workspaces 

were classified as a cubical with 5+ feet high partitions or a desk in an open office with 

no partitions which were only located in the reception area on floors 4 and 5. Most of the 

respondents with open workspaces were on floors 2 and 5 (34% and 19% respectively), 

and floor 4 had 7%. The remaining 40% of the respondents occupied closed, private 

workspaces. The number of respondents that occupied closed workspaces on floors 2, 4, 

and 5 were 10%, 14%, and 16% respectively. Overall, a majority of the respondents 

occupied floor 2 (44%). Floor 5 had the next largest percentage of respondents (34%), 

followed by floor 4 (21%).  
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Table 4. 
 
Respondents’ workspace type per floor 

  
Closed 

Workspace 
 Open 

Workspace Total Percent 
Floor 2 7 24 31 44% 

Floor 4 10 5 15 21% 

Floor 5 11 13 24 34% 

n 28 42 70 100% 

  

 As the demographic characteristics of the population are not known, there is no 

way to compare this sample to the population. This reflects the nature of a pilot study. 

This sample provided a general understanding of the occupants in the STSS Building. 

Overall, a majority of the respondents are student advisers/counselors, are female, have 

worked for UMN for three years or more, and typically work 31 plus hours a week in the 

STSS at their workspaces. Almost an equal number of the respondents are younger than 

35 (50%) and 35 years of age or older (49%). 

Research Methods 

The study surveyed occupants’ satisfaction with their workspaces and took actual 

physical readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions of their workspaces. The 

advantages associated with survey design are the low cost of questionnaires when 

distributed online, short turn-around of data collection, and ability to capture perceptions 

of several variables at once. Additionally, the data captured are usually suitable for 

probability statistical analysis (Nardi, 2005). The advantage of collecting physical 

readings is that they provide an actual depiction of the indoor environment. The readings 

can then be benchmarked against required standards and occupant perceptions. The 
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results may suggest adjustment to the current operational settings, which may lower 

energy cost, while providing a more satisfying workplace environment for occupants. 

The research took place approximately one year post-occupancy to eliminate 

effects related to occupants being satisfied with the building because it was new and 

different (Franke & Kaul, 1978). Permission to conduct the study was obtained from all 

office managers of each floor. The study was found exempt by the UMN Institutional 

Review Board: Human Subjects Committee (reference #1110E05384). 

Questionnaire Development 

The data collection instrument for this study was a questionnaire developed by the 

Center for Sustainable Building Research (CSBR), UMN. The questionnaire has already 

been used to evaluate occupants’ satisfaction with IEQ components of other B3-MSBG 

buildings (CSBR, Building Design Process & Evaluation, 2011). The questionnaire items 

were developed to reflect the sustainability components of the B3-MSBG. They were 

also generated from an exhaustive review of related literature. The original development 

of the questionnaire was piloted and then tested for reliability and validity by application 

in four buildings. 

Questionnaire Description 

The questionnaire items were selected from CSBR’s larger questionnaire 

instrument to reflect the components of the human ecosystem (HO, SE, DE, and NE).  

Not all items were selected because they did not relate to the research purpose. The 

questionnaire for the study contained 31 total items pertaining to employees’ general 

demographics and satisfaction with thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions (see 
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APPENDIX B for complete questionnaire). The demographics section asked occupants 

nine items related to their age, gender, location within building/floor, current role, and 

percentage of time spent at their workspace and in the STSS Building (see Table 5).  

Table 5. 
 
Questionnaire theory constructs, items, and measurement for occupant demographics and 
office characteristics category 

 

Twenty-two items of the questionnaire were related to the occupants’ satisfaction 

of the IEQ components of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions. They were rated by 

the occupants based on a seven-point Likert-type scale (1= “very dissatisfied” to 7 = 

“very satisfied”). IEQ components that relate to occupants’ workspaces include overall 

physical environment, thermal conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, air velocity, and 

adjustability), acoustic conditions (e.g., visual and sound privacy, desired and undesired 

noise, background noise, vibration, and movement), and lighting conditions (e.g., 

daylighting, electrical lighting, glare, contrast, reflection, and controllability).  

Variable 
Category

Theory 
Construct Questionnaire Item Measure

Age 18-24; 25-34; 35-44; 45-54; 55-
64; 65-74

Gender Male; Female

Years worked for UMN Less than 1 year; 1-2 years; 
3 years and over

Current role at UMN Selected from list provided

Hours worked in a typical week Less than 20 hours; 21-30 hours; 
31-40 hours; More than 40 hours

Hours spent in the STSS building 
in a typical week

Less than 20 hours; 21-30 hours; 
31-40 hours; More than 40 hours

Percentage of time spent in 
workspace in a typical week

Less than 25%; 25-50%; 51-75%; 
More than 75%

Floor work on 2, 4, 5 

Workspace type Open; Closed

Demographics 
& Office 
Characteristics

Human 
Organism 

Designed 
Environment

Social 
Environment
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For data analysis, each condition had one item at the overall level including 

overall physical environment (OPE), overall thermal conditions (OTC), overall acoustic 

conditions (OAC), and overall lighting conditions (OLC). Each condition also had five or 

eight attributes items for each category such as attributes of thermal conditions (ATC), 

attributes of acoustic conditions (AAC), and attributes of lighting conditions (ALC). Two 

items that contained the ‘overall’ wording were used as attribute level items because 

there were no attributes for them. These items were “overall vibration and movement” 

with the acoustic conditions, and “overall visual comfort of the electric or daylighting” 

with lighting conditions. The left column of Table 6 shows the variable categories of the 

study. The other columns display the theory construct for each item, the item, and the 

measure for each item.  
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Table 6. 
 
Questionnaire theory constructs, items, and measurement for occupant demographics and 
office characteristics category 

 

  
 

Variable 
Category

Theory 
Construct Questionnaire Item Measure

Overall 
Physical 
Environment 
(OPE)

Designed 
Environment

The overall physical environment of your office 
workspace:

Overall 
Thermal 
Conditions 
(OTC)

Designed 
Environment

The overall thermal conditions [temperature (hot or 
cold), humidity (dry or moist), air velocity (drafty or 
stagnant)] of your office workspace:

The temperature (hot or cold) in your office 
workspace:

The humidity (dry or moist) in your office 
workspace:

The air velocity (drafty or stagnant) in your office 
workspace:

The extent of personal controls for temperature (hot 
or cold) in your office workspace:

The extent of personal controls for air velocity 
(drafty or stagnant) in your office workspace:

 
 

 
        

   

        

      

         

       
    

      
       

 

Likert-type 
scale from 
Very 
Dissatisfied 
(1) to Very 
Satisfied (7)

 
  
 

 
   

 

Attributes of 
Thermal 
Conditions 
(ATC)

Designed 
Environment

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
        

 
 

 
        

         
    

        

        

         

        
     

        
      

Overall 
Acoustic 
Conditions 
(OAC)

Designed 
Environment

The overall acoustic conditions (meet hearing needs) 
of your office workspace:

The overall vibration and movement of your office 
workspace:

The background noises in your office workspace:

The ability to hear desired sounds in your office 
workspace:

The ability to limit distraction from undesired 
sounds in your office workspace:
The sound privacy (conversations without neighbors 
overhearing and not overhear neighbors) in your 
office workspace:

 
  
 

 
   

 

Likert-type 
scale from 
Very 
Dissatisfied 
(1) to Very 
Satisfied (7)

  
 

 
 

Designed 
Environment

Attributes of 
Acoustic 
Conditions 
(AAC)
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Questionnaire Distribution Procedure 

The questionnaire was self-administered to full-time and part-time office 

employees of the STSS Building via email. The online survey tool Zoomerang 

(www.zoomerang.com) was used to distribute the questionnaire. The researcher 

formatted an email invitation to respondents to participate in the study and sent it to the 

office managers of each floor. The managers forwarded the email with a link to the 

questionnaire onto the occupants of their floors on the morning of Wednesday, November 

9, 2011. The link remained active for six working days (Wednesday to Wednesday). A 

reminder email was sent on Monday, November 14. The invitational email briefly 

Variable 
Category

Theory 
Construct Questionnaire Item Measure

 
 

 
        

 
 

 
        

         
    

        

        

         

        
     

        
      

 
 

 
        

   

        

      

         

       
    

      
       

 

 
  
 

 
   

 

 
  
 

 
   

 

  
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

  
 

Overall 
Lighting 
Conditions 
(OLC)

Designed/
Natural 
Environment

The overall lighting (electric and daylighting) in your 
office workspace:

Designed 
Environment

The quantity of electric lighting in your office 
workspace:

The quantity of daylighting in your office workspace:

The extent of personal controls for electric lighting 
in your office workspace:
The extent of personal controls for daylighting 
(ability to control or block sunlight) in your office 
workspace:
The glare due to electric or daylighting in your 
office workspace:

The reflections due to electric or daylighting in your 
office workspace:
The contrast due to electric or daylighting in your 
office workspace:
The overall visual comfort of the electric or 
daylighting (glare, reflections, contrast) in your 
office workspace:

Likert-type 
scale from 
Very 
Dissatisfied 
(1) to Very 
Satisfied (7)

Designed/
Natural 
Environment

Attributes of 
Lighting 
Conditions 
(ALC)
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explained to the occupants the research purpose and method, the amount of their time 

required to complete the questionnaire (5-10 minutes), their voluntary participation, 

assurance of their anonymity, and confidentiality of their responses. When the 

questionnaire link was opened by a participant, a formal information page appeared. This 

page served as the consent form, and it briefly described participation details and the 

study again. Continuing with the questionnaire indicated their consent.  

Procedures for Thermal, Acoustic, and Lighting Conditions Readings 

Actual measurement readings of specific IEQ elements (thermal, acoustic, and 

lighting conditions) were taken at designated locations throughout the STSS Building. 

The readings occurred in selected open and closed workspaces on floors 2, 4, and 5. The 

temperature readings were taken by a data logger (HOBO U12 Temperature Data 

Logger) that was placed on the worksurface, clear of any sources of heat (monitor or PC 

motors, down lighting, or other electronics). The data logger was programmed to record a 

temperature reading every 30 seconds between 7:30 am and 5:30 pm on the day of the 

readings. The data loggers were set-up in the workspaces one day prior to the actual 

readings.  

Air velocity and relative humidity readings were measured once in each selected 

workspace, approximately 43” AFF as recommended practice by ASHREAE-2010 

Standard 55 data. Acoustic decibel readings were taken at desktop height for an average 

of five-minutes. This similar five-minute acoustic standard was used in previous studies 

(Ayr et al., 2001; Kjellberg et al., 1996; Landström et al., 1991; Tang & Wong, 1998). 

The A-weighting was used since it best simulates human sensitivity to sound (Kryter, 
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1985; Navai & Veitch, 2003; Woodson et al., 1992). Lighting was measured by a single 

illuminance (footcandle) measurement taken at the primary worksurface in the 

workspaces. This similar methodology was use by Moore et al. (2002a; 2002b). See 

Table 7 for measurement type, location, and instruments used.  

Table 7.  
 
Measurement, location, duration, and instruments used to collect thermal, acoustic, and 
lighting conditions data 
IEQ 
Component Measurement Location Duration Instrument 

Method 
Reference 

Thermal 
Conditions 

Temperature (°F) Worksurface every 30 
seconds 

HOBO U12 Temperature 
Data Logger  

Air Velocity 
(fpm) 43”AFF 1 second 

General Tools 
DLAF8000C 4 in 1 Air 
Flow Meter with Case 

ASHREAE-2010 
Standard 55 

Relative 
Humidity (%) 

Center of 
workspace 1 second 

General Tools 
DLAF8000C 4 in 1 Air 
Flow Meter with Case 

ASHREAE-2010 
Standard 55 

Acoustic 
Conditions 

Decibel,  
A-weighted 
(dB(A)) 

Center of 
worksurface 5 minutes Brüel & Kjær 2250-A 

Hand Held Analyzer 

Ayr et al., 2001; 
Kjellberg et al., 1996; 
Landström et al., 1991; 
Tang & Wong, 1998 

Lighting 
Conditions Footcandles  (fc) Center of  

worksurface  1 second 
Mastech Digital 
Illuminance/Light Meter 
LX1330B , 0 - 200,000 
Lux Luxmeter 

Moore et al., 2002a; 
2002b 

  

The thermal, acoustic, and lighting readings were taken three times in the selected 

workspaces over the course of one day. The three readings—morning, mid-day, and 

afternoon—were to taken to capture the change in the IEQ components throughout that 

day. The morning readings occurred between 7:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m., the mid-day 

readings occurred between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m., the afternoon readings occurred 

between 2:00 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. 

There were at least two-hour differences between readings. The three readings 

were averaged for statistical analysis and kept separate for diagnostic analysis. The 

readings occurred in three to six workspaces (six open and six closed workspaces) on 
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each floor. The workspaces selected for the readings were determined by their location on 

the floor. The intent was to capture readings in a series of workspaces that bisect the 

office floor plan west to east (window wall to the classroom corridor). An additional 

workspace near the reception area on each floor was also analyzed to capture the 

influence of adjacent public corridors and staircase. The locations of the readings were 

labeled by floor number (2, 4, and 5) and a letter designator (A-D); for example 4C is 

floor 4 at the C location (see Figure 6 to Figure 8).   

The schedule of readings was created by randomly drawing index cards to 

determine the order of readings on each floor for the morning, mid-day and afternoon. 

The classroom schedule was also taken into consideration when determining the readings 

schedule. Noise created by student traffic can influence acoustical readings since there 

are no demising (full-height) walls between the classroom corridor and the office areas. 

One of the locations for each morning, mid-day, and afternoon readings on each floor 

was scheduled to occur within 15-minutes prior to the start of a class in the nearest 

classroom. All locations had one reading scheduled during this event except for three 

locations (2C, 2D, and 2E) on floor 2 since had six reading locations. Table 8 shows the 

schedule of readings. The X* in the Table indicates the readings that occurred within 15-

minutes prior to the start of a class. Outdoor measurements of acoustic conditions were 

taken before and after the morning, mid-day, and afternoon readings to capture the noise 

level of the surround outdoor environment (i.e., automobile and pedestrian traffic). 
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Table 8.  
 
Schedule of physical readings 

 

 

7:15
Workspace a.m. 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 10:45 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 p.m. 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:15

2A X* X X

2B X X* X

2C X X X

2D X X X

2E X X

2F X X X*

4A X X X*

4B X X* X

4C X* X X

5A X X X*

5B X* X X

5C X X* X

Afternoon reading schedule                                                                                                        
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Morning reading schedule Mid-day reading schedule                                                                                                                        

Key

X Time and location of reading

X*

Time allotted for readings on the floor

Reading within 15-minutes prior to the 
start of a class in the nearest classroom
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The readings occurred in November because the HVAC system was utilized for a 

few weeks prior to heat the building and weather conditions were not extremely cold. The 

day of the readings was determined by the class schedule for the floors with office areas, 

the academic holiday schedule, and the researcher's availability. Due to the low frequency 

of classes scheduled for Friday (total of 26 classes for all three floors of interest), this day 

was eliminated as a possible reading day. Monday and Wednesday were then written on 

index cards and Wednesday was drawn. Wednesdays had 51 classes scheduled during 

regular student services’ office hours. The readings were taken two weeks following the 

last day occupants had to complete the questionnaire (Wednesday, November 16).  

Outdoor Thermal (Weather), Acoustic, and Lighting Conditions for November 30, 2011 

The annual average and actual weather conditions for November 30, 2011, were 

retrieved from an archived database found at www.wunderground.com. The database lists 

hourly measurements of temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, visibility, cloud 

conditions, and sunrise and sunset times. The measurements were taken from the 

Minneapolis, St. Paul International Airport (MSP) approximately nine miles south of the 

STSS Building.  

The average annual temperature (degree Fahrenheit) for November 30 in 

Minneapolis, MN is 26°, while the maximum is 33° and the minimum is 18°. For the day 

of the readings (November 30, 2011) the average temperature was 33°, this is 7° above 

the annual average (26°). The maximum temperature that day was 41° and the minimum 

was 24°. See Figure 18 for a graph of the hourly temperatures for November 30th, 2011 .  
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Figure 18. Hourly temperature for November 30, 2011 

The average relative humidity for November 30, 2011 was 61% while the 

maximum was 85% and the minimum was 37%. There was 0.01 inches of precipitation 

(rain) recorded for that date. The month to date precipitation (rain) was 0.30 inches, 

which is below the average of 1.77 inches. Although there was no snow accumulated on 

the ground and no snow fall recorded during the day of the readings, three inches were 

recorded since July 1, 2011. This was below the average of 9.9 inches. There was a four 

mile per hour (mph), southwesterly wind that reached a maximum wind speed of 15 mph 

and maximum wing gust speed of 18 mph.  

 On November 30, 2011, the sun rose at 7:29 am and set at 4:33 pm. The total 

length of day (sunrise to sunset) was nine hours and four minutes, while the total length 

of visible light was ten hours and ten minutes. The visibility was for ten miles, and the 

cloud conditions were reported as mostly cloudy to overcast.  
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 An outdoor 5-minute reading of acoustic conditions dB(A) was taken prior to 

each set of morning, noon, and afternoon readings. A reading was also taken after the last 

afternoon reading. The readings were taken on the outdoor terrace of floor 3, on the west 

side of the facility where the office areas are located. The mean recordings for these 

readings were: morning, 61.7 dB(A); noon 63.0 dB(A); afternoon 62.6 dB(A); and end of 

the day 56.1 dB(A). The overall mean for the outdoor readings was 60.85 dB(A). There 

was construction occurring on the bridge, approximately 200 yards away, on the day of 

the readings. The construction workers were operating heavy machinery, hammering on 

metal, and painting the exterior of the bridge. They were not present during the end of the 

day reading, which may explain the lower mean dB(A) value.  

Measurement Standards of Thermal, Acoustic, and Lighting Conditions  

 The readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions were 

benchmarked against the B3-MSBG guidelines standards. Table 9 shows various 

standards for the IEQ components established by associated organizations, B3-MSBG 

and the STSS design team. The B3-MSBG guidelines have a both recommended and 

required standards. The STSS design team either met or exceeded the B3-MSBG required 

standards. Following is a brief description of these benchmarks. 

Thermal Conditions 

The thermal conditions (air velocity, relative humidity, and temperature) 

standards set by B3-MSBG are based on the ASHREA 55-2004 standard. B3-MSBG 

states for all continuously occupied and mechanically ventilated areas, the air velocity 

must be greater than or equal to 10 feet per minute, and the relative humidity must be 
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greater than 20% and less than 50%. The temperature of all continuously occupied indoor 

areas must maintain an ambient temperature greater than 64°F and less than 80°F. 

Transition areas, including entries, hallways, and exterior walls, may exceed the specified 

limit to conserve energy. Mean radiant temperatures were not monitored because B3-

MSBG only requires this for areas likely to have significant mean radiant temperature 

asymmetry such as areas within a glass atria, adjacent to boiler rooms, or underneath an 

exposed roof (MSBG, n.d.b) (see Table 9). 

Acoustic Conditions 

 According to the B3-MSBG guideline, recurring background noise associated 

from external and internal sources must not exceed 70 dB(A) in any space, and all 

continuously occupied office space should meet a noise curve (NC) no greater than 50. 

The NC can be converted in a dB(A) by adding between 5 to 10 to the value (Grondzik, 

Kwok, Stein, & Reynolds, 2010). Therefore, the required decibel standard for an office 

environment is less than 55-60 dB(A), and the recommended standard is NC-45 or less 

than 50-55 dB(A). However, the Institute for Research in Construction from the National 

Research Council, Canada, conducted a comprehensive literature review on acoustical 

satisfaction in open plan offices and found that occupants reported decreased acoustical 

satisfaction when ambient levels exceed 45 dB(A) (Navai & Veitch, 2003). Both 

measurements were considered when assessing acoustical satisfaction (see Table 9). 

Lighting Conditions 

Lighting standards set by B3-MSBG were guided by the Illuminating Engineering 

Society of North America (IESNA) handbook (DiLaura, Houser, Mistrick, & Steffy, 
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2011). The B3-MSBG recommended standard states electrical lighting of newly 

constructed buildings must be operable by multiple modes that respond to daylighting 

levels and occupancy usage. The required standard states that general illumination at the 

work plane (i.e., worksurface) should attain an average electrical illumination of 35 to 50 

fc, and there should be a minimum of 25 fc three feet or more from any wall. As 

explained previously, the STSS Building does have several modes of lighting control and 

sensors to maximize the use of natural light, automatically control electric lighting, and 

occupancy and daylight sensors (see Table 9). 
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Table 9.  
 
Recommended and required standards of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions established by ASHRAE, IESNA, B3-MSBG, and 
the STSS design team 

IEQ 
Component Measurement Organization 

Organization 
Recommended 

B3-MSBG 
V2.1 
Recommended 

B3-MSBG V2.1 
Required 

STSS 
Design 
Team 

Thermal 
Conditions 

Temperature ASHRAE 55-2004 

Winter: > 68º F and  
 < 74 ºF 
Summer: > 73º F 
and  < 79 ºF 

Full compliance 
with ASHRAE 
55-2004 winter 
and summer 
comfort zones 

 > 64º F and  
 < 80 ºF 

> 68º F and  
< 78 ºF 

Air Velocity ASHRAE 55-2004 > 24 feet per minute 
(fpm) and < 40 fpm ≤ 10 fpm ≤ 20 fpm 

Relative 
Humidity ASHRAE 55-2004 > 30% and  

 < 60% 
> 20% and  
 < 50% 

> 20% and  
 < 50% 

Acoustics 
Conditions 

Decibel, A-
weighted 
(dB(A)) 

  
<NC-45 or 
approx.  
50-55 dB(A) 

<NC-50 or approx. 
55-60 dB(A) and 
background noise to 
not exceed 70 dB(A) 

40 dB(A) 

Lighting 
Conditions Footcandles  (fc) 

IESNA Lighting 
Handbook (10th 
ed.), 2011 

Targeted 300  lux 
(28 fc) for 30”AFF 
office work plane 
illumination  

35 fc to 50 fc for 
work plane 
illumination 
 

Electric lighting to 
be operable in 
multiple modes 

35 fc to 50 fc 
for work plane 
illumination 
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Data Analysis 

The results were analyzed in three parts. First, descriptive statistics (mean, 

variance, and standard deviations) were used to describe respondents’ demographics; 

occupant satisfaction; and the physical readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting 

conditions. A Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1951) analysis was conducted to check the 

reliability of the questionnaire items for each condition and with all items combined. A 

reliability coefficient of 0.70 or higher was used as an acceptable standard (Nunnaly, 

1978). 

To test the null hypotheses related to the first research question, a paired t-test 

was conducted between respondents’ satisfaction level with each condition and their 

satisfaction level with the overall physical environment. To help examine the results, a 

Pearson’s correlation analysis and a linear regression were conducted. These analyses 

explained which attributes significantly relate to respondents’ overall satisfaction with 

each condition.  

Next, a Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to determine the degree of 

relationship for each condition with respondents’ overall satisfaction with their 

workspace environment. ANOVA analyses were also conducted to determine if there was 

a significant difference between respondents’ satisfaction in open and closed workspaces 

for each condition. 

To answer the second research question, the physical readings of thermal, 

acoustic, and lighting conditions were compared with B3-MSBG required standards 

using descriptive statistics. This determined if there was a fit between respondents’ 
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satisfaction and the required workplace measurements. The analysis also compared the 

IEQ readings to IEQ satisfaction levels of the respondents.  

Limitations 

 Limitations for this study include the self-administered questionnaire through an 

online database. There was no way to know who exactly took the questionnaire. Also, the 

subjective, self-reporting format of the questionnaire limited responses to occupants’ 

personal perceptions of satisfaction level. The wording of existing items of CSBR’s 

questionnaire instrument could not be significantly modified. There was also a small 

sample size and only one B3-MSBG building was being investigated. The small sample 

size and analysis of one building means that findings may not be generalizable to the 

population or other buildings. The same holds true in regards to only analyzing one 

building. Lastly, the low frequency of measurement readings, particularly acoustics, may 

not have represented the noise transfer in the office environment. For example, some 

acoustic readings occurred when students were transitioning between classrooms, others 

did not. This may have spiked noise readings during specific occasions influencing the 

findings. Also, the readings were taken at only one time during the year, and may be 

representative of changing thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions throughout the year. 

The next chapter presents and discusses the results of the data analyses. 
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 

Introduction 

This chapter presents the results of the data analysis from the questionnaire and 

physical readings. A paired t-test was performed to determine if there were significant 

relationships between respondents’ overall satisfaction with each condition and their 

satisfaction with the overall physical environment. Descriptive statistics, Pearson’s 

correlation analyses, and linear regression were conducted to understand what attributes 

of each condition significantly influence respondents’ overall satisfaction with their 

workspaces. Results of the physical readings were compared to the B3-MSBG required 

standards and discussed in relationship to respondents’ satisfaction using descriptive 

statistics. 

Questionnaire Results for Thermal, Acoustic, and Lighting Conditions 

 The following section describes the results of analysis to test the hypotheses. This 

study included 22 items on the questionnaire related to the overall physical environment, 

thermal conditions, acoustic conditions, and lighting conditions (see APPENDIX B, 

CSBR Questionnaire). For data analysis, the items for each condition were divided into 

overall and attribute satisfaction level variables. The overall categories each contained 

one item. There were five or eight attributes for each condition (see Table 10).  
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Table 10.  
 
Distribution of questionnaire items 

 
  

Respondents were to rate their level of satisfaction for each item based on a 

seven-point Likert-type scale (1= “very dissatisfied” to 7 = “very satisfied”). Means were 

calculated for each item (overall and attribute items) and a combined mean was provided 

for the attribute items of each condition. A paired t-test was conducted for each condition 

to evaluate whether there was a significant difference between respondents’ overall 

satisfaction for each condition (OTC, OAC, and OLC) and the overall physical 

environment (OPE).  

Pearson’s correlation and linear regression analyses were conducted with each 

condition to understand the relationship of the conditions’ attributes (ATC, AAC, and 
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ALC) with overall satisfaction of the condition (OTC, OAC, and OLC). The Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient denotes the strength and the direction (positive or negative) of the 

relationship between two variables (Narid, 2005). The coefficient value ranges from -1 

(negative correlation) to +1 (positive correlation). A positive correlation signifies that as 

the attribute satisfaction increases so does the overall satisfaction. The strength of the 

relationship is determined by the coefficient value. The closer the coefficient is to ±1 the 

stronger the relationship. In social science the correlation coefficients are commonly 

interpreted as follows: .10, .30, and .50 are small, moderate, and strong relationships, 

respectively (Green & Salkind, 2007). Linear regression was conducted to understand 

what attribute(s) of a condition was significant predictors of the overall satisfaction for 

each condition. Lastly, the overall means of each condition (OTC, OAC, and OLC) were 

correlated with the OPE. This correlation analysis was conducted to understand the 

relationship each condition has with the OPE.  

Table 11.  
 
Overview of analyses conducted with variables  

 

 

Reliability 

A Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1951) analysis was conducted to check the 

reliability of the questionnaire items for each condition and with all items combined. The 

reliability coefficient should be 0.70 or higher to be an accepted standard (Nunnaly, 
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1978). The coefficient for thermal (.86), acoustic (.92), and lighting (.87) conditions were 

greater than the accepted standard of 0.7. The coefficient for all items was high (.94). The 

high Cronbach coefficients indicate that the questionnaire items are acceptable and 

reliable measures.  

Overall Physical Environment (OPE) Satisfaction 

First, respondents were asked about their level of satisfaction with the OPE of 

their office workspace. The overall mean was positive at 5.36 (1.32 SD) (see Table 12).  

Table 12.  
 
Satisfaction with the overall physical environment (OPE) (n=70)  

 
Note: SD (standard deviation) 

Thermal Conditions Satisfaction 

Thermal conditions included one item related to respondents’ overall thermal 

condition (OTC) satisfaction and five attribute items related to attributes of thermal 

conditions (ATC) satisfaction. The attribute items include: temperature (hot or cold), 

humidity (dry or moist), air velocity (drafty or stagnant), extent of personal controls for 

temperature (hot or cold), and extent of personal controls for air velocity (drafty or 

stagnant). OTC and ATC means were the same at 4.63. Humidity was the highest mean at 

5.46 (1.24 SD). The other attribute means ranged from 4.00 (extent of personal controls 

for temperature [hot or cold]) to 4.99 (air velocity [drafty or stagnant]) (see Table 13). 

OPE Mean SD

Overall physical environment 5.36 1.32
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Table 13. 
 
Mean responses of OTC and ATC (n=70)  

 

Hypothesis one stated: There is no significant relationship between occupants’ 

satisfaction with the OTC of their workspaces and the OPE of their workspaces. To test 

this hypothesis, a paired t-test was conducted using the OPE and OTC data. The test was 

significant (t(69)=-3.932, p<.000) at the 0.001 level (see Table 14). Respondents’ 

satisfaction with the OTC (4.63 mean, 1.59 SD) was significantly different than their 

satisfaction with the OPE (5.36 mean, 1.32 SD). Therefore the null hypothesis was 

rejected. Respondents were significantly more satisfied with the OPE than the OTC. 

There could be attribute variables of the thermal conditions that may influence the lower 

satisfaction with the OTC.  

OTC Mean SD
Overall thermal conditions [temperature (hot or cold), 
humidity (dry or moist), air velocity (drafty or stagnant)] 4.63 1.59

ATC Mean SD

Temperature (hot or cold) 4.61 1.62

Humidity (dry or moist) 5.46 1.24

Air velocity (drafty or stagnant) 4.99 1.44

Extent of personal controls for temperature (hot or cold) 4.00 1.74

Extent of personal controls for air velocity 
(drafty or stagnant) 4.10 1.53

Combined ATC 4.63 1.18
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Table 14.  
 
Paired t-test of OTC and OPE 

 

Further analysis using Pearson’s correlation helped to understand the relationship 

between attributes of thermal conditions and OTC. The analysis found significant 

relationships among some of the attributes and the OTC satisfaction. Temperature 

(r=.896) and air velocity (r=.599) showed a strong positive relationship. Humidity 

(r=.471) had a moderate relationship with OTC (see Table 15). Overall the positive and 

strong correlation coefficients suggest that an increase in occupants’ satisfaction with 

temperature, air velocity and humidity attributes will increase their satisfaction with the 

OTC. 

Table 15.  
 
Pearson’s correlation of ATC and OTC 

 

In addition, a linear multiple regression analysis was conducted to examine what 

attributes could significantly contribute (predict) to respondents OTC satisfaction. The 

regression analysis was conducted because it analyzes all the attributes of thermal 

 Mean SD Lower Upper t df Sig.
OTC - 
OPE

-.729 1.550 .185 -1.098 -.359 -3.932 69 .000***

Std. Error 
Mean

95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference

Note : ***p <0.001 (2-tailed)

Temperature Humidity Air velocity

Extent of 
personal 

controls for 
temperature 

Extent of 
personal 

controls for air 
velocity

OTC r .896* .471* .599* .366* .366*
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conditions in a single model to determine which attributes better contribute to or predict 

respondents’ OTC satisfaction, unlike the Pearson’s correlation which analyzes the 

relationship between each attribute variable and OTC separately. Therefore, regression 

analysis is more robust; however, some researchers only use interval or ratio measures for 

regression analysis, not ordinal measures (i.e., Likert-type scales) (Nardi, 2006). For 

social science research, it is common to use ordinal measures with equal-appearing 

intervals (Nardi, 2006), such as the data gathered for this study. The results of both 

analyses (Pearson’s correlations and linear multiple regression) were provided to 

demonstrate the relationship between ATC and OTC using different methods of analyses.   

The regression model was significant at the 0.001 level (F(5,64)=68.276, p<.001) 

and 84% of the variation in OTC can be explained by the attributes (R2=.842). The 

attributes found significantly different were temperature and air velocity at the p<0.001 

level and humidity at the p<0.05 level. The findings indicate that respondents’ 

satisfaction with temperature, air velocity, and humidity significantly influenced their 

overall OTC satisfaction. Temperature was found to be the most contributing attribute, 

then air velocity and humidity. The other two attributes regarding extent of personal 

controls were found not significant. This was a similar finding in the Pearson’s 

correlation analysis. The results demonstrate that respondents’ OTC satisfaction was 

significantly influenced by their satisfaction with temperature, air velocity, and humidity 

attributes. 
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Table 16.  
 
Linear regression model of ATC controlling for OTC 

  

Acoustic Conditions Satisfaction 

Acoustic conditions included one item related to respondents’ overall acoustic 

conditions (OAC) satisfaction and five attribute items related to acoustic conditions 

(AAC) satisfaction. The attribute items include: overall vibration and movement, 

background noises, ability to hear desired sounds, ability to limit distraction from 

undesired sounds, and sound privacy (conversations without neighbors overhearing and 

not overhear neighbors). The OAC mean (4.71 mean, 1.79 SD) was higher than the AAC 

mean (4.40 mean, 1.41 SD). Sound privacy (3.86 mean, 1.80 SD) and background noises 

(3.96 mean, 1.71 SD) attributes received the lowest means. The overall vibration and 

movement (5.31 mean, 1.47 SD) attribute received the highest satisfied mean  

(see Table 17). 

Standardized 
Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Temperature (hot or cold) .812 .060 .827 13.473 .000***

Humidity (dry or moist) -.230 .100 -.179 -2.296 .025***

Air velocity (drafty or stagnant) .370 .094 .335 3.951 .000***

Extent of personal controls for 
temperature (hot or cold)

.104 .066 .114 1.581 .119***

Extent of personal controls for air 
velocity (drafty or stagnant)

-.159 .082 -.154 -1.949 .056***

Note:  *p <0.05; **p <0.01; ***p <0.001

Unstandardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.
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Table 17. 
 
Mean responses of OAC and AAC (n=70) 

 
 

Hypothesis two stated: There is no significant relationship between occupants’ 

satisfaction with the OAC of their workspaces and the OPE of their workspaces. A paired 

t-test was conducted to test this hypothesis. The test was significant (t(69)=3.467, 

p<.001) at the p<0.001 level. Respondents’ satisfaction with the OAC (4.71 mean, 1.79 

SD) was statistically different from their satisfaction with the OPE (5.36 mean, 1.32 SD). 

Therefore the null hypothesis was rejected. On average, respondents were significantly 

more satisfied with the OPE than the OAC, however the OAC mean was 4.71. There 

could be attribute variables of the acoustic conditions that may have influenced the lower 

satisfaction with the OAC. 

OAC Mean SD

Overall acoustic conditions (meet hearing needs) 4.71 1.79

AAC Mean SD

Overall vibration and movement 5.31 1.47

Background noises 3.96 1.71

Ability to hear desired sounds 4.77 1.69

Ability to limit distraction from undesired sounds 4.09 1.78

Sound privacy (conversations without neighbors 
overhearing and not overhear neighbors) 3.86 1.80

Combined AAC 4.40 1.41
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Table 18. 
 
Paired t-test of OAC and OPE 

 

To examine the attributes that may contribute to OAC, a Pearson’s correlation 

analysis was conducted. The correlation analysis of AAC and OAC indicated a strong 

positive relationship among all the attributes of acoustic conditions and OAC (r=.669 to 

r=.743) (see Table 19.). Sound privacy received the lowest coefficient value, and ability 

to hear desired sounds received the highest. The results indicate that all attributes strongly 

relate to respondents’ OAC satisfaction. 

Table 19. 
 
Pearson’s correlation of AAC and OAC 

 

 Because the Pearson’s correlation showed strong relationship between all 

attributes and OAC satisfaction, a linear multiple regression analysis was conducted to 

understand which attributes contributed significantly more to OAC satisfaction. The 

regression analysis is more robust because it considers the influence that all attributes 

have on OAC in one model. Controlling for OAC (criterion variable), the regression 

 Mean SD Lower Upper t df Sig.
OAC - 
OPE

-.643 1.551 .185 -1.012 -.273 -3.467 69 .001***

Std. Error 
Mean

95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference

Note : ***p <0.001 (2-tailed)

Overall 
vibration and 
movement

Background 
noises

Ability to 
hear desired 

sounds 

Ability to limit 
distraction from 

undesired 
sounds

Sound 
privacy

OAC r .727* .724* .743* .734* .669*
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model was found significant at the p<0.001 level (F(5,64)=37.340, p<.001) and 75% of 

the variation in OAC can be explained by the attributes (R2=0.745). All of the attributes 

were found significant at the p<0.01 or p<0.05 levels except for ability to limit 

distraction from undesired sounds. The findings indicate that all but one attribute 

significantly contributes to respondents’ OAC satisfaction of their workspace. However, 

sound privacy and overall vibration and movement attributes contribute more to OAC 

satisfaction (p<0.01 significant level) than background noises and ability to hear desired 

sounds (p<0.05 significant level). The results demonstrate that respondents’ OAC 

satisfaction was significantly influenced by their satisfaction with the sound privacy and 

overall vibration and movement attributes.  

Table 20.  
 
Linear regression of AAC controlling for OAC 

 

Standardized 
Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Overall vibration and movement .303 .113 .249 2.672 .010**

Background noises .233 .103 .224 2.268 .027**

Ability to hear desired sounds .222 .110 .209 2.022 .047**

Ability to limit distraction from 
undesired sounds

.111 .111 .111 .998 .322**

Sound privacy (conversations 
without neighbors overhearing 
and not overhear neighbors)

.244 .088 .246 2.763 .007**

Note : *p <0.05; **p <0.01; ***p <0.001

Unstandardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.
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Lighting Conditions Satisfaction 

Lighting conditions included one item related to respondents’ overall lighting 

conditions (OLC) satisfaction and five attribute items related to attributes of lighting 

conditions (ALC) satisfaction. The attribute items include: quantity of electric lighting, 

quantity daylighting, extent of personal controls for electric lighting, extent of personal 

controls for daylighting, glare due to electric or daylighting, reflections due to electric or 

daylighting, contrast due to electric or daylighting, and overall visual comfort of the 

electric or daylighting.  

The OLC item received a higher mean (5.56, 1.27 SD), than the ALC combined 

mean (4.77, 1.07 SD). The attribute items that received the highest means were 

reflections due to electric or daylighting (5.03, 1.53 SD), overall visual comfort of the 

electric or daylighting (glare, reflections, contract) (5.03, 1.52 SD), and quantity of 

electric lighting (5.01, 1.38 SD). Extent of personal controls for daylighting received the 

lowest attribute mean (3.70, 1.86 SD) for lighting conditions (see Table 21).  
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Table 21.  
 
Mean of responses of OLC an ALC (n=70) 

 

Hypothesis three stated: There is no significant relationship between occupants’ 

satisfaction with the OLC of their workspaces and the OPE of their workspaces. A paired 

t-test was conducted to test the significance of this hypothesis. The test was not 

significantly different (t(69)=1.187, p=.239) (see Table 22). Respondents’ satisfaction 

with the OLC (5.56 mean, 1.27 SD) was not statistically different than their satisfaction 

with the OPE (5.36 mean, 1.32 SD); therefore the null hypothesis was not rejected. The 

OLC mean was actually greater than the OPE mean.  

The results of hypotheses test indicated that respondents are satisfied with their 

OLC, however the ALC mean was lower than the OPE indicating that some attributes 

may still significantly influence OPE. An additional paired t-test was conducted with the 

OLC Mean SD

Overall lighting (electric and daylighting) 5.56 1.27

ALC Mean SD

Quantity of electric lighting 5.01 1.38

Quantity of daylighting 4.80 1.65

Extent of personal controls for electric lighting 4.86 1.50

Extent of personal controls for daylighting 
(ability to control or block sunlight)

3.70 1.86

Glare due to electric or daylighting 4.84 1.40

Reflections due to electric or daylighting 5.03 1.53

Contrast due to electric or daylighting 4.87 1.32

Overall visual comfort of the electric or daylighting 
(glare, reflections, contrast)

5.03 1.52

Combined ALC 4.77 1.07
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ALC and OPE. The test did find significant difference between ALC and OPE at the 

p<0.001 level (t(69)=3.671, p<.000). The results indicated the combined ALC mean was 

significantly lower than the OPE mean, therefore some attributes may significantly relate 

to respondents’ OPE and OLC satisfaction. 

Table 22.  
 
Paired t-tests of OLC and OPE, and ALC and OPE 

 

To understand the relationship between the lighting conditions’ attributes and 

OLC, Pearson’s correlation analysis was conducted. The results indicated a strong 

positive relationship among overall visual comfort of electric and daylighting and OLC 

(r=.711) and quantity of electric lighting (r=.501) (see Table 23). Moderate positive 

relationships were present with the remaining attributes (r=.342 to .513). The results 

indicate that the attribute overall visual comfort of electric or daylighting strongly 

contributes to respondents’ OLC satisfaction.  

 Mean SD Lower Upper t df Sig.
OLC - 
OPE

.200 1.410 .169 -.136 .536 1.187 69 .239***

ALC-
OPE

.590 1.346 .161 .269 .911 3.671 69 .000***

Note : ***p <0.001 (2-tailed)

Std. Error 
Mean

95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference
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Table 23. 
 
Pearson’s correlation of ALC and OLC 

 

 Because the Pearson’s correlation strong relationship between some of the  

attributes and OAC satisfaction, a linear multiple regression analysis was conducted to 

understand if these attributes significantly contribute to OLC satisfaction. The regression 

analysis is a more robust analysis because it takes into consideration the influence that all 

attributes have on OLC in one model. The linear regression results did find a statistical 

significance with overall visual comfort of electric or daylighting, but not with the 

remaining attributes (see Table 24). Controlling for OLC (criterion variable), the 

regression model was found significant at the p<0.001 level (F(5,64)=10.981, p<.001) 

and 59% of the variation in OTC can be explained by the attributes (R2=0.590).  

Although the overall visual comfort of electric or daylighting was an ‘overall’ 

category item rather than an attribute, it was included at the attribute level for data 

analyses because none of the attributes inquired about visual comfort satisfaction. When 

this attribute was removed from the regression model, quality of daylighting and quality 

of electric lighting attributes were found statistically significant at the p<0.05 level. 

However, the explained variation of the model was lower at 45% resulting in a stronger 

regression model with the inclusion of the visual comfort attribute. The results 

demonstrate that respondents’ OLC satisfaction was significantly influenced by their 

satisfaction with the overall visual comfort of the electric and daylighting attribute. 

Quantity of 
electric 
lighting

Quantity of 
daylighting

Extent of 
personal 

controls for 
electric lighting

Extent of 
personal 

controls for 
daylighting

Glare due to 
electric or 
daylighting

Reflections 
due to 

electric or 
daylighting

Contrast due 
to electric 

or 
daylighting 

Overall visual 
comfort of 
the electric 

or daylighting 

OLC r .501* .359* .342* .403* .399* .483* .513* .711*
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Table 24.  
 
Linear regression model of ALC controlling for OLC 

 

OPE and Overall Conditions 

To understand the relationship of the conditions with the OPE, two Pearson’s 

correlations analyses were conducted. The first analysis correlated the combined 

attributes’ values of each condition (ATC, AAC, and ALC) and the OPE. The second 

analysis correlated the overall satisfaction with the conditions (OTC, OAC, and OLC) 

and the OPE. The second analysis was conducted to understand if a single item regarding 

an overall condition had a similar relationship to the OPE than the multiple items of the 

combined attributes of a condition. 

Standardized 
Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Quantity of electric lighting .178 .099 .193 1.806 .076

Quantity of daylighting .040 .076 .052 .531 .597

Extent of personal controls for electric lighting -.014 .089 -.016 -0.156 .876

Extent of personal controls for daylighting 
(ability to control or block sunlight)

.070 .074 .102 .940 .351

Glare due to electric or daylighting -.160 .143 -.176 -1.115 .269

Reflections due to electric or daylighting -.133 .139 -.160 -.953 .344

Contrast due to electric or daylighting .193 .127 .200 1.525 .132

Overall visual comfort of the electric or 
daylighting (glare, reflections, contrast)

.567 .123 .680 4.627 .000***

Note : *p <0.05; **p <0.01; ***p <0.001

Unstandardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.
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The first Pearson’s correlation analysis indicated a moderately-strong positive 

relationship among AAC (r=.559) and ATC (r=.551) with the OPE. ALC received a 

lower but moderate relationship (r=.379) with OPE (see Table 25).  

Table 25.  
 
Pearson’s correlation between attribute and overall conditions and OPE 

 

The second Pearson’s correlation analysis had similar results to the combined 

attributes relationship. Acoustic conditions had a strong positive (r=.536) relationship to 

OPE. While still moderate and positive, thermal conditions’ relationship to OPE had a 

lower coefficient (r=.444) than the combined attributes analysis. Lighting conditions did 

strengthen slightly, however still moderate and positive (r=.407) (see Table 25). 

All conditions moderately contributed to respondents’ satisfaction with their 

workspaces’ overall physical environment. As demonstrated with the attribute and overall 

category analyses, acoustic conditions received a strong positive relationship, while 

lighting conditions received the lowest correlation coefficient of both analyses. 

Open versus Closed Workspaces Satisfaction 

Although the acoustic condition received the highest correlation coefficient, the 

combine attribute mean was the lowest of the three conditions (AAC; 4.40 mean, 1.41 

SD). Furthermore, three of the five acoustic attributes were the lowest rated among all of 

ATC AAC ALC

OPE r .551** .559** .379**

OTC OAC OLC

OPE r .444** .536** .407**
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the condition attributes. Table 26 shows the attributes that received the lowest means 

among all of the conditions, along with the means and the difference of the means per 

workspace type. The three acoustic attributes among the lowest means (3.86 to 4.09 range 

of means) were sound privacy (conversations without neighbors overhearing and not 

overhear neighbors), background noises, and ability to limit distraction form undesired 

sounds. Sound privacy and ability to limit distraction from undesired sounds both 

received large marginal differences between workspace types (2.14 and 1.54 differences 

of the mean, respectively). Sound privacy was also found to be a significant positive 

attribute of the OAC at the p<0.01 level in the linear regression model. 

Table 26. 
 
Attributes with lowest means and their mean differences per workspace type  

 

The marginal differences between the means of open and closed workspaces for 

the remaining three attributes in Table 26 ranged from 1.31 to 0.70 (differences of 

Thermal Conditions Items Mean SD Open Closed Diff.
Extent of personal controls for temperature
(hot or cold) 4.00 1.74 3.44 4.75 1.31

Extent of personal controls for air velocity
(drafty or stagnant) 4.10 1.53 3.83 4.53 0.70

Acoustic Conditions Items
Sound privacy (conversations without neighbors 
overhearing and not overhear neighbors) 3.86 1.80 3.00 5.14 2.14

Background noises 3.96 1.71 3.88 4.18 0.30

Ability to limit distraction from undesired sounds 4.09 1.78 3.50 5.04 1.54

LightingConditions Items
Extent of personal controls for daylighting 
(ability to control or block sunlight) 3.70 1.86 3.41 4.18 0.77

Mean per 
Workspace Type
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means). The large range in the differences of means prompted the additional investigation 

to conduct ANOVA analyses to determine if there were significant differences between 

the combined attribute means of open and closed workspaces for each condition.  

The ANOVA analyses results indicated there were significant differences 

between respondents’ satisfaction with the combined attribute means and OPE of those 

who occupy open and closed workspaces for all conditions. Acoustic conditions were 

found the most significantly different at the p<0.001 level (F(1,69)=13.38, p< .001). 

Followed by respondents’ overall physical environment of their workspace at the p<0.01 

level (F(1,69)=8.54, p=.005). Thermal conditions (F(1,69)=8.54, p=.032) and lighting 

conditions (F(1,69)=6.86, p=.011) were both found significantly different at the p<0.05 

level. Respondents of closed workspaces were significantly more satisfied with the OPE, 

ATC, AAC, and ALC of their workspaces than respondents of open workspaces.  

Table 27.  
 
ANOVA results between open (n=42) and closed workspaces (n=28) 

 
 

 
Sum of 
Squares df

Mean 
Square F Sig.

Between Groups 13.39 1 13.39 8.54 .005**
Within Groups 106.68 68 1.57
Total 120.07 69
Between Groups 6.337 1 6.337 4.795 .032*
Within Groups 89.875 68 1.322
Total 96.212 69
Between Groups 22.648 1 22.648 13.38 .000**
Within Groups 115.102 68 1.693
Total 137.75 69
Between Groups 7.194 1 7.194 6.86 .011**
Within Groups 71.311 68 1.049
Total 78.505 69

Note : *p <0.05; **p <0.01; ***p <0.001

ALC

OPE

ATC

AAC
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Although the ANOVA analyses had indicated a significant difference among OPE 

and the three conditions, the AAC was found significantly different at a higher level 

(p<0.001). The difference in AAC means of respondents’ who occupied open (3.39 

mean) and closed (5.09 mean) workspaces was 1.70. Figure 19 shows the distribution of 

means per workspace type, floor and overall. Among all conditions, respondents of the 

open workspaces were the least satisfied with the acoustic conditions.  

Overall, the findings suggest respondents who worked in closed workspaces were 

significantly more satisfied with their workspaces than respondents who worked in open 

workspaces. The findings indicate that future studies of office buildings with different 

workspace types should consider analyzing the data separately.  

 
Figure 19. Combined attribute means (OPE, ATC, AAC, and ALC) per workspace type 
(open n=42, closed n=28) and floor 
 

Overview of Satisfaction Results 

The three hypotheses of this study stated: there were no significant differences 

between respondents’ overall satisfaction with a workspace condition (hypothesis one, 
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OTC; hypothesis two, OAC; and hypothesis three, OLC) and respondents’ OPE 

satisfaction with their workspace. The paired t-test rejected null hypotheses one (OTC) 

and two (OAC), and did not reject null hypothesis three (OLC). There was a significant 

difference between respondents’ OPE satisfaction and their OAC satisfaction and OLC 

satisfaction. To help explain these findings, Pearson’s correlation analyses were 

conducted and found that particular attributes of each condition had a stronger 

relationship with respondents’ overall satisfaction for each condition. The strength of the 

relationship may explain the significant differences found among the t-tests.  

Table 28 shows the attributes that were found to have a strong relationship (r>.05) 

with respondents’ overall satisfaction of each condition. The attributes are arranged 

according to the strength (r coefficient). Temperature was found to have the strongest 

relationship with OTC. All attributes of acoustic conditions were found to have strong 

relationships with OAC. Although the OLC hypotheses was not rejected, another t-test 

was performed on the combined ALC and the OPE and was found to be significant. Some 

attributes of the ALC may influence the OPE, therefore a Pearson’s correlation analysis 

was conducted. Overall visual comfort of electric or daylighting had the strongest 

relationship to OLC.  

All attributes in Table 28 had a positive relationship, meaning that an increase in 

satisfaction with the attributes will lead to an increase in satisfaction with the overall 

condition. However, the attributes with the stronger relationships (r coefficient closest to 

1) have a greater influence on respondents’ overall satisfaction for each condition. As the 

satisfaction with these attributes increases, satisfaction with OPE also increases.  
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Table 28.  
 
Attributes with strong relationships by Pearson’s correlation analyses 

 

In addition, linear multiple regression analyses were conducted to examine what 

attributes are significant contributors (predictors) to respondents’ overall satisfaction with 

each condition. Table 29 shows the attributes that were found to be significant 

contributors to respondents’ overall satisfaction with each condition. The attributes are 

arranged from most to least significant per condition. The OTC regression analysis 

indicated that temperature, air velocity, and humidity were significant contributing 

attributes of respondents’ satisfaction with OTC. All of the acoustic attributes were found 

significant in the OAC regression analysis, except for ability to limit distraction from 

undesired sounds. The OLC regression analysis found significance with the overall visual 

comfort of electric or daylighting attribute, but not with the remaining attributes.  

Dependent 
Variables Attributes with Strong Relationships (r>.50) r

Temperature .896*

Air velocity .599*

Humidity .471*

Ability to hear desired sounds .743*

Ability to limit distraction from undesired sounds .734*

Overall vibration and movement .727*

Background noises .724*

Sound privacy .669*

Overall visual comfort of the electric or daylighting .711*

Contrast due to electric or daylighting .513*

Quantity of electric lighting .501*

OTC

OAC

OLC
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Table 29.  
 
Significant attributes of the multiple linear regression analyses 

 

To understand the relationship of the conditions with the OPE, two Pearson’s 

correlations analyses were conducted with both the attribute and overall conditions. Both 

analyses indicated a moderately positive relationship among respondents’ satisfaction 

with thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions and the OPE of their office workspace. 

The attribute correlation indicated a slightly stronger correlation with acoustic conditions 

(AAC; r=.559) and thermal conditions (ATC; r= .551) than lighting conditions (ALC; 

r=.379). The overall condition correlation indicted a slightly stronger correlation with 

acoustic conditions (OAC; r=.536), than thermal (OTC; r=.444) and lighting (OLC; 

r=.407). Both analyses demonstrated that acoustic conditions contributed more to 

respondent’s satisfaction of the OPE than thermal and lighting conditions.   

It should be noted, however, that the Pearson’s correlation results do not imply 

that thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions are the only contributing IEQ components 

that influence respondents’ satisfaction with their workspaces’ overall physical 

Dependent 
Variables Contributing Attributes Sig.

Temperature .000***

Air velocity .000***

Humidity .025***

Sound privacy .007***

Overall vibration and movement .010***

Background noises .027***

Ability to hear desired sounds .047***

OLC Overall visual comfort of the electric or daylighting .000***
Note:  *p <0.05; **p <0.01; ***p <0.001

OTC

OAC
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environment. For example, some other IEQ components that may also influence 

respondents’ level of satisfaction include maintenance, odor, aesthetics, ergonomics, 

furnishings, finishes, and space planning, which were not analyzed. The purpose of the 

study, however, focused on thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions.  

Furthermore, although the combined attribute mean for acoustic conditions was 

above the scale’s mid-point, it was the lowest of the three conditions (AAC; 4.40 mean). 

Among all the attributes for acoustic conditions, respondents were least satisfied (3.86 

mean) with sound privacy (conversations without neighbors overhearing and not overhear 

neighbors). Sound privacy was also found to be a significant attribute of the OAC at the 

p<0.01 level in the linear regression model. Furthermore, this item received the second 

lowest itemized mean score of all the attributes of the conditions (see Table 26). The item 

that received the lowest mean was extent of personal controls for daylighting (3.70 

mean). Similarly, Abbaszadeh et al. (2006) found that occupants of sustainable buildings 

were not as satisfied with acoustic privacy and controllability of lighting as occupants of 

non-sustainable buildings.  

The respondents of the closed workspaces were found to be more satisfied (5.14 

mean) with the sound privacy of their workspaces, than respondents of open workspaces 

(3.00 mean). This attribute received a large difference between the means of open and 

closed workspaces (2.14 difference of means). The other two attributes from the acoustic 

conditions that received some of the lowest means were background noises and ability to 

limit distraction from undesired sounds. For both of these attributes, the respondents of 

closed workspaces were more satisfied (0.30 and 1.54 difference of means, respectively) 

than respondents of open workspaces. Overall, these three attributes of the acoustic 
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conditions that received the lowest mean scores (background noises, sound privacy, and 

ability to limit distraction from undesired sounds) were all related to noise. As stated in 

the Acoustic Conditions section of Chapter 2, noise can travel throughout an open office 

area due to the lack of full height walls and the open nature of the layout. The open 

nature of the office areas in the STSS Building has allowed noise to travel throughout the 

space, which may explain respondents’ low level of satisfaction in the open workspaces.  

The large range differences between the two workspace types may indicate that 

the method of combining the responses of both open and closed workspaces for the 

paired t-tests analysis may have skewed the data, which could explain the rejection of the 

null hypotheses for the acoustic conditions and also lighting conditions. The large range 

in the differences of means prompted the additional investigation to conduct ANOVA 

analyses to determine if there were significantly differences with the overall attribute 

means of open and closed workspaces for each condition.  

The ANOVA analyses results indicated there were significant differences 

between respondents’ satisfaction with the combined attribute means and OPE between 

those who occupy open and closed workspaces for all conditions. Overall, respondents’ 

were significantly more satisfied in the closed workspaces than the open workspaces.  

Although the ANOVA analyses had indicated a significant difference for all 

conditions, the AAC was found significantly different at a higher level (p<0.001) than 

thermal and lighting conditions (p<0.05). The difference in the AAC mean of 

respondents’ who occupy open (3.39 mean) and closed (5.09 mean) workspaces was 1.70 

(see Figure 19). Respondents in the closed workspaces were satisfied with the acoustic 

conditions; however, among all conditions, respondents in the open workspaces were the 
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least satisfied (lowest mean of the combined attributes) with the acoustic conditions. This 

finding suggests that occupants were more satisfied with acoustic conditions if they 

worked in closed workspaces rather than open workspaces.  

Even though the overall sample size for the (n=70) questionnaire was smaller, 

making the sample size per workspace type lower (n =42 open; n =28 closed), this pilot 

study of a B3-MSBG building does provide insight into data analysis for future post-

occupancy evaluations. The type of workspace does significantly influence the results 

and should be considered when analyzing data. The ANOVA analyses did find that 

respondents’ satisfaction with acoustic conditions between open and closed workspaces 

were significantly different at a more significant level than thermal and lighting 

conditions. The results from Pearson’s correlation also indicated that acoustic conditions 

(OAC and ACC) are more related to respondents’ overall satisfaction (OPE) than the 

other conditions. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, acoustic conditions are not 

included in the LEED rating system, but are included in the (I.7) Effective Acoustics 

guideline of the IEQ category with the B3-MSBG guidelines. The B3-MSBG guidelines 

do include acoustics because the guideline considers all components of the built 

environment that “promote occupant health, well-being and productivity… [where] 

‘health’ is more than the absence of disease and ‘well-being’ includes provision of 

physical comfort and psychological satisfaction with the physical environment” (MSBG, 

n.d.). The results provide evidence that all components of the built environment, even if 

not directly related to sustainable design, should be considered in the construction of 

sustainable buildings.  
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Reading Results of Thermal, Acoustic, and Lighting Conditions  

In addition to the questionnaire, actual readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting 

conditions were taken three times (morning, noon, and afternoon) on one day (November 

30, 2011). Different readings were collected for each condition. Air velocity, relative 

humidity, and temperature (degrees Fahrenheit) readings were taken for thermal 

conditions. Decibel (dB(A)) readings were taken for acoustic conditions, and footcandle 

(fc) readings were taken for lighting conditions. The readings were administered in 

selected workspaces on floors 2, 4, and 5. For a more detailed explanation on the duration 

and instrumentation of the reading see Table 7. For the locations of the selected 

workspaces see Figure 6 to Figure 8. 

The following provides the results of the readings for each condition by floor, 

workspace type, and overall. The three days of readings were averaged to produce means 

for each selected workspace. The means of each workspace were then averaged to 

produce mean readings per floor, workspace type, and overall. The results of the readings 

were then compared to the B3-MSBG V2.1 required standards.  

Thermal Conditions 

 Thermal conditions means include air velocity, relative humidity, and 

temperature. There was no air velocity present at 43” AFF during the readings for any 

workspace. This met the B3-MSBG V2.1 required standard of less than 10 feet per 

minute. The relative humidity was also taken 43” AFF, and the average ranged from 

20.85% (floor 5, closed workspaces) to 29.60% (floor 4, closed workspaces). This was 

within the B3-MSBG V2.1 required standard between 20% and 50%.  
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Table 30.  
 
Average thermal conditions of STSS Building per floor and workspace type 

 

 
Figure 20. Mean relative humidity of STSS Building per floor and workspace type 

 The temperature was taken once every 30 seconds starting at 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 

p.m. by a data logger that was positioned on the worksurface (the desk height ranged 

from 27” to 30” high; the average was 28.17” high) of the selected workspaces. The 

overall mean temperature (degree Fahrenheit) was 73.17° and was within the B3-MSBG 

V2.1 required standard of 68° to 78°. Floor 2 had the highest mean temperature at 74.41°, 

followed by floor 4 at 72.13° and floor 5 at 71.72°. Floor 4 had the largest marginal 

Floor
Open Closed Both Open Closed Both Open Closed Both Open Closed Both

4 2 6 1 2 3 1 2 3 6 6 12
Air Velocity (FPM) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Relative Humidity (%) 21.85 22.57 22.21 26.33 25.68 26.01 22.47 22.12 22.29 22.70 23.46 23.08

Degree Fahrenheit 74.64 73.95 74.41 69.78 73.31 72.13 71.68 71.74 71.72 73.34 73.00 73.17

All Floors
Workspace Type

Number of Workspaces
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difference between the mean temperatures of open (69.78°) and closed (73.31°) 

workspaces at 3.53°.  

 
Figure 21. Mean temperature of STSS Building per floor and workspace type  
 

Acoustic Conditions 

 The decibel reader was placed at the center of the worksurface (the desk height 

ranged from 27” to 30” high; the average was 28.17” high) of the selected workspaces. 

Each reading occurred while the workspace was unoccupied, and the door was closed for 

five-minute durations. The decibel measure is a logarithmic. To calculate the mean 

decibel readings, the Leq (mean per 5-minute reading) values were converted to a linear 

scale (antilog), averaged, and then converted back to the logarithmic dB(A) scale 

(ASHRAE, 2009). The dB(A) values presented and discussed in Table 31 and Figure 22 

were calculated accordingly.  

To assess environmental ‘background’ noise level, the LA90 is commonly used. 

LA90 represents the average decibel level for 90% of the reading (ASHRAE, 2009; 
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James, 2010). Table 26 provides the maximum, minimum, Leq, and LA90 dB(A) means 

per floor, workspace type, and overall. Figure 20 demonstrates the difference of the 

LA90 values per floor, workspace type, and overall. 

For each floor, there was a large marginal difference of 12 plus decibels between 

open and closed workspaces. The overall LA90 value was 45.80 dB(A), however there 

was a large marginal difference between the mean readings of open workspaces [48.68 

dB(A)] and closed workspaces [33.67 dB(A)] of 15.01 dB(A) (see Figure 22). 

Regardless, these mean LA90 and the Leq values were below the B3-MSBG V2.1 

required standard less than 55 to 60 dB(A) with the background noise to not to exceed 70 

dB(A).  

Table 31.  
 
Average acoustic conditions [dB(A)] of STSS Building per floor and workspace type 

 

Floor
Open Closed Both  Open Closed Both Open Closed Both Open Closed Both

4 2 6 1 2 3 1 2 3 6 6 12
Maximum 67.66 63.40 66.64 70.22 57.24 65.87 58.98 69.54 67.97 67.61 65.92 66.85
Minimum 45.25 32.74 43.61 51.97 30.65 47.26 48.81 33.26 44.27 47.87 32.36 44.98
Leq 50.05 39.60 48.48 53.64 36.60 49.04 50.72 39.82 46.61 50.99 38.90 48.24
LA90 46.43 34.04 44.79 52.90 32.17 48.20 48.54 34.47 44.09 48.68 33.67 45.80

Number of Workspaces

dB(A)

Floor 2 Floor 4 Floor 5 All Floors
Workspace Type
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Figure 22. LA90 acoustic conditions [dB(A)] of STSS Building per floor and workspace 
type 
 

Lighting Conditions 

The illuminance meter was positioned at the center of the worksurface (center of 

the keyboard with the desk height ranging from 27” to 30” high; the average was 28.17” 

high) of the selected workspaces. The workspaces were unoccupied at the time of the 

reading, however, the occupants were asked to leave on any lighting they were currently 

using. Lighting that was in use during the time of the reading was included in the reading. 

Lighting included ceiling lighting, task lighting at desk (worksurface), undercabinet 

lighting, and a table and/or floor light(s). Only the closed workspaces had the option for 

the table and floor lights (some appeared to be personal lights), and only a few actually 

had them (see Figure 23).  
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  Undercabeint lighting in closed workspace       Task light in closed workspace 

  
    Table light in closed workspace         Floor light in closed workspace 

Figure 23. Images of lighting in closed workspaces 
 

Table 32 shows the average number of lights that were turned on during the 

readings for each floor. The All Floors section of the table shows the total of the average 

lights that were turned on during the readings. The open workspaces only had the ceiling 
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lights on during the readings. The ceiling lights are not controlled by the occupants, but 

rather by automatic lighting controls and occupancy and daylight sensors. These features 

do not allow occupants of the open workspace to adjust and control the ceiling lighting. 

For example, the ceiling lights are automatically timed to turn on during office hours. The 

daylighting sensors, however, do adjust the output of light from the ceiling lighting 

according to the amount of natural daylight measured on each floor. This sensor is 

designed to provide an even distribution of light and appropriate quantity of light 

throughout the workday.  

Although the closed workspaces have similar occupancy sensors, the occupants 

have the ability to switch on or off the ceiling lighting if and when they desire throughout 

the work day. Of the six closed workspaces where the readings were performed, an 

average of three workspaces had the ceiling lights on during the illuminance readings. An 

average of three workspaces also had on a task light at the desk (worksurface). 

Undercabinet lighting and table/floor lights were on average turned on in 1.33 closed 

workspaces (see Table 32). The variety of lighting types provided to occupants does meet 

the B3-MSBG V2.1 required standard, which is to provide multiple modes of lighting. 

Table 32.  
 
Average lighting conditions of STSS Building per floor and workspace type 

 

Open Closed Both  Open Closed Both Open Closed Both Open Closed Both

4 2 6 1 2 3 1 2 3 6 6 12

Ceiling lighting on 4 1 5 1 1 2 1 1 2 6 3 9

Task light on desk on 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 3 3

Undercabinet lighting on 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Table or floor light on 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

38.77 22.17 30.47 10.98 35.98 23.48 27.07 17.56 22.31 32.19 25.24 28.71
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The overall mean illuminance readings was 28.71 fc (open workspaces, 31.19 fc; 

closed workspaces, 24.24 fc) (see Figure 24). The overall mean was below the B3-

MSBG V2.1 recommended standard of 35 to 50 fc, except for the open workspaces of 

floor 2 (38.77 fc) and closed workspaces of floor 4 (35.98 fc). The illuminance readings 

ranged over 20 fc among workspace types and floors. The open workspaces of Floor 2 

(38.77 fc) had the highest illuminance mean reading, while the closed workspaces of 

floor 4 (10.98 fc) had the lowest mean.  

 
Figure 24. Mean illuminance readings (footcandles) of STSS Building per floor and 
workspace type 
 

Overview of Reading Results 

 The reading results answered the research question, Is there a relationship 

between the actual physical readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions in 

occupant workspaces and occupants’ satisfaction with their workspaces’ thermal, 

acoustic, and lighting conditions? There is no test of significance that can be used to 
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answer this question, but the following discussion compares reading results and the 

questionnaire results for each condition. Table 33 compares the reading results of each 

condition with the corresponding B3-MSBG V2.1 required standard and the industry 

standard.  

Thermal Conditions 

The readings taken for thermal conditions (air velocity, relative humidity, and 

temperature) were all within the industry and the B3-MSBG V2.1 required standards. 

Although within the standards, the mean temperature for floor 2 (74.41°) was over two 

degrees warmer than floors 4 and 5 (see Figure 21). The researcher was informed that 

roughly eight occupants in the southern portion of the office area were supplied with 

space heaters the week prior to the reading. It was observed that workspace 2F did have 

his/hers on during the morning reading, but none of the other workspaces where the 

readings occurred had a space heater or had it on. However, space heaters may have been 

turned on at various times throughout the day by occupants of other workspaces where 

readings did not occur, which may explain the higher mean temperature readings for floor 

2.  

 The need for space heaters may also explain the lower combined attribute mean 

(4.22) for floor 2 thermal conditions. Furthermore, the respondents of floor 2, closed 

workspace rated the temperature of their workspace lower (3.57 mean). The regression 

model found this attribute to significantly contribute to respondents’ satisfaction with the 

OTC. All respondents of floor 2 (open and closed workspaces) rated the extent of 

personal control for temperature (hot or cold) slightly lower (3.52 mean). It should be 
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noted that the questionnaire was distributed a week prior to occupants receiving space 

heaters. Also, occupants of the closed workspaces do have the ability to adjust the 

temperature by a few degrees with a digital thermostat near the door.  

Overall, only 43% of the STSS respondents rated the extent of personal controls 

for the temperature attribute of their workspace 4 or greater. Fifty-three percent of the 

respondents were within this range for the temperature attribute. This was a similar 

finding of the Nasrollahi, Knight, and Jones (2008) study where they found 57% office 

respondents neutral to satisfied with the temperature. These values exceed the ASHRAE 

acceptable standard of 20% or less of the respondents dissatisfied with the temperature. 

The findings indicate that although the average temperature readings met the standards, 

respondents’ satisfaction with temperature and the extent of personal control for 

temperature were below neutral (4).   

There was no air velocity present at the recording height of 43” above the finished 

floor. However, the researcher did notice an increase in air velocity lower to the floor, 

closer to the UFAD diffusers located within the workspaces. The lid of the diffusers can 

be twisted open and closed to provide some control over the air velocity and temperature 

within the workspaces. Some occupants did mention to the researcher that they do adjust 

the diffusers to control the temperature within their workspace. The questionnaire results 

indicate that respondents’ were satisfied with the air velocity (5.12 mean), but were less 

satisfied (4.26 mean) with the extent of personal controls for air velocity (drafty and 

stagnant). The diffusers may not have provided enough control and air movement for 

occupants and other alternative or additional devices should be considered. The mean 

relative humidity was within the industry and the B3-MSBG V2.1 required standards. In 
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addition, respondents were also satisfied (5.55 mean) with the humidity of their 

workspaces. 

Acoustic Conditions 

 Although all means of the acoustic readings were below the industry and the B3-

MSBG V2.1 required standards of less than 55 to 60 dB(A), most of the maximum peaks 

readings were above the standards (see Table 31). The results indicate that at times the 

noise did exceed the standard, but on average the noise levels were below the standard. 

The noise levels were found to be below the standard in the open workspaces (48.68 

dB(A) L90). However, participants in other studies reported that noise was too loud 

between 40 and 49.5 dB(A) (Ayr, 2001; Tang & Wong, 1998; Veitch et al., 2002), and 

participants of other studies stated that above 48 dB(A) is considered too high (Bradley & 

Gover, 2004; Veitch et al., 2002). 

The noise level in the closed offices was marginally lower (33.67 dB(A) L90) (see 

Figure 22). Floor 2 had a 12.39 dB(A) L90 difference between open and closed 

workspaces, while floor 4 had a 20.73 dB(A) L90 difference. For every 10 dB(A) 

increase, the noise is twice as loud (Woodson et al., 1992). This makes the average noise 

level of the open workspaces twice as loud as in the closed workspaces of floor 2 and 

almost four times as loud on floor 4. The human auditory system, although, perceives 

sound more closely than the actual decibel scale (Woodson et al., 1992). For example, a 

20 dB(A) difference, similar to floor 4, is perceived to be twice as loud not four times as 

loud (Outcalt, 2001).  
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The results of the ANOVA analysis indicated a significant difference at the 0.001 

level between the satisfaction levels of the acoustic conditions of respondents who 

occupy open and closed workspaces. Respondents of the closed workspaces were 

significantly more satisfied with the acoustic conditions of their workspaces than 

respondents of the open workspaces. These results support the notion that open 

workspaces of the STSS Building are louder, between two to four times louder, than 

closed workspaces. In addition, the respondents of the quieter, closed workspaces were, 

on average, more satisfied with the acoustic conditions of their workspaces.  

During the readings, the researcher did observe occupants having conversations 

between the open workspaces, talking loud enough for their voices to carry over the 

shared 7’ high partition walls. On floor 2 there was an area with 36” high base filing 

cabinets and a small table with chairs located between two rows of open workspaces 

where occupants were observed to frequently congregate (see Figure 25). During the day 

of the readings, ‘farewell’ treats for an occupant of one the open workspaces within this 

area were on the table. The treats may have encouraged occupants to congregate at the 

file cabinets more frequently than usual. Other common areas that could have potentially 

created noise within the open workspaces were not observed being utilized during the 

readings, except for the break rooms on each floor during the lunch hour.  
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Figure 25. Area of congregation located on floor 2 between two rows of open 
workspaces 
 

Lighting Conditions 

The variety of lighting types provided to occupants of the STSS did meet the B3-

MSBG V2.1 required standard, which is to provide multiple modes of lighting. The 

overall mean illuminance reading, measured in footcandles (fc), was below the B3-

MSBG V2.1 recommended standard. The overall mean of 28.71 fc was 7 fc below the 

required standard range of 35 to 50 fc (see Figure 24). This was similar to the mean 

illumination (27 fc) found in Moore, Carter, and Slater (2003) study of four office 

buildings. Two mean readings of the STSS Building were within the required range 

(38.77 fc, floor 2 open workspaces; and 35.98 fc, floor 4 workspaces). However, the 

overall mean does reflect the industry standard, which is 28 fc at the 

workplane/worksurface (desk height of 30” AFF).  

The illumination reading do reflect occupants preferred levels, since the lighting 

that remained on during the readings were the ones the occupant was using at that time. 
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As shown in Figure 24, illuminance readings fluctuated greatly among workspace types 

and floors. Although the mean readings for the open workspaces (32.19 fc) were higher 

than the closed (25.24 fc), the open workspace readings for floor 4 were marginally lower 

than the closed workspace (25 fc mean difference) on the same floor. The fluctuation of 

illumination levels could be due to the type of work the occupant was doing prior to the 

time of the readings. However, other studies have found great variation in illumination 

levels and lighting preferences (Moore, Cater, & Slater, 2002b). The occupants of the 

STSS Building were instructed to leave on whatever lights they were using at that time 

when the vacated their workspace for the readings. The researcher observed that 

throughout the day, occupants of the closed workspaces used various types of lighting. 

Table 32 indicates the average lights that were on during the readings. 

In general, the respondents were satisfied with the lighting conditions of their 

workspace (5.56 OLC mean). The attribute that received the lowest mean of the lighting 

conditions was the extent of personal controls for daylighting (ability to control or block 

sunlight) (3.70, 1.86 SD). The respondents’ in closed workspaces were on average more 

satisfied than those in open workspaces (see Table 26). This attribute was related to 

respondents’ proximity to the window (control or block sunlight). Respondents in open 

workspaces are located closer and have more access to the window than the respondents 

in closed offices. Therefore respondents in open workspaces need the ability to control 

daylight, which may explain the lower mean for respondents’ ability to better control 

daylighting in open workspaces.  

The item regarding the extent of personal controls for electric lighting mean was 

4.86 (1.50 SD). The respondents in closed workspaces were more satisfied (5.39 mean, 
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1.40 SD) than those in open workspaces (4.50 mean, 1.47 SD). As mentioned above, 

occupants in closed workspaces had more controllability over their lighting/illumination 

sources, particularly their ceiling lighting. Whereas, it was observed that during the 

readings, occupants in open workspaces only used ceiling lighting for illumination, 

lighting that they could not control (adjust illumination levels or turn on/off).  
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STSS Design Team Standards 

 Along with the B3-MSBG guidelines, the STSS design team submitted 

benchmark standards during the design phase of the project that they predicted they 

would be able to achieve (see Table 33). The design team’s standard was 15 dB(A) lower 

than the B3-MSBG guidelines maximum standard. The considerably lower standard may 

be a result of the design initiative to lower noise in the office areas. For example, 

acoustical ceiling tiles and carpet tiles were used in the office areas to help absorb and 

lower the noise level.  

Three conditions that are different than the required standards of B3-MSBG are 

air velocity, temperature, and decibel readings. The air velocity was within the design 

team’s predicted standard of < 20 fpm. The mean temperature reading of 73.17° was also 

within the design team’s predicted range (>68º F and <78 ºF). However, the mean decibel 

reading of 45.80 dB(A) L90 was greater than the design team’s predicted decibel standard 

< 40 dB(A). Although the overall L90 reading was only a few decibels above the design 

team’s standard, the closed office L90 reading was approximately 6 dB(A) below the 

standard and the open office L90 reading was approximately 9 dB(A) greater than the 

standard. More design strategies may need to be employed to decrease the noise in the 

open workspace areas at the STSS Building.  
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Table 33.  
 
Recommended and required standards of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions established by ASHRAE, IESNA, B3-MSBG, 
and the STSS design team, along with the STSS average reading 

IEQ 
Component Measurement Organization 

Organization 
Recommended 

B3-MSBG 
V2.1 

Recommended 
B3-MSBG V2.1 

Required 

STSS 
Design 
Team 

STSS 
Average 
Reading 

Thermal 
Conditions 

Temperature ASHRAE 55-
2004 

Winter: > 68º F 
and < 74 ºF 
Summer: > 73º F 
and  < 79 ºF 

Full compliance 
with ASHRAE 
55-2004 winter 
and summer 
comfort zones 

 > 64º F and  
 < 80 ºF 

> 68º F and  
< 78 ºF 73.17° 

Air Velocity ASHRAE 55-
2004 

> 24 feet per 
minute (fpm) and 
< 40 fpm 

≤ 10 fpm ≤ 20 fpm 0 fpm 

Relative 
Humidity 

ASHRAE 55-
2004 

> 30% and  
 < 60% 

> 20% and  
 < 50% 

> 20% and  
 < 50% 23.08% 

Acoustics 
Conditions 

Decibel,  
A-weighted 
(dB(A)) 

  
<NC-45 or 
approx.  
50-55 dB(A) 

<NC-50 or approx. 
55-60 dB(A) and 
background noise 
to not exceed 70 
dB(A) 

< 40 dB(A) 45.80 dB(A) 
L90 

Lighting 
Conditions Footcandles  (fc) 

IESNA Lighting 
Handbook (10th 
ed.), 2011 

Targeted 300  lux 
(28 fc) for 30”AFF 
office work plane 
illumination  

35 fc to 50 fc for 
work plane 
illumination 

Electric lighting to 
be operable in 
multiple modes 

35 fc to 50 fc 
for work plane 
illumination 

28.71 fc (as 
operated by 
occupants) 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 

Introduction 

 This chapter summarizes the main findings of this study. This study 1.) identified 

thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions that significantly affected occupant satisfaction 

with their workspace and 2.) determined if the required IEQ standards of the B3-MSBG 

guidelines mandated by the State of Minnesota correlate to occupants’ satisfaction. The 

method of this study included a POE questionnaire that examined occupants’ satisfaction 

with the conditions of their workspaces and physical readings of the conditions in 

selected workspaces. The study was considered a pilot study because only one building 

was investigated, and the questionnaire had a small sample (n=70). However, significant 

findings were interpreted from the data analyses and can be applied to future research 

designs of similar building and occupant types. This chapter includes a summary of 

results and hypotheses testing, the study’s fit to the theoretical model, implications from 

the study for the field, and implications for future research studies. 

Summary of Findings 

The study examined the Science Teaching Student Services (STSS) Building 

located along the east bank of the Mississippi River in the heart of the UMN Minneapolis 

campus. Built in 2010, the five-story, 118,000 square-feet STSS Building was sustainably 

designed according the B3-MSBG guidelines. The building also houses instructional 

classrooms and administrative offices that service UMN students. The areas of interest 

for the study are floors 2, 4, and 5, which contain both office areas and classrooms. 

However, only the office environments (workspaces) and the office full-time and part-
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time employees were studied. Among these three floors, there were a total of 86 

workspaces (50 open; 36 closed) and two open reception areas that contained seven 

additional open workspaces. There were 93 total workspaces available; although some 

were shared among part-time employees, and some were not occupied. The sample size 

for the questionnaire was n=70 (75% response rate). 

The first research question of the study stated: is occupants’ satisfaction with their 

workspaces’ thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions significantly related to their 

satisfaction with their workspaces’ overall physical environment? The following three 

hypotheses were developed to answer the question. They stated:  

1.) there were no significant difference between respondents’ overall satisfaction 

of thermal conditions of their workspace and respondents’ overall satisfaction 

with the physical environment of their workspace;  

2.) there were no significant difference between respondents’ overall satisfaction 

of acoustic conditions of their workspace and respondents’ overall satisfaction 

with the physical environment of their workspace; and  

3.) there were no significant difference between respondents’ overall satisfaction 

of lighting conditions of their workspace and respondents’ overall satisfaction 

with the physical environment of their workspace.   

The second research question of the study stated: Is there a relationship among 

the physical readings of thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions in occupant 

workspaces and occupants’ satisfaction with their workspaces’ thermal, acoustic, and 

lighting conditions? The methods used to gather the data to test these hypotheses and 
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answer the research question were a post-occupancy satisfaction questionnaire and 

physical readings of conditions in selected workspaces. 

The methods were carried out during the month of November, 2011. First, the 

online, 7-point Likert type satisfaction questionnaire was distributed via email to office 

occupants. The occupant questionnaire inquired about their level of satisfaction with the 

thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions of their workspace environment and their level 

of satisfaction with the overall physical environment. Two weeks following the closure of 

the questionnaire, physical readings were taken in 12 selected workspaces on the three 

floors of the STSS Building. The readings were taken three times (morning, mid-day, and 

afternoon) over the course of one day in a total of 12 workspaces (six open; six closed). A 

series of workspaces that bisect the office floor plan west to east (window wall to the 

classroom corridor) were selected. An additional workspace near the reception area on 

each floor was also analyzed to capture the influence of adjacent public corridors and 

staircase.  

Discussion of Hypotheses Testing 

A paired t-test analysis was conducted to test the null hypotheses for the thermal, 

acoustic, and lighting conditions. The test examined if respondents’ overall satisfaction 

with each condition was significantly different than their satisfaction with the overall 

physical environment (OPE). The analysis rejected null hypotheses one (thermal 

conditions; OTC) and two (acoustic conditions; OAC), and did not reject the null 

hypothesis three (lighting conditions; OLC). There was a significant difference between 

OPE and the overall satisfaction with acoustic conditions and thermal conditions. On 
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average, the OPE satisfaction was significantly greater than OTC satisfaction and OAC 

satisfaction. Conversely, the OLC satisfaction was greater than OPE satisfaction. Further 

investigation was conducted to understand which attributes significantly contribute to the 

overall satisfaction of each condition.  

Pearson’s correlation analyses were conducted and found that particular attributes 

of each condition had a strong and positive relationship with respondents’ overall 

satisfaction for each condition. A strong and positive correlation signifies that as the 

attribute satisfaction increases so does the overall satisfaction. Temperature was found to 

have the strongest relationship with OTC. All attributes of acoustic conditions were 

found to have strong relationships with OAC. Although the OLC hypotheses was not 

rejected, a t-test was performed on the combined ALC and the OPE and was found to be 

significant. Some attributes of the ALC may influence the OPE, therefore a Pearson’s 

correlation analysis was conducted. Overall visual comfort of electric or daylighting had 

the strongest relationship to OLC. 

Next, linear regressions were conducted for each condition to determine which 

condition attributes significantly contribute to respondents’ satisfaction with the overall 

conditions. The thermal conditions model indicated that temperature, air velocity, and 

humidity were significant attributes of respondents’ satisfaction with the OTC. All 

acoustic attributes were found significant contributors to OAC satisfaction, except for the 

ability to limit distraction for undesired sounds. The lighting conditions model only found 

overall visual comfort of electric or daylighting as a significant contributor.  

Furthermore, two Pearson’s correlation analyses were conducted at the overall 

conditions and the combined attribute satisfaction level to determine the strength of the 
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relationships with each condition and the OPE. Both analyses found a moderately 

positive relationship among respondents’ satisfaction with the conditions and the OPE of 

their office workspace. There was a strong positive correlation with acoustic conditions. 

It should be noted that the present study only investigated three conditions of the IEQ; 

based on a review of literature it is likely that other conditions could also be related to 

respondents’ satisfaction with the OPE of their office workspace (i.e., indoor air quality, 

maintenance, furnishings, and space planning).  

Furthermore, the overall mean for acoustic conditions was found to be the lowest 

of all three conditions, followed by thermal conditions. Lee and Guerin’s (2009) study 

found a similar result in their research. They analyzed data collected by CBE from 15 

LEED-rated buildings regarding occupant satisfaction with IEQ components. Of all the 

components, acoustics and thermal comfort received the lowest overall means. In 

addition, Abbaszadeh et al. (2006) found that occupants of sustainably designed buildings 

were less satisfied with acoustic privacy than occupants of non-sustainable buildings. 

When occupants expressed dissatisfaction with an IEQ component in the questionnaire 

Abbaszadeh et al. distributed, they were directed to additional questions regarding 

specific qualities of the particular component. Occupants expressed that their 

dissatisfaction with acoustic privacy stemmed from people talking in neighboring areas 

(85%), people overhearing my private conversations (78%), and people talking on the 

phone (77%).  

Although the exact acoustic qualities were not asked in the CBE’s questionnaire, 

respondents of the STSS building had low satisfaction with similar acoustic attributes. 

Three of the five acoustic attributes received some of the lowest means among all the 
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conditions’ attributes. These three items were sound privacy (conversations without 

neighbors overhearing and not overhear neighbors), background noises, and ability to 

limit distraction from undesired sounds. Sound privacy and background noises were both 

found to be significant contributors to respondents’ overall satisfaction with acoustic 

conditions. In addition, these three items are all related to noise. As stated in the Acoustic 

Conditions section of Chapter 2 noise is defined as a sound that is loud, unwanted, or the 

cause of disturbance (Noise, 2011). Sources of noise in open office environments are 

speech/conversations from co-workers, machines (e.g., printers, telephones, HVAC 

systems), and foot traffic. Noise produced by these sources can travel throughout an open 

office area due to the lack of full height walls and the open nature of the layout. The open 

nature of office areas in the STSS Building has allowed noise to travel throughout the 

space, which may explain respondents’ low level of satisfaction with the acoustic 

conditions in open workspaces.  

Further investigation of acoustic conditions also revealed a large range in 

differences between respondents’ satisfaction of open and closed workspaces. The closed 

workspaces AAC mean of what was 1.16 greater than open workspaces. The large range 

in difference between the two workspace types prompted the need to conduct ANOVA 

analyses. The ANOVA analyses determined that respondents’ satisfaction in closed 

workspaces were significantly greater than respondents’ satisfaction in open workspaces 

for all these conditions. The combined mean of attributes for acoustic conditions (AAC) 

was found significantly different at a higher level (p<0.001) than thermal and lighting 

conditions (p<0.05). 
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Also, the results of the Pearson’s correlations indicated acoustic conditions (AAC 

and OAC) had a strong relationship, more so than thermal and lighting conditions, with 

respondents’ OPE satisfaction with their workspace environments. Although, the LEED 

rating systems does not have a credit allocated to acoustic conditions of the IEQ, the B3-

MSBG guidelines does include (I.7) Effective Acoustics guideline of the IEQ category. 

The B3-MSBG guidelines consider acoustic conditions as a component of the IEQ that 

contributes to occupant well-being, i.e., “physical comfort and psychological satisfaction 

with the physical environment” (MSBG, n.d.). The results provide evidence that all 

components of the built environment, even if not directly related to sustainable design, 

should be considered in the construction of sustainable buildings. It should be noted that 

there were more respondents’ of open workspaces (60%) than closed workspaces (40%) 

which may have influenced the satisfaction results with acoustics conditions.  

Discussion of Physical Reading Research Question 

To answer research question two, the physical readings of the selected 

workspaces were compared to the B3-MSBG V2.1 required standards and respondents’ 

level of satisfaction for each condition. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the 

data because significance testing could not be performed.   

Thermal Conditions 

The readings taken for thermal conditions (air velocity, relative humidity, and 

temperature) were all within the industry and the B3-MSBG V2.1 required standards. The 

overall mean temperature (degree Fahrenheit) was 73.17°, which was also within the 

temperature range (between 72.86° F and 74.66° F) that Newsham et al. (2008) found 
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occupants to be most satisfied. However, the mean temperature for floor 2 was over two 

degrees warmer than floors 4 and 5 (see Figure 21). This occurrence may be explained by 

space heaters that were supplied to occupants of the southern portion of the office area on 

floor 2 the week prior to the readings. Although it was observed that only one occupant 

of a closed workspace where the readings occurred had a space heater on, occupants of 

other workspaces on floor 2 may have had space heaters on throughout the day, which 

could have resulted in a higher mean temperature.  

Even though the temperature readings were within the required standards, the 

respondents rated temperature, the extent of personal control for temperature (hot or 

cold), and the extent of personal control for air velocity as the lowest thermal condition 

attributes. Futhermore, only 43% of the STSS respondents rated the extent of personal 

controls for the temperature attribute of their workspace 4 or greater. Fifty-three percent 

of the respondents were within this range for the temperature attribute, although the linear 

regression analysis found temperature to be a significant contributing attribute of the 

OTC satisfaction. Similarly, Nasrollahi, Knight, and Jones’s (2008) study found 57% of 

office respondents were neutral to satisfied with the temperature. The values the 

researchers reported and the values found in this study exceed the ASHRAE acceptable 

standard of 20% or less of the respondents dissatisfied with the temperature. The findings 

indicated that although the average temperature readings of the STSS Building met the 

standard, respondents’ satisfaction with temperature and the extent of personal control for 

temperature were below the ASHRAE standard.   

Occupants of the STSS Building do have control over the temperature and air 

velocity of their workspaces with the UFAD diffuser. The closed workspaces also have 
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digital thermostats within them that allow occupants to adjust the temperature by a few 

degrees. However, comparison of readings and satisfaction results indicated that although 

the average temperature readings met the standards and occupants do have some control 

to adjust the temperature, respondents’ were least satisfied with temperature, the extent of 

personal control over temperature, and the extent of personal control over air velocity 

attributes of the thermal conditions. Toftum’s (2008) study found that occupants satisfied 

with their ability to control the thermal conditions of their environment reported fewer 

perceived undesirable thermal conditions (i.e., temperature, drafts). Therefore, increasing 

occupants’ controllability of thermal conditions may also increase their satisfaction with 

temperature and OTC.  

 In addition, the STSS Building was opened for just over one year when the study 

took place, and already the occupants were using space heaters to control the 

environment. Space heaters are nice for individual controls, but when used in the open 

workspaces they can greatly alter the thermal conditions of the entire office environment 

and create an unsatisfying workspace for other occupants. They also increase energy use, 

skewing projected energy goals and savings. An internal investigation should be 

conducted to understand the cause of the unsatisfying conditions in the STSS facility and 

the why space heaters are needed.  

For example, the exterior building materials, such as the glass curtain wall, could 

be a contributing factor to temperature control due to heat gain in the summer and heat 

loss in the winter. Newsham et al. (2008) found that occupants with workspaces located 

near the exterior window wall were unsatisfied with temperature and ventilation due to 

drafts. Lu Aue, Charters, Chiazor, and Robinson’s (2005) study also found that frequent 
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cold drafts were reported by occupants causing discomfort. The discomfort caused by the 

drafts could possibly explain why 63% of the occupants perceived the indoor temperature 

as not acceptable even though it was within the benchmark standard (between 73.4°F to 

78.8°F). Occupants of the STSS Building indicated that a draft was present near the 

reception area on each floor due to the adjacent open staircase. Also, occupants in 

workspaces located near the window wall could have experienced thermal discomfort due 

to the radiant temperature emitted by the glass surface (i.e., hot during summer months or 

cold during winter months). Due to the small sample size and low frequency of readings, 

the findings of the study cannot be generalized to the population. However, the findings 

do imply that further investigations should be conducted to better understand design 

strategies and standards that coincide with occupants’ satisfaction levels of thermal 

conditions.   

Acoustic Conditions 

The mean decibel (dB(A)) readings were within the B3-MSBG V2.1 required 

standards; however, the mean readings of the open workspaces for each floor were 12-20 

dB(A) L90 higher than the closed workspaces. As discussed previously, there was a large 

difference in the satisfaction levels of respondents in open and closed workspaces for 

acoustic conditions. The overall mean reading for open workspaces was 48.68 dB(A) 

L90. Although within the standard, participants in various studies reported that noise was 

too loud between 40 and 49.5 dB(A) (Ayr, 2001; Tang & Wong, 1998; Veitch et al., 

2002) where participants of other studies stated that above 48 dB(A) the noise level is 

considered too high (Bradley & Gover, 2004; Veitch et al., 2002). 
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Results of the ANOVA analysis indicate that respondents in open workstations 

were significantly less satisfied with acoustic conditions. Materials that were installed in 

the office areas of the STSS, such as carpet tiles and ceiling tile with a NCR value of .90, 

helped to absorb and reduce the noise. However, the proximity of the open workspaces to 

the exterior window wall could influence occupant satisfaction with acoustic conditions. 

Newsham et al. (2008) found that occupants near the windows were dissatisfied with 

acoustics of their workspaces. The researchers suggested that the window pane causes 

noise to reflect back into the office environment.  

Furthermore, the results of the study indicated that the enclosed environment of 

the closed workspaces does help to control the noise levels. Designers should consider 

strategies to reduce sound transfer such as adding an acoustical ceiling to the open 

workspaces to provide a better sense of sound privacy. In addition, the noise transfer 

within the open office area may be attributed to the 24” open area above the glass portion 

of the wall that separates the office and the classroom corridor. Another area that may 

contribute to noise transfer was the exposed area between the floors along the west wall. 

These open areas allowed noise from the classroom corridor, which receives a great deal 

of student traffic, and from the exposed area between the floors to travel easily into the 

open office environment. 

To help mitigate noise, a suggestion is to extend the glass classroom corridor wall 

to the ceiling to close off the open area. Also, separate the floors from each other by 

extending the floor to the curtain wall. Another suggestion includes installing a white 

noise system that will block undesired noise by imbibing other frequencies. For example, 

a white noise machine produces a steady sound of rain, wind, or static at a higher 
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frequency than the surrounding noise to help imbibe it. White noise is found to provide 

occupants a less disturbing and stressful work environment (Loewen & Suedfeld, 1992).  

Lighting Conditions 

The variety of lighting types provided to occupants of the STSS did meet the B3-

MSBG V2.1 required standard, which is to provide multiple modes of lighting. The 

overall mean illuminance readings was 28.71 fc which was below the B3-MSBG V2.1 

recommended standard of 35 to 50 fc at the work plane. It should be reiterated that the 

illuminance readings do reflect occupants’ preferred lighting levels since the lights that 

were on during the readings were those that the occupant was using at the time of the 

readings. Therefore, the overall illumination could possibly meet the recommended 

standard if all modes of lighting were turned on. However, the findings demonstrate that 

providing multiple modes of lighting allow occupants to manually adjust the illumination 

of their workspaces according to their preferred levels. The findings suggest that the 

required standard of providing multiple modes of lighting could save energy and money 

since the overall level was found below the recommended standard. Furthermore, the 

mean readings were within the IESNA standard for an office work plane at 28 fc. The 

reading was also within the illuminance range (between 28 fc to 46 fc) that Newsham et 

al. (2008) found occupants to be most satisfied. Moore, Carter, and Slater (2003) found 

similar average reading levels at the work plane (27 fc). They also found great variance in 

the illumination readings among the 14 offices they measured.  

It was observed during the readings that occupants of the open workspaces only 

used ceiling lighting, which could not be adjusted. Occupants of closed workspaces 
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sometimes used ceiling lighting, but also used other types of lighting (task, undercabinet, 

and/or floor lighting). This may help to explain why respondents in open workspaces 

were less satisfied (4.50 mean, 1.47 SD) than respondents in closed workspaces (5.39 

mean, 1.40 SD) with the extent of personal controls for electric lighting. Respondents in 

closed workspaces had control over ceiling lighting, which resulted in their use of other 

lighting sources and levels.  

In general, respondents were satisfied with lighting conditions in their workspace. 

However, closed offices were located away from the glass curtain wall, which resulted in 

less exposure to daylighting and could explain the need for lighting from other sources. 

The open workspaces had more exposure to daylighting, which could explain why 

occupants did not utilize light sources other than ceiling lights during readings. A 

suggestion would be to provide more control to occupants of open office areas with 

ceiling lighting. Providing more controllability over lighting may result in less lighting 

and energy utilized by occupants and higher satisfaction levels.  

Fit to Theoretical Model 

 The human ecosystem theory was used to test the hypotheses of this research 

study. The four constructs of the model are Human Organism (HO), Natural Environment 

(NE), Designed Environment (DE), and Social Environment (SE).  In this study the 

model was used to understand occupants’ (HO) satisfaction (SE) with the IEQ 

components of their office workspace (DE) in an environmentally sustainable building 

(NE). The fifth dimension of the model entails the interaction and interrelationship the 

constructs have with each other. A preliminary theoretical model was presented at the end 
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of Chapter 2 that explained how variables of this research study fit with model constructs. 

The findings of the research have further explained how specific attributes were 

significantly associated with occupant satisfaction and how readings taken in the physical 

environment were influenced by the designed environment.  

A revised model specific to the conditions and the research findings was created 

and is provided in Figure 26. The new model considers the HO as the STSS full-time and 

part-time employees and their job characteristics and social behaviors within the building. 

The SE considers employee satisfaction. The B3-MSBG guidelines “promote occupant 

health, well-being and productivity… [where] ‘health’ is more than the absence of 

disease and ‘well-being’ includes provision of physical comfort and psychological 

satisfaction with the physical environment” (MSBG, n.d.). However, as examined in the 

study, adhering to a sustainable guideline that promotes satisfaction does not 

automatically equate to satisfaction. Satisfaction among occupants with the designed and 

surrounding environments can be challenging to achieve, but interior designers must 

considering all the constructs that influence satisfaction. Other conditions in the indoor 

environment related to the SE include users’ behaviors and activities. For example, 

utilization of personal electronics within the interior office environment (i.e., space 

heaters, radios, and lighting), and periods of student traffic influenced by the academic 

year or the adjacent classroom schedule. 

 The NE embodies the outdoor surrounding environment which includes weather 

conditions, location on campus and in the city, construction activity (as was present on 

the day of the readings), pedestrian and automobile traffic, and daylighting. Lastly, the 

DE construct considers thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions and characteristics of 
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the designed interior environment, workspace type (open or closed), and the floor 

occupied. Figure 26 shows the new theoretical model that provides a holistic 

understanding of how specific variables for each construct have influenced the study and 

the findings.  

 The new model does support the basis of Guerin’s (1992) adapted human 

ecosystem model described in Chapter 2. The foundation of the model is that all 

constructs interact and with each other. The study found that all constructs interact with 

each other, but some do more so than others. Also, constructs had interactions that 

occurred among various elements from the same construct.  

For example, Pearson’s correlation analysis indicated that acoustic conditions 

(DE) related more to occupants’ overall satisfaction (SE) of the physical environment 

than thermal and lighting conditions (DE). Furthermore, specific attributes of acoustic 

conditions such as sound privacy and overall vibration and movement were found to be 

significant contributors to occupants’ satisfaction with acoustic conditions. Elements that 

are part of other constructs, such as the construction occurring in the outdoor surrounding 

environment (NE) or interior materials with acoustical properties (DE) may have 

influenced the noise levels in office areas and in turn influenced occupants’ satisfaction 

(SE) with acoustic conditions. Also, it was found that the type of workspace (DE) greatly 

influenced acoustic conditions (DE) (e.g., noise levels and sound privacy) and occupant 

satisfaction levels (SE) with acoustic conditions. There are endless interactions that 

occurred in the model, and it is impossible to identify the relationships among all of 

them. However, the revised model highlights the apparent elements of each construct that 
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interact and interrelate with the results of the study. An arrow pointing back into each 

construct was added to signify internal interactions. 

 
Figure 26. Revised theoretical model of the study  
 
 

Implications of the Study 

The following provides insight as to how the inferences of the study apply to 

CSBR, researchers, interior designers, architects, and educators. First, the IEQ category 

of the B3-MSBG guidelines establishes standards that are to complement environmental 

initiatives and economic goals and provide occupant health, well-being (satisfaction), 
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comfort, and productivity (MSBG, n.d.a). The study demonstrates that although the B3-

MSBG required standards were met, occupants were not entirely satisfied with the 

conditions. The B3-MSBG measurement standards met the ASHRAE and IESNA 

standards, however, both standards may need to be further researched to assess what 

occupants’ satisfaction levels are and how to achieve a higher level of satisfaction in 

buildings, sustainable or not.  

The findings, however, do justify the need to collect both occupant satisfaction 

data and physical readings of the indoor environment to accurately assess both the 

standards and occupant perceptions. In this study, the results indicated that although the 

physical readings met the guideline standards, occupants were not satisfied with some 

conditions. The physical readings helped to explain occupant satisfaction and to 

determine if the building was performing the way it was designed to. Although the 

physical readings could not be statistically correlated to occupants’ satisfaction, they do 

coincide with occupants’ satisfaction results. For example, there was a marginal 

difference in the decibel readings between open and closed workspaces. Similarly, a 

significant difference was found in occupant satisfaction with acoustic conditions 

between open and closed workstations. Therefore, the researchers were able to conclude 

that occupants of the open workspaces were significantly less satisfied with the louder 

acoustic conditions than occupants of closed quieter workspaces.  

Another benefit of conducting physical readings is that during data collection, the 

researcher has opportunities for face-to-face interaction with occupants. Occupants may 

provide information or voice their opinions during these on-site and unplanned 

encounters. For example, during data collection of the physical readings the researcher 
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was informed that eight occupants on floor 2 received space heaters about a week prior to 

data collection. This information helped to explain why occupants’ satisfaction with 

thermal conditions was found to be lower on floor 2 than their counterparts on the other 

floors, and why the average temperature reading was greater on floor 2 than the other 

floors. The researchers’ presence to take the physical readings provided opportunities for 

occupant interaction and led to invaluable qualitative information beyond the 

questionnaire.  

The use a mixed-method research approach, such as surveying and taking 

physical readings, can provide a holistic understanding of occupants’ satisfaction and 

physical conditions of a building. Both methods are needed to help tune the physical 

environment to be satisfying as well as energy and environmentally sufficient. For 

example, occupants of floor 2 were not as satisfied with their thermal environment and 

were using individual space heaters to personally control the temperature of their 

workspaces. However, space heaters can significantly influence the thermal conditions of 

the overall office area, as demonstrated in the study. In addition, space heaters can greatly 

increase the energy needs and costs, possibly offsetting other energy saving initiatives. 

This research provides evidence through data collected by both measures that 

adjustments should to be made to the thermal conditions on floor 2 to prevent the need 

for individual space heaters and to increase occupant satisfaction. Interior designers are 

concerned about how occupants emotionally respond and physically interact with their 

surrounding built environment. Therefore, conducting a comprehensive POE using a 

mixed-method approach can provide valuable evidence to support operational 
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adjustments to the building that could ultimately affect occupants’ well-being and 

satisfaction.  

Furthermore, the CSBR questionnaire utilized for the study was customized 

specifically for assessing B3-MSBG buildings, but some shortcomings were revealed in 

the method used to analyze the data for this research. The overall items for the conditions 

are inconsistent in the wording. For example, the overall thermal conditions item 

included in parenthesis some of the attributes such as [temperature (hot or cold), humidity 

(dry or moist), air velocity (drafty or stagnant)]. These attributes were included to help 

respondents define a category word, but it failed to mention two other attribute level 

items regarding personal control for temperature and personal control for air velocity. 

The same was present with the acoustic and lighting conditions. By removing some of the 

attributes from the description of the overall item may have resulted in respondents not 

taking into account all attributes of the overall condition and led to inaccurate overall 

rankings. A suggestion would be to either eliminate or include all attribute wording from 

the overall condition items. Also, although it is recommended to arrange items of a 

questionnaire from large to small scope (i.e., overall items come before attribute items), a 

suggestion is to arrange the overall item after the attributes items of a condition. This 

could help occupants understand all attributes of an overall condition without having to 

explicitly define it within the overall item. 

There were also two overall level items that were used as attribute level items 

because there were no attributes for them. Overall vibration and movement with the 

acoustic conditions, and overall visual comfort of the electric or daylighting were both 
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used as attribute items. The word “overall” should be removed to create a parallel 

assessment with the other attributes, if attributes for them are not developed.  

The questionnaire mainly focused on gathering the satisfaction levels of the 

occupants; however the direction of the attributes were not assessed. For example, 

occupants may have been dissatisfied with the temperature of their workspace, but it is 

uncertain if the temperature is too hot or too cold. When comparing questionnaire 

satisfaction items with actual readings of the physical environment, it would be valuable 

to also understand the direction of the conditions. However, adding more items does 

lengthen the time needed to complete to the questionnaire, which could discourage 

occupants from participating or completing the questionnaire because too much time is 

taken away from their required work responsibilities or it becomes too exhausting to 

complete in its entirety. Some questionnaires are designed to ask about the directionality 

of attributes only when an unsatisfying response is selected, however, this may encourage 

respondents to only select satisfying responses to avoid additional items. 

Researchers should understand from the analyses portion of the research that 

significant differences were found with respondents’ satisfaction levels who occupy open 

and closed workspaces. When analyzing data of an office setting that has a combination 

of both workspace types, the data should be analyzed and discussed separately to 

understand the attributes and characteristics of both workspace types that are satisfying to 

occupants.  

However, the partition wall heights for the open workspaces in the STSS building 

are atypical of today’s open workspace standards. The partition wall height of the open 

workspaces in the STSS building are 7’-3” (87”) high where the lower 57” was 
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constructed of fabric and the upper 30” was constructed of glazing. Typical partition 

heights of today’s standards are much lower. For example, to achieve LEED IEQ Credit 

8.2: Daylight and Views-Views for Seated Spaces, a direct line of sight at 42” AFF must 

be obtained by 90% of occupants in regularly occupied areas when seated. Therefore, the 

partition height must not exceed 42” high unless glazing is used beyond that height. The 

researcher was informed the height of the partition wall was requested by the STSS office 

occupants who were transitioning from a closed office environment. To accommodate for 

the high partition wall height, the upper portion of the partitions was designed with 

glazing not fabric. This allowed some daylighting to be distributed throughout the space. 

However, the materiality of glass enables sound to bounce off and transmit throughout 

the open environment more easily. Also, the taller than typical partition walls of the open 

workspaces may not be representative of the current and/or other open workspace designs 

of office settings. Therefore, future researchers should consider partition heights of open 

workspaces in their studies when comparing results to this and/or other studies. 

Interior designers must understand that designing an interior environment 

according to a sustainable guideline that promotes satisfying environments may not 

always yield a satisfying environment. All of the constructs of the study’s theoretical 

model should be considered when making design decisions. For example, results of the 

study found that acoustic conditions were strongly related to occupants’ overall 

satisfaction with the physical environment, yet respondents in open workspaces were 

least satisfied with acoustic conditions in their workspaces. Although some materials 

were selected with acoustical properties to help reduce the noise within the open office 
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(i.e., ceiling tiles) other constructs of the surrounding and designed environments may 

have influenced respondents’ satisfaction.  

A multiuser building, particularly one with classroom facilities on a university 

campus, needs to support fluctuation of user types and utilization that are influenced by 

the university’s academic calendar and classroom schedule. Interior designers must 

consider the surrounding indoor environment, such as the traffic and travel patterns of 

students who frequently visit classroom buildings. In addition, consideration should also 

be made to occupants of the office environment who typical spend most of their day at 

their workspace in a preferably quiet environment. Interior designers must ensure 

acoustical separation between users in facilities to prevent noise created by one user type 

from traveling into an area of another user type. Acoustical separation should include 

insulated walls that extend from floor to deck between user areas and corridors. Also, 

fully enclosed floors can minimize noise transfer among levels. Although the exposed 

areas of the STSS were designed to help naturally ventilate the entire building, alternative 

strategies and locations for ventilation should have been considered to decrease the noise 

transfer from public areas into private offices. Otherwise, additional noise reduction 

strategies should be considered, such as the installation of a white noise system.  

Upon completion of the study, two questions have emerged: what level of 

occupant satisfaction should interior designers strive to achieve and is it possible to 

satisfy all occupants of an office environment? It is apparent in the literature review and 

the results of the study that not many building occupants will be ‘very’ satisfied with all 

components of IEQ. The interior design discipline needs to develop acceptable standards 

and reliable measures to benchmark occupant satisfaction or adapt those already in use. 
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Furthermore, it is important that interior designers conduct comprehensive and unbiased 

post-occupancy evaluations to understand how their design decisions influence 

occupants’ satisfaction (Szenasy, 2012).  

Lastly, along with interior designers, educators must teach students that designing 

sustainably and meeting industry standards do not always result in satisfying 

environments.  There are various attributes to all IEQ components that must be taken into 

consideration when designing interior environments and not all of them uphold 

sustainable qualities, such as adjustability of lighting and noise control. To further 

understand the satisfaction levels of occupants, the process of conducting post-occupancy 

evaluations must be taught to interior design students. Educators must discuss and 

demonstrate to students the information that can be obtained by conducting research 

studies and applying the findings to projects to help inform their design process and 

enhance their knowledge. Guerin and Martin (2010) state in the Interior Design 

Profession’s Body of Knowledge the importance of conducting, measuring, and 

documenting that  interior designers decisions have on occupants’ and the public’s health, 

safety, and welfare to provide evidence to the BOK supporting the profession.  

Once students understand the research process and benefits, they will be able to 

continue implementing the process into their professional practice. Interior design 

students will find they are more desirable and valuable to employers because they possess 

a diversified skill that combines design + research. Furthermore, students who go on to 

conduct research studies in practice will discover they will become more informed and 

knowledgeable interior designers. They will also establish better client relationships and 

develop marketing opportunities. Interior designers conducting research in practice 
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demonstrates to their clients they want to learn about the outcome of their design 

decisions. Once the data are gathered and analyzed, they provide marketing opportunities 

present findings at conferences and client meetings.  

Implications for Future Research 

 The analysis of this study has led to the discovery of future research topics. One 

study could compare the satisfaction level of occupants and the physical readings of IEQ 

components in buildings that were only designed according to the LEED rating system 

with buildings that were only designed according to the B3-MSBG guidelines. The 

LEED rating system is based on a point system that determines the level of certification. 

Points are achieved when a credit is met; however, depending on the level of 

certification, not all credits are required to be met. In addition, the LEED rating system 

does not have a credit related to acoustic conditions of the IEQ. Whereas, the B3-MSBG 

guidelines do not have levels of certification, rather most of the guidelines have required 

standards that must be met. The B3-MSBG guidelines also include an acoustic guideline. 

A comparison study among the two types of the sustainable guidelines could uncover if 

specific credits/guidelines significantly influence the occupants’ level of satisfaction and 

the physical readings of IEQ components in sustainably designed buildings.  

Another study could benchmark the results gathered from the present study with 

other similar B3-MSBG building types that have completed the CSBR POE. It would be 

interesting to understand how the satisfaction levels of the STSS occupants compare to 

other occupants of similar B3-MSBG buildings and if specific building characteristics of 

the STSS Building could be related to occupant satisfaction. 
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Although this study did gather physical readings, the readings were only of one 

day in selected workstations on each floor. A future study could conduct a longitudinal-

track study and utilize the same methods of gathering physical readings, but conduct the 

readings during different days throughout the year to provide a more holistic 

understanding of the conditions. Otherwise, another study could log the readings for an 

extended period of time in various locations on each floor. The study could analyze the 

data in different durations to determine an effective approach (length and frequency of 

readings) to gather physical readings of an office environment. The development of 

reliable methods to gather physical readings of the office environment could be paired 

with the distribution of CSBR satisfaction questionnaire. These two research methods 

will provide a broader understanding of whether or not B3-MSBG required standards are 

met, produce a satisfying IEQ, and/or lead to adjustment of the guidelines or the 

buildings’ operation.  

There is an apparent need for the development of reliable approaches to gathering 

physical readings for buildings that are designed either sustainably or conventionally. 

Furthermore, standardized approaches for gathering physical readings should be 

developed for all conditions of the physical environment, not just the measures taken for 

this study. The creation of reliable and effective approaches to gathering physical 

readings, coupled with a valid and comprehensive questionnaire should be established 

among researchers to document and broaden the understanding of how IEQ influences 

occupants’ well-being.  

Some implications for future researchers were developed from the experience of 

gathering physical readings. For example, the air velocity and temperature readings were 
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only taken at one height within the workspace. The air velocity readings were taken 43” 

AFF and the temperature reading were taken every 30 seconds taken by a data logger 

placed on the worksurface. Future studies should consider taking these readings at 

various heights such as the ASHRAE standards suggest, i.e., 4”, 24”, and 43”, to capture 

the variance of the conditions at the ankle, waist, and head heights when seated. Initially 

the researcher attempted to gather these readings at the various heights, but found it 

challenging with the use of one instrument. The instrument could not quickly adapt to the 

change of heights. The researcher found that the instrument should be immobile for a few 

minutes prior to recording the reading at each height. This will allow the instrument to 

acclimate to change in the environment and acquire an accurate reading. A suggestion is 

to purchase three of same instrument and securely position them on a mobile cart at each 

of the three heights. During data collection, position the cart in the center of the 

workspace and let it remain motionless with the instruments on for five minutes before 

actually recording the readings. Capturing the reading at the different levels is important 

because occupants’ often feel drafts and temperature differences at various locations on 

their bodies. Therefore, it is important to understand the influence of these conditions at 

different levels, particularly when an underfloor air distribution system distributes 

conditioned air through floor diffusers.  

In addition, certain decision rules should be established prior to collecting 

physical readings that fall outside of ASHRAE measurement standards and protocols. 

Some questions that arose during the day of the physical readings include: 

• Should the door be opened or closed during the readings? 
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• Should the occupant remain in the workspace or be asked to leave during the 

readings, and if allowed in the workspace, should the occupant be allowed to 

create noise (i.e., talk, type, listen to the radio, move around)? 

• During the readings, should all lightings be turned on or off, or only have the 

lighting on that was in use during the readings? 

Depending on how these scenarios were handled during data collection, they 

could have significantly influenced the outcome of the physical reading results. For 

example, the presence of a warm body and/or the use of electrical devices that emit heat 

(i.e., lamps, computers) could have influenced the readings for thermal conditions. 

Similarly, the presence of an occupant and /or the use of electronic devices within the 

workspace during the decibel readings could have influenced the results for acoustic 

readings. Also, the preference for lighting types used during the readings varied greatly 

and was apparent in the various levels of illumination readings recorded among all 

workspaces. Ideally, every possible type of scenario should be measured during data 

collection.  

Furthermore, the CSBR questionnaire did not inquire about the extreme of the 

conditions but only satisfaction. For example, a respondent may have indicated he/she 

was dissatisfied with the temperature of his/her workspace, but did not determine if the 

workspace was too hot or cold. When pairing physical readings with the questionnaire 

responses, understanding the extremes of the conditions will provide more insight in 

providing suggestions for adjustment of conditions.  
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Summary 

The impact that sustainable guidelines, such as the B3-MSBG guidelines and 

LEED rating systems, have made on the building industry has been tremendous. Since 

the Minnesota State Legislature passed a law mandating that all buildings that receive 

state funding comply with the B3-MSBG guidelines as of January 1, 2004, there are more 

opportunities to conduct studies on sustainable buildings. Current studies focus on 

occupant satisfaction; future studies should correlate satisfaction levels with physical 

readings of the IEQ. Similarly, this study developed a method to gather both measures of 

a building designed according to the B3-MSBG guidelines; however, more research on 

various building and occupancy types need to be conducted. Furthermore, the method, 

findings, and suggestions from this study will help CSBR advance the B3-MSBG 

guidelines. The results of the study also provide evidence to interior designers and 

architects regarding design attributes and strategies that significantly contribute to 

occupant satisfaction. The evidence gathered will help interior designers make informed 

design decisions on future projects.  
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APPENDIX A 

Operational Definitions 

Acoustics (noun): Sense of hearing sound (waves) (Acoustics, 2011). 
 

Background Noise: Noise created from sources such as mechanical systems, wind, traffic 
(indoor and outdoor), and speech (ASHRAE, 2009). 
 

Controllability: The ability to control suitable or desirable [IEQ] conditions 
(Controllability, 2011). 

 
Daylighting: Natural light illumination of an indoor space (Daylighting, 2011). 
 
Glare: Brightness from a light source that is unwanted by the viewer. The source can be 

viewed directly or indirectly (reflection) (Moore, Carter, & Slater, 2003). 
 
Noise: A sound that is loud, unwanted, or the cause of disturbance (Noise, 2011). Sources 

of noise in open office environments are speech/conversations from co-workers, 
machines (e.g., printers, telephones, HVAC systems), and foot traffic. 

 
Private office: An office workspace is fully enclosed with fixed walls that extend from 

the floor to the deck (floor above the ceiling) and has a ceiling, or full height wall 
systems that has a ceiling. The workspace is occupied by one employee. 

 
Sound (noun): An auditory impression created by a source that can be heard (Sound, 

2011). 
 
Thermal Comfort: A state of satisfaction by a subject evaluating the thermal environment 

(ASHRAE, 2009). 
 
Workspace: A generic term for work area including various types of offices (i.e., open 

and closed).  
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APPENDIX B 

CSBR Questionnaire 

Note: Only selected items of CSBR’s POE questionnaire were used for the study. Some items 
asked were not included in the questionnaire shown below, as well as, some items shown below 
were not included in the study.  
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